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1.1 Installation

Before Offline Sorter can be used, the Offline Sorter program files, the Sentinel 
System Drivers, and the Sentinel parallel port or USB hardware key must be 
installed. The Plexon hardware key(s) are marked with the Plexon logo and they 
are included with the shipment of Offline Sorter.

1.1.1 Installing Offline Sorter

The Offline Sorter setup USB memory stick comes with two versions of Offline 
Sorter. OfflineSorter.exe is for 32-bit machines, and OfflineSorter64.exe is for 
64-bit machines. Both versions will be installed on the computer, but the desktop 
icon initially defaults to the OfflineSorter.exe 32-bit version. The software may 
also be downloaded from the Plexon website. 

Running Offline Sorter Setup

Note: Before installing Offline Sorter, exit all currently running applications.

1 Place the Offline Sorter setup USB stick in a USB slot on the computer.

2 Navigate to the OFSv3Setup.exe file on the CD and double-click the file.

The Offline Sorter Version 3 Setup screen appears.

3 Follow the prompts on the setup dialogs and complete the installation.

At the end of the installation process, the Sentinel System Driver Setup starts 
automatically.

4 Follow the Sentinel Driver Setup prompts and complete the installation of the 
Sentinel Drivers.

By default, the Setup program places the Offline Sorter program and the help 
files in C:\Program Files\Plexon Inc\OfflineSorter.

1.1.2 Installing Hardware Keys

USB hardware keys must be installed on the computer running Offline Sorter.

To install a USB key

• Locate an available USB port on the computer and insert the USB key in the 
USB port.

1.2 Licensing

After the hardware key is installed, it requires no additional attention. However, 
Offline Sorter contains facilities for examining the licensing status of Offline 
Sorter and other Plexon products, and for performing remote upgrades to unlock 
additional features, or product licenses. Use the following procedure to check 
Plexon licenses.
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Opening the License Management Window

1 From the main menu, select Help | About Offline Sorter, then press the 
Licensing... button to bring up the Plexon License Management window.

Note: In the main text area, the window contains a summary of the licensing 
status of the hardware key or keys. If Offline Sorter cannot read a 
hardware key, an explanation appears in the window. If Offline Sorter 
can read a hardware key, it interrogates it and displays the informa-
tion from it. The Key Serial Number, Customer ID, and Key Number 
identify a particular key. This information must be provided to Plexon 
to unlock additional Plexon products. The Products Licensed section 
tells which Plexon products are currently unlocked by the hardware 
key.

Note: Offline Sorter 3.x is licensed separately from Offline Sorter 2.x. Con-
tact Plexon for an upgrade from Offline Sorter 2.x to Offline Sorter 3.x, 
if needed.

2 Click Test the Key Again to re-interrogate the key and re-display the 
information. The Unlock Additional Program and Features section applies 
to remote upgrades. If a remote upgrade applies, Plexon provides instructions 
on how to use this feature.

Note: Multiple Plexon hardware keys can be installed on the computer. Offline Sorter 
can find and use a license on any of the keys attached to the computer. If 
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Plexon software detects multiple Plexon keys on the computer, additional Next 
Key>> and <<Previous Key buttons appear in the license window. These but-
tons can be used to step through the keys to examine examine each key indi-
vidually.

1.3 Off-line Sorter Technical Support and Updates

1.3.1 Offline Sorter Technical Support

The email address for help with Offline Sorter is at support@plexoninc.com.

1.3.2 Offline Sorter Updates

The latest version of Offline Sorter may be downloaded from the Plexon website:

http://www.plexoninc.com/support/softwaredownloads.html

OFSv3Setup.exe is the standard Offline Sorter setup program. To install the latest 
version of Offline Sorter, download the program to the PC and run it from the 
hard drive.

1.3.3 Web Updates

If a previous version of Offline Sorter has been installed, use the Help | Web 
Update menu item to automatically check for updates at the Plexon web site, and 
to download and install them.

1.4 Demo Mode

If a valid Plexon hardware key has not been connected to the computer, Offline 
Sorter runs in Demo Mode. Offline Sorter opens a startup message box stating 
that it is running in Demo mode.

Plexon provides all Offline Sorter features in Demo mode, except the file saving, 
batch processing, and Export functionality.

http://www.plexoninc.com/Updates/OFSv2Setup.exe
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2.1 Offline Sorter Uses

Offline Sorter can be used to:

• Inspect the data. Offline Sorter can display any action potential waveforms 
(spikes) in a variety of displays, including displays that show how the wave-
forms changed as a function of time during the experiment. The spike data 
can be shown alongside simultaneously-collected continuous and event data.

• Extract and sort action potential waveforms (spikes) from continuously 
recorded data, such as the data generated by Plexon programs like Recorder 
(DDT file) or other data acquisition systems such as:

• Panasonic MED

• Data Translation

Offline Sorter detects spike waveforms within a continuous file using a 
threshold-crossing method. Thresholding for waveform detection can be 
applied to the:

• Raw voltage signal amplitude

• Energy of the signal

• Non-linear energy of the signal

• Re-sort action potential waveforms from previously sorted spike/waveform 
data generated either by the Plexon Multichannel Acquisition Processor 
(MAP) data acquisition and Sort Client system (PLX file), or some other data 
acquisition system from the following list:

• CyberKinetics

• CED Spike 2

• DataWave

• MultiChannel Systems

• Neuralynx

The result of the sorting process is a set of timestamps that correspond to the 
spike times of the sorted units. Offline Sorter can save these spike trains in the 
form of a NEX datafile. If Offline Sorter is used to open a Spike/Waveform data 
file (e.g. a Plexon PLX file, or a data file from the DataWave or CyberKinetics 
systems), the resorted waveforms and spike times can be saved in a file of the 
same format, or in a new PLX file. The resulting spike files (PLX, NEX, etc.) can 
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then be analyzed with NeuroExplorer (NEX), MATLAB,or etc. A diagram of the 
typical analysis pathways and files related to the Offline Sorter follows.

2.2 Offline Sorter Inputs

Offline Sorter can Open or Import data files recorded from Plexon data acquisi-
tion hardware (PLX or DDT files), and files from various other data-acquisition 
hardware vendors. In general, these data files contain at least three types of data:

• Continuously-recorded data: With this type of data, an analog signal is dig-
itized at a certain rate and every digitized sample is stored in the data file. 
Examples of this type of file are Plexon DDT files and “continuous” record-
ing channels within a Plexon PLX file.

• Spike Waveform data: It is generally desirable to record the waveforms 
resulting from true neural firings at higher frequencies (e.g. 40 kHz). How-
ever,storing the digitized samples between the neural firings can lead to large 
data files. Therefore, neural data acquisition systems generally employ a 
thresholding or some other “triggering” mechanism to record only the digi-
tized data in a narrow time window around what is likely to be a neural firing. 
These waveforms segments are generally called “spikes”.

• Event data: Many data acquisition systems have the ability to record 
timestamped markers in the data stream when some external event happens. 
While these external event markers are somewhat tangential to Offline 
Sorter’s main purpose of sorting spikes, Offline Sorter can display them and 
the event markers can be used to select time periods of interest in the data.

Note: NEX file have event types that are time intervals. Offline Sorter does not recog-
nize time intervals and will not save them if a new file is saved.

Offline Sorter can also read in batch command files to direct its processing and 
files of sorting parameters that can be applied to data files. For more information 
see “5.19 Batch File Processing” on page 225.

Recorder
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2.3 Sorting Techniques

Basic to multi-neuron study is the ability to resolve the spike waveforms associ-
ated with the multiple individual neurons, which often are present on single or 
multiple electrodes. For reviews of spike sorting techniques, see Wheeler and 
Heetderks, 1982, Schmidt, 1984, Lewicki, 1998, Wheeler, 1999.

For many data acquisition systems, spike detection is done on-line, and Offline 
Sorter can read in and use the already-detected spike waveforms. For continu-
ously-recorded data files, Offline Sorter can perform spike detection by using a 
threshold-crossing algorithm.

When spike waveforms are present, Offline Sorter helps to separate the wave-
forms collected from single or multiple electrodes into distinct waveform groups 
or classes that are associated with individual neurons. Each class of waveforms is 
called a unit or a cluster.

Offline Sorter currently offers the following spike-sorting algorithms, grouped 
into categories:

• Manual Methods:

• Waveform Crossing

• Contours

• Semi-Automatic Methods:

• Template

• Boxes

• K-Means

• Standard E-M (Expectation Maximization)

• Automatic Methods:

• Valley-Seeking 

• T-Distribution E-M

• Scanning methods

With manual spike sorting methods allow full control of the sorting process, and 
is is possible to indicate manually which waveforms should be assigned to each 
unit. With the Waveform Crossing method, the units are manually selected by 
using the actual waveforms. Crossing a bundle of waveforms with the mouse 
pointer can specify the unit.

All sorting methods work in so-called “feature space”, except for the Waveform 
Crossing, Template, and Boxes sorting methods. Instead of using the entire raw 
waveform, sorting methods that work in feature space characterize the essence of 
the waveform by using a few calculated features. The feature space can be 
defined by selecting features from among several for each axis, which are 
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described under “5.5 Features Available for Sorting” on page 191. The features 
available for assignment to the axes in feature space include:

• Projections onto principal components (PCA)

• Waveform heights at chosen times (“slices”)

• Peak height, valley height, peak-valley difference, widths

• Timestamp of the waveform

• For stereotrode and tetrode data, per-electrode and ratio-between-electrodes 
features

Thus the waveform can be represented by the point (x,y) in a 2D feature space, 
or (x,y,z) in a 3D feature space, where the x, y and z axes can be chosen from 
the available features.

In the 3D view of the feature space points, it is possible to navigate the eyepoint 
through the 3D space to get a better idea of what the data set looks like and to find 
a vantage point where clusters are best separated. After the desired perspective in 
3D space is achieved, the sorting methods can be applied.

Using the Contours method, a cluster is specified by drawing an arbitrary shape 
in feature space (usually around a visible cluster). Offline Sorter assigns all wave-
forms inside the arbitrary shape to that cluster. When the Contours method is 
applied from the 3D view, it operates in a 2D projection of the 3D feature space 
that is a standard perspective projection based on the chosen viewpoint. That is, 
the 3D feature space is first transformed to a 2D feature space (“screen space”) by 
using a standard perspective projection, then the contour sorting algorithm runs in 
screen space. The other sorting algorithms can also be run in either 2D or 3D fea-
ture space.

The Semi-automatic sorting methods generally require specifying cluster centers 
(and therefore implicitly indicate the number of clusters), and then the algorithm 
assigns waveforms to the clusters.

The Template method requires picking an existing waveform to serve as the tem-
plate for a unit. Offline Sorter then adds other waveforms to the unit based on 
their similarity (in the least-squares difference sense) to the template unit, with a 
user-defined tolerance.

The Boxes sorting method requires placing two boxes on the Waveforms view to 
define each unit. Each box thus specifies a region in time-voltage space. Any 
waveforms that intersect with both boxes for a unit are sorted into that unit. The 
boxes can be resized and moved to any position on the Waveforms view.

The K-Means method is a well-known iterative algorithm that assigns each wave-
form to one of the user-specified cluster centers, based on Euclidean distance in 
feature space. Then it recomputes the cluster centers, and it repeats the process 
until no more waveforms change units.
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The Standard E-M (Std E-M) method is a variation of the Expectation Maximiza-
tion algorithm. The Expectation Maximization algorithms in general fit a mixture 
of Gaussians to the point densities in feature space by varying the normal distri-
bution parameters (means, covariances) to maximize a likelihood function. This 
algorithm uses the user-specified center points to start the search.

The Semi-automatic sorting methods are also capable of using an existing set of 
sorted units as a starting point, in what is referred to as “Continue” sorting. The 
algorithms can run using the centroids or template waveforms of existing clusters 
as the starting points, instead of manually specifying them.

The Automatic sorting methods are capable of automatically finding the optimal 
number of clusters, and of assigning waveforms to the clusters. Thus they require 
no user intervention to arrive at the initial clustering of the data, and they can 
operate on completely unsorted data.

The Valley-Seeking automatic method uses a valley-seeking algorithm that it 
applies to inter-point distances to automatically determine the number of clusters 
and the cluster memberships. The T-Distribution E-M (T-Dist E-M) method is 
another variation of the Expectation Maximization algorithm that fits a mixture 
of T-Distributions instead of Gaussians to the point densities in feature space. 
This algorithm is also capable of adjusting the number of clusters as it runs (by 
removing unfavorable clusters) to arrive at the optimum number of clusters.

The Scanning methods are a family of automatic sorting methods that attempt to 
find an optimal clustering by stepping a sorting parameter (a value that controls 
how the sorting is performed) through a range of values. One of the Sorting Qual-
ity Statistics described on page 203 is chosen as the metric that defines what 
‘optimal’ means. For example, Valley Seeking automatic sorting method has a 
sorting parameter called the Parzen Multiplier that affects how the clustering pro-
ceeds. The Valley Seek Scan sorting method will step the value of the Parzen 
Multiplier through a user-defined range of values and calculate the Sorting Qual-
ity Statistics for each step. The step that produces the best value of the chosen 
Sorting Quality Statistic is taken as the final sorting.

Offline Sorter provides many mechanisms for inspecting and manually adjusting 
the sorting results; it is possible to add or remove waveforms from clusters or 
invalidate them completely.

With Offline Sorter the waveforms can be resorted by using any of the clustering 
methods. After the units have been defined, the contours, templates and principal 
components can be saved to a TPL file and they can be used to sort waveforms in 
other data files.

For more information on the sorting algorithms, see “5.6 Details of the Sorting 
Algorithms” on page 196.
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2.4 Offline Sorter Outputs

Offline Sorter provides a variety of ways to view and save the results of spike-
sorting. The Offline Sorter File menu includes the following actions.

2.4.1Printing Results

The 2D and 3D Clusters Views can be printed, as well as the Waveform Display 
and the various grid-based views. The “3.16 Sorting Summary View” on page 79 
provides a convenient summary of the sorted units on a channel, and can be 
printed or exported to a Microsoft PowerPoint* or an Adobe PDF* file. For more 
information, see “5.21 Printing” on page 237.

2.4.2 Saving Results

For PLX, Datawave, CyberKinetics NEV, Neuralynx, and CED Spike-2 data 
files, Offline Sorter can save the unit assignments for each spike back into an out-
put file of the same type. Offline Sorter preserves all records from the original file 
in the output file, except that it modifies the unit assignments for spike records to 
reflect the sorting that has been performed in Offline Sorter. For more informa-
tion, see “4.8.1 Saving Timestamps and Waveforms” on page 162.

2.4.2.1 Export to New .PLX:

For any of the data formats that Offline Sorter can read, it can write the spike data 
out as a PLX file. With this feature, Offline Sorter can effectively translate any 
format data file into a Plexon PLX file. For more information, see “4.8.1 Saving 
Timestamps and Waveforms” on page 162.

2.4.2.2 Export to .NEX:

Offline Sorter can export the timestamps of sorted waveforms into a NEX file, for 
use with Neuroexplorer. Also Offline Sorter can export waveforms and continu-
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ous data. For more information, see “4.8.2 Exporting to a NEX File” on 
page 165.

2.4.2.3 Export to .PLX0:

Offline Sorter can save any data file to a special optimized PLX0 format, for use 
with Offline Sorter. The PLX0 format is more efficient and it speeds up future 
Offline Sorter access to that same data file. For more information, see “5.22.6 
Using .PLX0 Files” on page 239.

2.4.2.4 Exporting Per-Waveform Data

To accommodate later analyses of the data, Offline Sorter can write out selected 
information about each waveform into either a text or a MATLAB©* file, or into an 
Excel©* spreadsheet. For a given waveform, any of the calculated feature values 
can be exported, along with the unit assignment, timestamp, raw waveform volt-
age values, etc. For more information, see “4.8.4 Exporting Information” on 
page 166.

2.4.2.5 Exporting Per-Channel Data

To accommodate later analyses of the data, Offline Sorter can write out selected 
information about each channel into either a text or a MATLAB file, or into an 
Excel spreadsheet. For a given channel, any of the sorting quality statistics can be 
exported, and also the unit counts, sorting criteria, etc. For more information, see 
“4.8.4 Exporting Information” on page 166.

2.4.2.6 Exporting Per-Unit Data

To accommodate later analyses of the data, Offline Sorter can write out selected 
sorting information about each sorted unit into either a text or a MATLAB file, or 
into an Excel spreadsheet. For a given unit, it is possible to export items like clus-
ter center positions, cluster sigmas, ISI percentages, etc. For more information, 
see “4.8.4 Exporting Information” on page 166.

2.4.3 Reproducing Results

Offline Sorter provides several methods to apply or re-apply sorting criteria to 
data.

2.4.3.1 Export Sort Info to .TPL 

The sorting criterion used in sorting channels can be written to a TPL file. The 
TPL file remembers information such as the features used for sorting, the sorting 
method, and any contours, templates, or parameters that control or affect the sort-
ing. For more information, see “5.13.1 Saving Templates” on page 214.

CAUTION
Exporting to PLX0 requires time and disc space
Before exporting a data file to PLX0 format, make sure there is 
enough time and disc space. For complete information, see “5.22.6 
Using .PLX0 Files” on page 239.
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2.4.3.2 Sort Using .TPL file

Offline Sorter can read the TPL file and use the information to resort the current 
file. For more information, see “5.13.2 Sort Using Saved Templates” on 
page 216.

2.4.3.3 Sort Using .NEX file

Offline Sorter can read a previously-saved .NEX file and apply the sorting 
embodied in the .NEX file to the currently loaded file. This only makes sense if 
the .NEX file was saved from the same file as is currently loaded. For more infor-
mation, see “4.8.2.1 Re-sorting from a NEX File” on page 166.

2.4.3.4 Update .EXP file with Sort Info

Offline Sorter can read a Plexon Sort Client experiment file (EXP file), and 
replaces the unit templates with the unit templates calculated from sorted units in 
the current file. For more information, see “5.13.3 Save Templates to a Sort Cli-
ent EXP File” on page 216.

2.4.3.5 Execute Batch Command File

Offline Sorter has a batch-processing facility that can perform sorting actions 
based on simple commands read from a text file. This facility is useful for auto-
matically sorting large files, which can be time-consuming. For more informa-
tion, see “5.19 Batch File Processing” on page 225.

2.5 Terminology

In the discussion below, continuous and digital refer to types of data.

2.5.1 Continuous

In general, continuous is used throughout this manual to refer to any signal that 
was recorded continuously for as long as the data acquisition switch is turned on 
in Sort Client or Recorder. Continuous excludes spike waveform segments and 
digital event data. Continuous includes both continuous signals sampled at high 
frequencies (spike and wide-band signals, EMG, etc.) and continuous signals 
sampled at low frequencies (field potentials and other external signals such as 
x,y, eye position, etc.).

2.5.2 Digital

The term digital refers to digital events that Offline Sorter reads from the file. 
Digital events, in general, can also have a ‘strobe’ value for each event in addi-
tion to a timestamp. These are often called ‘Events’, as in the ‘Events View’.

2.5.3 Fast and Slow

The terms fast and slow describe sampling rates, when there is a need to distin-
guish between two rates.
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2.5.4 Spike waveform segments

The term spike waveform segments describes the waveform segments around 
threshold crossings. These are more commonly called simply ‘spikes’ or ‘wave-
forms’.
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3.1 Screen Elements Overview

Offline Sorter has a highly-customizable screen layout. By default, it contains the 
following screen elements.

3.1.1.Toolbars

Frequently-used menu items have equivalent buttons on the toolbars. Move the 
mouse pointer over a toolbar button to open a tooltip window that describes the 
function of that button. The toolbars can be moved and docked to the top or bot-
tom of the screen. The contents of the toolbars can be rearranged and customized 
by using the Toolbars tab under Window | Customize... menu item. 

3.1.2 Status Bar

At the bottom of the screen is a status bar. Tool tips for the currently-selected 
toolbar or menu item appear at the left edge of the status bar. When Offline Sorter 
is performing a time-consuming operation, a progress bar will appear in the mid-
dle of the status bar. On the right side are text fields that change based on the state 
of the program, such as the approximate amount of memory that is still available 
to use. Of particular importance are the time, voltage, and feature space labels 
that display the values corresponding to the mouse position within some of the 
views.

HINT
Keyboard Bindings
Common operations may be conveniently and quickly performed by 
binding a keyboard shortcut to any function available from the 
menus or toolbars. Use Keyboard tab under Window | Customize... 
menu item.
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3.1.3 Views

The bulk of the user interface of Offline Sorter consists of many independent 
‘Views’ or windows that can be docked, floated, and placed into tabs (See A.1 
Plexon User Interface). Each available view within Offline Sorter has a corre-
sponding menu item under the ‘View’ main menu entry, and many of the com-
mon views also have a corresponding toolbar button.

Some of the Views within Offline Sorter have associated with them their own 
Toolbars. The presence of the per-View Toolbars is indicated by the small triangle 
in the title bar.

Pressing the triangle will toggle showing or hiding the per-View toolbar. When 
shown, the per_view toolbar can include both icons and text:

or just the icons:

Showing the text can be turned on or off by right-clicking on the toolbar and 
selecting the Text Below Icons item from the menu.

Note that the default layout depicted above does not include all of the Views that 
are available in Offline Sorter; see the View menu for the complete list of the 
Views available in Offline Sorter. The following is a brief description of each of 
the available views.

The Control Grid is used to select and set values for other important control 
parameters and viewing options. See “3.2 Control Grid” on page 21.

The Waveform View shows the waveforms for the selected channel, which are 
all superimposed. The mouse may be used to add and remove waveforms from 
units in this display. For more information, see “3.3 Waveform View” on page 25.

The Units View shows the templates (average waveforms) for each sorted unit, 
plus the remaining unsorted waveforms. Click in this view for the fastest way to 
select the current unit. The graphs at the bottom of the view display the histo-
grams of interspike intervals. See “3.4 Units View” on page 29.
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The Timeline View shows the waveforms and/or continuous data as a function of 
time. The time range viewed can be expanded or reduced, and it can be reposi-
tioned within the file. The display can be used to specify digital filtering and 
upsampling, to select the threshold for waveform extraction, and to select indi-
vidual waveforms for inspection. See “3.5 Timeline View” on page 31.

The Info Grid Views are a collection of spreadsheet-like informational views 
that are available under the View | Info Grid Views sub-menu. The available 
Info Grid Views are:

• The Channels view contains counts of waveforms for each unit in each chan-
nel. The count of continuous samples is also shown.

• The Channel Parameters view contains channel-by-channel information, 
such as thresholds, gains, and filtering.

• The File Summary view contains the global waveform and sorting parame-
ters and file information.

• The Time Segments view shows how the file has been subdivided into time 
segments.

• The Sort Details view shows the details about the sorting performed on each 
channel, like what features and sorting methods were used.

• The Events view lists the external events present in the data file. It allows 
events to be displayed with custom colors on the Timeline View.

• The Stats view contains multivariate ANOVA tests on the separation of unit 
clusters and other sorting quality-related statistical information.

• The PCA view displays the eigenvectors and values of the principal compo-
nent analysis on the waveforms that is used to generate the principal compo-
nent displays.

• The Scan view is an exploration tool that can automatically resort a channel 
numerous times while stepping the values of parameters. This allows one to 
get a feeling for the optimal values of the sorting parameters.

• The Templates view displays the mean template for each sorted unit.

• The Adaptive Templates History view is only relevant if sorting with adap-
tive templates was performed. Then it displays a time-stamped history of 
when the templates were changed, along with the numerical values for the 
new templates.

• The Channel Map view shows the mapping between ‘raw’ data channels 
from the data file and the channel number used by Offline Sorter. This map-
ping includes the ability to combine ‘raw’ channels to form stereotrodes and 
tetrodes.
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• The Messages view displays a list of significant occurrences within Offline 
Sorter. It is useful for debugging problems or reminding oneself of what oper-
ations were previously executed.

2D Clusters shows the waveforms as points in 2D feature space. Each axis can 
be selected from any of the “5.5 Features Available for Sorting” on page 191. 
This display can be used to select the clusters of waveforms. For more informa-
tion, see “3.7 Clusters Views” on page 43.

3D Clusters shows the waveforms as points in 3D feature space. Each axis can 
be selected from any of the “5.5 Features Available for Sorting” on page 191. 
This display can be used to select the clusters of waveforms. For more informa-
tion, see “3.7 Clusters Views” on page 43.

Waveform Inspection view compares individual waveforms selected in the 
Timeline View with the average waveform (template) of each sorted unit. For 
more information, see “3.11 Waveform Inspection View” on page 68.

Waveform Detection view is only available for files with continuously recorded 
signals (e.g. DDT files). It displays histograms of detected peak heights that 
allows a spike detection threshold to be set. For more information, see “3.12 
Waveform Detection View” on page 69.

Feature vs. Feature displays miniature 2D Clusters View windows for various 
combinations of features. It is possible to identify features quickly that are the 
most useful in the sorting of units. For more information, see “3.15 Feature vs. 
Feature View” on page 75.

Sorting Summary displays a concise, printable summary of the sorting on a 
channel. The Sorting Summary View can also be exported to PowerPoint*. For 
more information, see “3.16 Sorting Summary View” on page 79.

PCA Results graphically displays the information that can be found on the PCA 
view of the Info Grid View. Each of the PCA eigenvectors can be plotted, along 
with a bar graph of the eigenvalue magnitude. For more information, see “3.17 
PCA Results View” on page 83.

ISI Histograms shows the same ISI Histograms that are plotted in the Unit Dis-
play (see below), but the view can be printed and it offers several other display 
options, such as log scaling of the axes. For more information, see “3.14 ISI His-
tograms View” on page 75.

Cross-Correlograms shows a matrix of cross-correlation plots between all of the 
units in the current channel. For more information, see “3.18 Cross-Correlograms 
View” on page 84.

Rasters shows Raster Plots of the spike and event times for all channels, and the 
continuous data for the selected channel. For more information, see “3.19 Rasters 
View” on page 85.
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The Surface View shows the density of points in 2D feature space, plotted as a 
three dimensional surface plot. See “3.8 Surface View” on page 61.

The Clusters vs Time View shows the points in 2D feature space, plotted against 
time on the third axis. This is useful to see how the waveforms changed as a func-
tion of time. See “3.9 Clusters Vs Time View” on page 63.

The Sort Quality vs Segment Graph shows how the sorting quality statistics 
changed as a function of time throughout the duration of the file. See “3.10 Sort 
Quality vs Segment Graph View” on page 66.

The Templates vs Time View is only relevant if adaptive template sorting has 
been performed. It shows the template waveforms plotted against time, which 
shows how the waveforms changed as a function of time. See page 135.

The Continuous Frequency Spectrum View is only relevant for channels that 
contain continuous data samples. It displays the results of a Fast Fourier Trans-
form performed on a span of continuous data samples, showing the amount of 
energy at each frequency. See “3.13 Continuous Frequency Spectrum View” on 
page 74.

The Scan Graph View shows the result of scanning a sorting parameter over a 
range of values. At each value a sort is performed and the sorting quality statistics 
are calculated. The Scan Graph shows the values of sorting quality statistics as a 
function of the sorting parameters value. See “5.15 Scan Graph View” on 
page 220.
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3.2 Control Grid

 

Use the Control Grid to set the following parameters:

Channel – is the currently active channel. Click to show a drop-list of all the 
available channels. The channel can be selected by double-clicking it in the Info 
Grid View. For more information, see “3.6 Info Grid Views” on page 34.

Data Type – is the electrode recording mode. Single indicates that each channel 
is viewed separately. Stereotrode indicates that channels are arranged in groups 
of two. Tetrode indicates that channels are arranged in groups of four. Data Type 
automatically selects the appropriate mode for Plexon PLX, Datawave UFF, and 
Neuralynx files. If Data Type is changed, Offline Sorter is forced to interpret the 
file as if it contained the selected data type. For more information, see “5.3 Ste-
reotrode and Tetrode Data” on page 186.

Sort Method – is the cluster selection method. Offline Sorter provides the fol-
lowing methods: 

• Templates (“4.5.4 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Templates” on page 132)

• Boxes (See “4.5.5 Semi-Automatic Clustering using the Boxes Method” on 
page 135)

• K-Means (“4.5.6 Semi-Automatic Clustering using K-Means” on page 137)
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• Standard E-M (“4.5.7 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Standard E-M ” on 
page 141)

• Valley-Seeking (“4.5.8 Automatic Clustering using Valley-Seeking Method” 
on page 142)

• T-Distribution E-M (“4.5.9 Automatic Clustering using T-Distribution E-M 
Method” on page 144)

• K-Means Scan (See “4.5.10 Automatic Clustering Using the Scanning Meth-
ods” on page 145)

• Standard E-M Scan (See “4.5.10 Automatic Clustering Using the Scanning 
Methods” on page 145)

• Valley Seeking Scan (See “4.5.10 Automatic Clustering Using the Scanning 
Methods” on page 145)

• T-Distribution E-M Scan (See “4.5.10 Automatic Clustering Using the Scan-
ning Methods” on page 145)

When one of these options is selected, you set the current sorting mode is set, but 
a sorting operation is not actually initiated.

Zoom – is the vertical zoom factor in the Waveform View and the Timeline View. 
The up or down arrows can be used to increase or decrease the factor by steps, but 
any floating point value can be entered by typing the numbers. By default, the up-
down arrows increase or decrease the factor by increments of 0.1 when the cur-
rent zoom factor is small, and by increments of 1.0 when the zoom factor is 
higher. The value at which the 1.0 increment applies can be adjusted by typing 
the value in the Zoom control steps by 1.0 starting at value: box on the Display 
tab in the Tools | Options window.

Max w/f draw – Maximum-waveform-draw is the maximum number of wave-
forms drawn in the Waveform View and the  Clusters Views. For example, if 
there are 30000 waveforms in the active channel, and Max w/f draw is set to 
10000, then only every 3rd waveform is drawn. Change the Max w/f draw set-
ting from the large default value only to improve drawing speed on slower com-
puters when viewing channels with many waveforms. When the number of 
waveforms in a channel is greater than the Max w/f draw setting, the Waveform 
View shows the waveform count section highlighted in red, and there is a 
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divided-by indicator that shows the fraction of waveforms that are being dis-
played; e.g., for the preceding example, the divided-by indicator is 3.

Sort Start and Sort End – are the lower-bound and upper-bound of the time 
interval (See “4.4.4 Adjusting the Sort Range” on page 118.) of the waveform 
that Offline Sorter uses to calculate principal components and feature values and 
in “5.6 Details of the Sorting Algorithms” on page 196. The default value for Sort 
Start is zero. The default value for the Sort End is the total waveform length. 
Offline Sorter only uses the time points of the waveforms between Sort Start and 
Sort End in the template sorting algorithm, in the recalculation of the principal 
component scores, and in the calculation of feature vectors. For options in princi-
pal component calculations, see “4.4.4 Adjusting the Sort Range” on page 118.

Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3, Slice 4 – are the time points in the waveform (slices in 
time) that Offline Sorter uses to calculate the Slice feature. A vertical line in the 
Waveform View represents the Slice time. It is possible to view the voltage of the 
waveforms at the Slice time point on any axis of the  Clusters Views and it can be 
used in the sorting algorithms.

Outlier Thr. – Outlier Threshold can be used for several purposes. The value in 
this field is in units of standard deviations (sigmas). When Offline Sorter renders 
ellipses in the  Clusters Views, this field controls where Offline Sorter draws the 
lines or surfaces. For the 4.5.6 Semi-Automatic Clustering using K-Means sort-
ing algorithm, and for the Tools | Remove Outliers menu selection, this field 
controls the removal of outliers. The K-Means clustering algorithm assigns every 
waveform to a cluster. To eliminate the outliers, Offline Sorter calculates the stan-
dard deviation  of the distance from all points in the cluster to its center, for each 
cluster. Then, if the distance from a given point to the cluster center is more than 
*Outlier_Threshold, Offline Sorter removes the point from the cluster.

Parzen Mult., D.O.F. Mult., or Beta – Only one of these values appears, which 
depends upon the sorting method currently selected. All the values control 
parameters in the sorting algorithms, as follows. The 4.5.8 Automatic Clustering 
using Valley-Seeking Method algorithm works by counting neighbors that are 
within the Parzen radius times this Parzen Mult. multiplier around the point in 
feature space. If the value is decreased, it generally results in more numerous, 

CAUTION
Misleading Sort
It can be misleading to sort units on a channel where Max w/f draw 
is less than the number of waveforms. If Offline Sorter takes too long 
to redraw the display, it is generally safer to use the deferred drawing 
feature. See “5.22.5 Deferring Waveform Drawing” on page 239.
In general, if the waveform count on a channel exceeds the Max w/f 
draw setting, do not select the Use only currently visible wave-
forms checkbox in the Tools | Options General tab; that selection 
can result in valid waveforms being unassigned when selecting units 
by using the waveform crossing or contour sorting methods.
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smaller clusters. The 4.5.9 Automatic Clustering using T-Distribution E-M 
Method has a setting for the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) for the fitting 
procedures. Use of the theoretically-predicted value of this parameter results in 
poor sorting. The D.O.F Mult. value multiplies the theoretical DOF setting. 
Smaller values of this multiplier generally result in slow convergence to a larger 
number of clusters, larger values result in rapid convergence to a smaller number 
of clusters. The 4.5.7 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Standard E-M algorithm 
depends upon an “annealing rate” parameter Beta. When Beta is 1, a completely 
standard E-M algorithm runs. When the value is other than one, a variant of the 
standard E-M algorithm runs.

Waveform View – specifies which waveforms Offline Sorter draws in the Wave-
form View (either All waveforms, Selected Unit(s), Unsorted, or only the 
Selected Waveform). Selected Unit(s) permits a quick selection of units by 
clicking in the Units View.

Clusters Views – specifies which waveforms appear in the Clusters Views (either 
All waveforms, or Same as above—which displays the waveforms specified in 
the Waveform View parameter).

Timeline View – specifies which waveforms are shown in the Timeline View 
(either All waveforms, or Same as above—which displays the waveforms speci-
fied in the Waveform View parameter).

Only Segment – is an option that displays the waveforms for the currently 
selected time segment only. See “3.6.4 Time Segments View” on page 40. The 
time range covered by the currently selected time segment is displayed in the 
Range From and Range To parameters that follow. By default, the program dis-
plays all the waveforms from a selected channel. Use this option to display only a 
subset of waveforms based on a time segment. It is also possible to set up how the 
data file is divided into time segments using the Waveforms | Create Time Seg-
ments menu command.

Draw Grid – draws a grid in the Waveform View.

Draw Thr. – Draw Threshold draws a horizontal dashed red line in the Wave-
form View to show the position of the threshold for the channel. For more infor-
mation, see “5.17 Re-thresholding Spike Data” on page 223.

Refractory Interspike Interval – is the minimum valid interspike interval. If 
there are intervals smaller than the refractory interval, Offline Sorter displays a 
red bar to the left of the template display in the Units View that corresponds to the 
proportion of spikes with ISIs less than the refractory interval (See “3.4 Units 
View” on page 29.). Lines between spikes with ISIs less than the refractory inter-
val are also drawn in the Clusters Views when that option is enabled. The ISI is 
specified in microseconds. For more information, see “3.7 Clusters Views” on 
page 43.
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ISI Hist Max – Interspike Interval (ISI) Histogram Maximum is the maximum 
value of the X axis in the Interspike Interval Histogram in the 3.4 Units View, in 
milliseconds.

Invalid w/f – Invalid Waveforms is an option to Show or Hide the waveforms 
marked as invalid in the Waveform and Clusters Views. Offline Sorter retains this 
value between invocations.

Electrode Enable – is only relevant if stereotrode or tetrode data is being pro-
cessed by Offline Sorter. Then this droplist will show checkboxes for each of the 
electrodes within the stereotrode or tetrode. Unchecking the checkboxes will 
cause data from that electrode to be ignored when calculating PCA and feature 
values.

3.3 Waveform View

The Waveform View shows the superimposed waveforms aligned, by default, at 
the threshold crossing times. Offline Sorter draws the waveforms assigned to 
units in the colors associated with those units. Offline Sorter also draws the tem-
plate for each unit in a contrasting color.
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Note that by default, the Waveforms View shows its toolbar, and the toolbar has 
the ‘Text Below Icons’ option checked (See “A.2.2 Toolbars” on page 5). Many 
of the common actions described below can be initiated by pressing a button in 
this toolbar.

Waveforms (See “4.4.3 Waveform Alignment” on page 115.) can be aligned at 
their minimum or maximum values by using the Tools | Align Waveforms or the 
Waveforms | Align menu commands.

Among the operations commonly done from the Waveform View are:

• Add Unit - Unit clusters in this view can be created by using the mouse 
pointer to ‘cross’ waveform bundles; see “4.5.3 Manual Clustering using the 
Waveform Crossing Method” on page 128.

• Delete Unit - deletes the currently selected unit.

• Add Wfs - adds the crossed waveforms to the currently selected unit

• Remove Wfs - removes the crossed waveforms from the currently selected 
unit (i.e. change them to unsorted)

• Invalidate Wfs - marks the crossed waveforms as being invalid so that they 
are ignored. See “4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” on page 150.

To control the temporal range and type of waveforms shown in the Waveform 
View, it is possible to use the scroll bar at the bottom of the 3.5 Timeline View 
(when the Control Displays check box is checked) and the Waveform View 
parameter in the 3.2 Control Grid.

The Draw Grid option in the 3.2 Control Grid determines if a reference grid 
appears in the Waveform View.

The Waveforms View will show the template waveform for each unit drawn as a 
single complementary-colored waveform. By default, the waveform view will 
show the template waveforms for all units, along with the sorting boxes for all 
units if in Boxes sorting mode. But by selecting Show Templates and Boxes 
only for Selected Units from the right-click menu, the Waveforms View can be 
made to show the templates (and boxes) for only the selected units. This can pro-
vide a less-cluttered view of the waveform data.
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If the number of waveforms in a channel exceeds the Max w/f draw value in the 
3.2 Control Grid, the Waveform View and the Cluster Displays draw only every 
Nth waveform, where the divisor N is calculated to bring the number of drawn 
waveforms under the Max w/f draw limit. This ensures that drawing occurs with 
an acceptable speed on slower computer systems. When this “decimation” is in 
effect, Offline Sorter highlights the wf count text in red.
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In the preceding screen shot, the Max w/f draw is set to 1000. The divisor N in 
this case is 6 as shown in the red highlighted section, which indicates that only 
every 6th waveform is being drawn.

When the Control Displays checkbox in the Timeline View is checked, decima-
tion is disabled and all waveforms in the selected time interval are displayed.

As an alternative to using the Max w/f draw feature to speed up the display when 
viewing large files, the Waveform View can be configured only to redraw “on 
demand” by using the Defer Waveform Drawing Until Clicked checkbox in the 
Tools | Options | Display dialog box. When this item is checked, the Waveform 
View displays the following view instead of drawing the waveforms.

Left-clicking in the Waveform View causes all the waveforms to be redrawn. 
After that, any operation that would normally cause the Waveform View to be 
drawn results in the above text instead. The Defer Waveform Drawing Until 
Clicked option also affects drawing in the Timeline View.

CAUTION
Sorting During Decimation
If sorting is performed while decimation is occurring, it can result in 
lost information. If possible, increase the Max w/f draw setting so 
that decimation does not occur. The Use only currently visible 
waveforms setting in the Tools | Options | General menu dialog 
controls whether waveforms that are not being drawn are included in 
waveform crossing and contour sorting.
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3.4 Units View

Offline sorter provides information about each of the currently-defined units in 
the Unit Display along with a display for the waveforms that are currently 
unsorted.

The top row of graphs of this display shows the template (average waveform) for 
the unit (solid line) as well as ± 3 standard deviations from the template (dashed 
lines). The edit controls can be used with the spin buttons to adjust the fit toler-
ances for Template sorting.

The default template Fit Tolerance (70 in the preceding screenshot) can be set by 
using the Templates tab on the Tools | Options menu panel. After a new value 
for the Fit Tolerance is set, one can elect to apply the new value to existing units, 
or to only use the new value when new units are defined. For additional informa-
tion on templates, see “5.6.2 Template Algorithm” on page 197.

The bottom row of graphs of this display shows the Interspike Interval Histo-
grams. The X axis of each histogram runs from zero to ISIHistMax. The graphs 
also show the total number of spikes for each unit. Larger printable versions of 
these Interspike Interval Histograms can be displayed in the “3.14 ISI Histograms 
View” on page 75.

The Unit Display shows the percentage of spikes with Interspike Intervals less 
than the Refractory Interspike Interval in red, which also includes a red bar in 
the upper portion of the display. The values of ISIHistMax and Refractory 
Interspike Interval can be changed in the 3.2 Control Grid. The Refractory 
Interspike Interval value can also be set by using the Refractory Period tab on 
the Tools | Options menu command.

3.4.1 Selecting Units

Units in the Units View can be selected by left-clicking on the corresponding 
template. Offline Sorter draws a solid highlighted box and a colored background 
on the box corresponding to the currently selected unit. For purposes of selecting 
units, the Unsorted “unit” behaves just like the actual sorted units. When the 
Waveform View setting in the Control Grid is Sel.Unit(s), selecting units by 
clicking in the Units View is a convenient means to quickly see the differences 
and similarities between units.
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Offline Sorter uses the concept of selecting a single primary unit and multiple 
secondary units. The primary unit is the unit that is affected by operations such as 
Delete Selected Unit, Add Wfs, and Remove Wfs. Offline Sorter shows the 
multiple secondary units with a dashed box highlighting the unit template, but 
with the default background color. When the Waveform View setting in the Con-
trol Grid is set to Sel.Units(s), Offline Sorter also displays the waveforms for the 
multiple selections in the Waveform View, Clusters Views, and Timeline View. 
This is a convenient way to compare and contrast units. Also, certain operations 
like Units | Combine Units and Swap Units use multiple unit selections.

To select multiple units, follow the Windows standard for selecting multiple 
items:

• To select a unit, click the unit.

• To select non-adjacent units, press and hold down CTRL, and then click each 
unit. 

• To select adjacent units, click the first unit, press and hold down SHIFT, and 
then click the last unit.

• To cancel an existing multiple selection, click any unit.

Units can also be selected by using the Units | Select Unit(s) dialog box.

The right-click menu on the Units View provides easy access to some common 
functionality that is available from other main menu selections, such as the ability 
to delete the selected unit, delete all units, swap units, combine units, invalidate 
all waveforms in the selected unit, and to select multiple units using a dialog.

To set the colors assigned to each of the sorted units, select the Colors tab of the 
Tools | Options dialog box.
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3.5 Timeline View

The Timeline View shows the data, either continuously digitized or waveform 
segments, in its proper temporal sequence.

This window can be used to:

• specify an optional digital filter and/or up-sample the data, select a threshold 
and extract waveform segments for continuously recorded data

• control the temporal range of waveforms shown in the Waveforms View and 
Clusters views

• select individual waveforms (left-mouse click on waveform) for viewing in 
the Waveforms View and Waveform Inspection View

There are two sections in the stripchart display (black background), the bottom 
section shows the continuous data and the top section shows the spikes for a 
channel. The two sections are separated by a moveable splitter. If there is no con-
tinuous data for a channel, the top section fills the entire stripchart section.

Primary Unit of a 
Multiple Selection

Secondary Unit of a 
Multiple Selection
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The Timeline View consists of the following components:

• Waveform Segments stripchart display - The top portion of the stripchart 
display shows waveform segments positioned according to their timestamps. 
If there is no continuous data present for the channel being viewed, then this 
waveform segments portion will fill the entire stripchart display vertically. 
Colors represent the unit assigned to each waveform segment. Individual 
waveforms can be selected for viewing in the Waveforms View and in the 
Waveform Inspection View by clicking on the waveform with the left mouse 
button.

• Continuous stripchart display – The bottom portion of the stripchart dis-
play is only present when there is continuous data for the channel. The volt-
age versus time trace of the continuous data is plotted.

• Control Displays – This checkbox restricts waveforms displayed in the 
Waveforms View and Clusters View to those contained in the Scroll range 
setting of the Timeline View.

• Center Selected – If checked, when a waveform is selected using the 3.7 
Clusters Views it causes the time range displayed to change such that the 
selected waveform is shown in the center of the window.

• Zoom – This item represents the zoom factor for the voltage display, which is 
the same as the Zoom parameter in the Control Grid. The voltage from zero 
to peak appears to the right of the Zoom control.

• Thr.(%) – This is the voltage threshold control for waveform extraction; the 
threshold voltage level is shown to the right of the Threshold control and it is 
represented by a solid horizontal line in the window display. The threshold 
can be adjusted by dragging the horizontal line up or down with the mouse. 
This item is enabled only if the data is continuous.

• Detect Waveforms – Click this button to extract waveform segments around 
threshold crossings, using the current waveform detection option settings. 
This item is enabled only if the data is continuous.

• Options – Click this button to display a dialog box for defining the waveform 
detection option settings, such as the Total Length, Prethreshold Period, Dead 
Time for the waveforms extracted, Signal to be thresholded (Raw, Energy, 
Nonlinear Energy), and the Energy Window Width. See “4.2.6 Specifying the 
Waveform Detection Options” on page 99. This item is enabled only if the 
data is continuous.

•  Up-Sampling - This item selects the methods to use for any up-sampling to 
be performed on the continuous data. See “4.2.3 Specifying Up-Sampling” on 
page 94. This item is enabled only if the data is continuous.

• Frequency – This item displays the frequency of the continuous data. If up-
sampling is being performed, the new up-sampled frequency is selected from 
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this droplist. See 3.3“4.2.3 Specifying Up-Sampling” on page 94. This item is 
enabled only if the data is continuous.

•  Low-cut filter – This item selects the cutoff frequency for the 4th order low-
cut Butterworth IIR filters. This item is enabled only if the data is continuous.

• Scroll bar, Zoom Out, Zoom In – Use these controls to change the limits of 
the scroll range for the Timeline View.

• Scroll range – The scroll window length and start time appear to the left of 
the scroll bar; the end time appears to the right.

3.5.1 Other Features of the Timeline View

Right-clicking on a waveform brings up a menu that enables one to:

• Mark Waveform Valid: if the selected waveform is invalid, mark it valid

• Mark Waveform Invalid: if the selected waveform is valid, invalidate it

• Unsort Waveform: remove the waveform from its currently assigned unit, 
making it unsorted

• Add Waveform to Selected Unit: assign the selected waveform to the cur-
rent unit

• Add Waveform to New Unit: create a new unit, and assign the selected 
waveform to that unit

• Use Waveform as Template for New Unit and Sort: use the selected wave-
form as a template to define a new unit using the Templates sorting (See 
“4.5.4 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Templates” on page 132.).

• Zoom Time Range to Selected Segment: set the displayed time range to 
show the entire current time segment. See “3.6.4 Time Segments View” on 
page 40.

• Show Time Segment Boundaries: if checked, show vertical lines and labels 
at the boundaries between time segments

• Show Zero Line: if checked, shows a white line representing 0 volts

• Show 3-Sigma Peak Heights Line: if checked, shows blue dotted horizontal 
lines that represent +- standard deviations of noise. The noise is calculated by 
setting the Threshold to +- 3 standard deviations of the original signal and 
then removing waveform segments 250 msec before and 750 msec after the 
threshold crossings.

• Show Dots at Sample Locations for Continuous Data: when showing con-
tinuous data, the Timeline View connects the sample points with lines. When 
this option is checked, a point is drawn at the time/voltage coordinates of each 
continuous data sample
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When the channel Data Type is Stereotrode or Tetrode, the display divides up to 
vertically stack 2 or 4 continuous traces or spike waveforms, as shown in the “5.3 
Stereotrode and Tetrode Data” on page 186.

For both the waveform and continuous data displays, the status bar on the bottom 
of the screen shows the time and the voltage corresponding to the current mouse 
position within the display.

3.6 Info Grid Views

The Info Grid Views consist of a family of similar views that display informa-
tion in a spreadsheet format. All of the Info Grid Views are grouped into an ‘Info 
Grid Views’ sub-menu under the View menu.

3.6.1 Channels View

HINT
Viewing Individual Channels
Individual channels can be selected for viewing or sorting, or both, 
by double-clicking the channel # on the far left-hand side of the page.
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The Channels View offers a quick overview of the contents and the sorting status 
of a file.

The Channels View contains a row for each channel in the file. The columns that 
display in the Channels View depend upon the file type that is open.

For data files with timestamped spikes (e.g. PLX files, as pictured earlier), the 
Channels View contains the following columns:

• Name – refers to the channel name. Channels can be renamed by clicking in 
this column and typing a new name.

• Samples – indicates the number of data points for continuous channels; if the 
channel has only spike waveforms, the number of data points can be 0.

• Waveforms – indicates the number of spikes in the channel; if the channel 
has only continuous data, the number of spikes can be 0.

• Invalidated – shows the number of invalidated waveforms in the channel.

Note: By default, this column is very narrow and it can appear to be blank. 
To see the column information, the column must be expanded by 
dragging the dividing lines on the header bar for the column.

• Unsorted – shows the number of spikes that have not been assigned to a unit.

• Unit a....z – shows the number of spikes assigned to each unit.
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3.6.2 Channel Parameters View

The Channel Parameters (channel parameters) tab contains more detailed, per-
channel information about the settings in effect when the data was acquired.

The Channel Parameters View can contain different items depending on the file 
type and the data in the file.

• Name – refers to the channel name. Channels can be renamed by clicking in 
this column and typing a new name.

• SIG ch – is for PLX files only and it shows the channel number on the SIG 
board that is associated with this channel.

• Freq – shows the digitization frequency for this channel

• Spk Gain - indicates the overall gain setting for the spike signal path, taking 
into account all preamp and final amplification gains.

• Cont Gain - indicates the overall gain setting for the continuous data path, 
taking into account all preamp and final amplification gains.

By right clicking in the Channel Parameter view and selecting ‘Adjust 
Gains’, the gain values can be changed for a channel. See “4.2.4 Adjusting 
Gains” on page 95.

• Filter – is for PLX files only and it indicates if the filter is switched on for the 
channel.
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• Threshold – shows the threshold value in A/D counts and the associated volt-
age that was used to collect the waveforms. For continuously-recorded data 
files, the threshold for the currently selected channel can be changed by typ-
ing a new value.

• Zoom – refers to the scaling factor that Offline Sorter uses to display the 
waveforms in the Waveform View and cluster display. The scaling factor for 
the currently selected channel can be changed by typing a new value.
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3.6.3 File Summary View

The File Summary View contains various items of interest for the currently-
loaded file, in a two-column spreadsheet format.

File Parameters:

• File Name – shows the full path to the currently-loaded file on disk.
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• Time & Date (from header) – shows the time and date that the data was col-
lected, as the data acquisition software wrote the information into the file 
header. If the time and date is unavailable from the file header, the time & 
date of the file itself appears.

• Comment   – lists the comment field in the file header, if present.

• File Size (bytes) – indicates the size of the currently-loaded file in bytes.

• Experiment Length (sec) – is the total amount of data in seconds that is in 
the current file.

• Format Version – shows (for some file formats) the version of the file format 
currently loaded.

Waveforms:

• Channels – shows the total number of spike channels in the file.

• Data Type – indicates whether the data type is Single, Stereotrode, or Tet-
rode.

• Timestamp Frequency (Hz) – shows the frequency in Hz of the timestamp 
clock.

• A/D Frequency (Hz) – shows the frequency in Hz of the analog-to-digital 
(A/D) conversion while the data was collected.

• Waveform Length (µsec) – indicates the number of clock ticks (at the ana-
log-to-digital frequency) of data for each spike waveform.

• Prethreshold (µsec) – indicates the number of clock ticks collected prior to 
the triggering event (threshold crossing).

• Number of Points per Waveform – indicates the number of samples taken 
per spike waveform (waveform length * A/D frequency).

• Total Number of Waveforms – indicates the total spikes (waveforms) in the 
file.

• Peak Voltage at ADC input (mV) - shows the voltage at the ADC input that 
will produce the maximum analog-to-digital converter count for spike chan-
nels.

• Preamp Gain - shows the total amount of gain in the preamps for spikes.

• Full-Scale Voltage at probe (mV) - shows the voltage at the probe that will 
produce the maximum analog-to-digital converter count for spike channels.

• A/D Resolution (bits) – is the resolution of the analog-to-digital (A/D) con-
verter for the spike channels.

• Voltage Resolution at probe (mV/bit) - shows the amount of voltage at the 
probe that will produce a change of 1 analog-to-digital converter count, when 
all gains and ADC voltage ranges are taken into account.
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Units:

• Total Number of Units – the total number of units on all channels for the 
current file.

• Number of Channels with Units – indicates the number of channels that 
have >0 units.

• Avg Units per Active Chan – is the value in Total Number of Units divided 
by the value in Number of Channels with Units.

Continuous Data:

• Channels – indicates the total number of slow continuous channels in the file.

• Peak Voltage at ADC input (mV) - shows the voltage at the ADC input that 
will produce the maximum analog-to-digital converter count for continuous 
channels.

• Preamp Gain - shows the total amount of gain in the preamps for the first 
continuous channel. Note that Offline Sorter allows each continuous data 
channel to have a different gain, and this only displays the value for the first 
continuous data channel. See the Channel Parameters View to see the gains 
for each continuous channel. This just gives a ‘typical’ value assuming that 
the gains for all continuous data channels are the same as the first channel.

• Full-Scale Voltage at probe (mV) - shows the voltage at the probe that will 
produce the maximum analog-to-digital converter count for the first continu-
ous channels. Again, the gain in each channel may be different; this just show 
a typical value.

• A/D Resolution (bits) – is the resolution of the analog-to-digital converter 
for the slow channels.

• Voltage Resolution at probe (mV/bit) - shows the amount of voltage at the 
probe that will produce a change of 1 analog-to-digital converter count, when 
all gains and ADC voltage ranges are taken into account. This again just 
shows a typical value based on the gain for the first continuous data channel.

Events:

• Channels – indicates the number of events with unique ID codes in the file

• Total Count – indicates the total number of events in the file, for all event 
channels

3.6.4 Time Segments View

Offline Sorter has the ability to divide a file into an arbitrary number of time seg-
ments. These time segments can represent periods when different experimental 
conditions were in effect, or they can just be evenly spaced within the file in order 
to see how conditions evolved as the experiment progressed. Offline Sorter can 
calculate sort quality parameters on a segment-by-segment basis, and can display 
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the time segment boundaries on various views. The Time Segments View shows 
the current division of the file into time segments in a tabular format, with a count 
of waveforms and the values of calculated sort quality measures for each time 
segment. See “3.9.1 Time Segments” on page 64.

3.6.5 Sort Details View

The Sort Details View shows information about the channels that have been 
sorted during this session of Offline Sorter. Channels that have not yet been 
loaded during this session of Offline Sorter will have ‘?’s in their entries.

The X, Y, and Z columns show which feature is selected for each dimension of 
feature space.

The R columns show the range covered by the feature values - the column width 
can be expanded by dragging the column header to see these values.

The Sort Range column indicates how much of the waveform width (in clock 
ticks) was used in the sorting.

The contents of this view is essentially what is written out to a TPL file. For more 
information, see “5.13.1 Saving Templates” on page 214.

3.6.6 Events View

The Events View displays the events that are present in the data file. Individual 
events can be selected to show in the Timeline View and the Rasters views. For 
more information, see “5.9 Examining Events” on page 207.
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3.6.7 Stats View

The Stats View contains the results of statistical tests on the separation of 
selected unit clusters in 2D and 3D feature space for the current channel. The 
page is blank if a channel is not loaded. For more information, see “4.7.2.1 Info 
Grid View Statistics” on page 157.

3.6.8 PCA View

The PCA View displays the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the waveforms in 
the current channel. The first 8 eigenvalues from the PCA appear at the top of the 
display. The eigenvector corresponding to each of those eigenvalues appears in a 
column directly underneath the eigenvalue. This is a grid-based view that numer-
ically shows the same information displayed in graphical form in the “3.17 PCA 
Results View” on page 83.

3.6.9 Templates View

The Templates View displays a numerical representation of the template for each 
unit. These templates can be copied and pasted into other analysis programs. 
Note that the templates will not be displayed if Offline Sorter is running in Demo 
Mode.

3.6.10 Adaptive Templates History View

The Adaptive Templates History View is only relevant if an adaptive templates 
sort has been performed. It shows all the templates used for each unit, with the 
time that each template was put into effect. This is a tabular view of the same 
information that is displayed graphically in the Templates vs Time View. See 
“4.5.4.2 Applying Adaptive Template Sorting” on page 133. Note that the tem-
plates will not be displayed if Offline Sorter is running in Demo Mode.

3.6.11 Scan View

The Scan View is a data exploration tool that allows multiple automatic and 
semi-automatic sortings on a channel while stepping the value of a sorting param-
eter over a range of values. This provides a feeling for how the sorting parameters 
affect the sorting quality. For more information, see “5.14 Parameter Scans” on 
page 217.

3.6.12 Chan Map View

The Chan Map View shows how the raw channel numbers from the data files 
map to the Offline Sorter channel numbers.  Each Offline Sorter channel has a 
line that shows which raw channel(s) are associated with it. For more informa-
tion, see ‘“5.2 Channel Mapping” on page 181. The Chan Map View can be used 
to change the Data Type and to map and re-map raw channels in arbitrary ways.

3.6.13 Messages View

When Offline Sorter does some significant processing or otherwise reaches a 
milestone, it makes an entry into a Message Log to that effect. This Messages 
View displays the contents of the Messages Log. Consulting the Messages View 
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is useful if it becomes necessary to debug a problem with Plexon Support, and 
also as a reminder of what actions were taken recently.

The right-click menu in the Messages View contains convenient entries to select 
and copy the log to the Windows clipboard, to save the log to a text file, and to 
prepare an E-mail to support@plexoninc.com containing the contents of the log. 
Please only send this E-mail if directed to do so by Plexon support personnel.

Note that there is an additional level of detail for log messages that by default do 
not show up in the message log. Select ‘Show Debug Messages’ from the right-
click menu to cause these more detailed messages to appear in the message log.

3.7 Clusters Views

Although they are treated as separate views in Offline Sorter, the 2D Clusters 
View and the 3D Clusters View share many features in common. Both Clusters 
Views show the waveforms in feature space. The 2D Clusters View shows the 
waveforms as points in a 2-dimensional feature space, and the 3D Clusters View 
displays points in a 3-dimensional feature space. Both the 2D and 3D Clusters 
Views can be active at the same time.
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To display the 2D Clusters View

• Click the 2D Clusters toolbar button , or, select the View | 2D Clusters 
menu command.
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To display the 3D Clusters View

• Press 3D Clusters toolbar button , or, select the View | 3D Clusters menu 
command.

Features common to both the 2D and 3D views are discussed in the 3.7.1 Clusters 
View Common Functionality section that follows. Features specific to either view 
are discussed in “3.7.1.13 2D Clusters View Details” on page 53 and in  “3.7.1.14 
3D Clusters View Details” on page 57.

3.7.1 Clusters View Common Functionality

The following features are common to both the 2D Clusters View and the 3D 
Clusters View:

3.7.1.1 Axis Feature Selection

The variables shown on the X Axis and Y Axis (for the 2D Clusters View) and 
the Z Axis (for the 3D Clusters View) can be selected from among any of the “5.5 
Features Available for Sorting” on page 191 by using the X Axis, Y Axis, and Z 
Axis Drop-Down Feature Lists on the Toolbar.
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Only the currently “active” features show up in the drop-down feature lists. The 
currently active features in Offline Sorter are a subset of the “5.5 Features Avail-
able for Sorting” on page 191. To control which features are active, use the 
Active Features tab in the Tools | Options dialog box.

The currently active features appear in the right-hand list box, and the currently 
inactive (and thus available for activation) features appear in the left-hand list 
box. Select one or more features in either list box, then press the Add >> or 
<< Remove buttons to transfer features between list boxes. The order in which 
the active features show up in the drop-down feature lists is the same as the order 
in the Currently Active list box. Re-order the items in this list box by selecting 
one or more features and pressing the Move Up or Move Down buttons. Pressing 
the Reset to Defaults button reverts the set of active features to the as-shipped 
defaults.
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Some of the features are relevant only for stereotrode or tetrode data; these fea-
tures, although they can be active, do not show up in the drop-down feature lists 
when single-electrode data is being viewed in Offline Sorter.

3.7.1.2 User-Defined Feature Spaces

Offline Sorter can remember up to three Feature Space definitions that are com-
monly used, and it enables one quickly to put those pre-defined Feature Spaces 
into effect. For example, if there is a constant switching between a {PC1, PC2, 
PC3} feature space and a {Slice 1, Peak, Valley} feature space, Feature Space 1 
can be defined to be {PC1, PC2, PC3} and Feature Space 2 to be {Slice 1, Peak, 
Valley} by using the User-Defined Feature Spaces section of the Feature Calc 
tab of the Tools | Option window. Then, one can use the toolbar buttons corre-
sponding to each of the three user-defined feature spaces or the menu items under 
Select | Feature Space Definitions (which can be bound to keystrokes for faster 
selection) to flip between the feature spaces, without having to use the toolbar 
feature drop lists.

User-Defined Feature Spaces include three dimensions of a feature space. If a 2D 
feature space is used or displayed, only the first two dimensions are used.

To define a user-defined feature space, use the drop-lists to select the feature for 
each dimension. Or, if the Clusters View is already showing the desired feature 
space, click Assign Current Feature Space.

3.7.1.3 Waveform Highlighting

The Clusters Views allow viewing the waveform shape corresponding to any 
point in the display.

To view the waveform

1 Left-click in the 2D Clusters view.

2 Left-click while holding down the ALT key in the 3D Clusters View.

The pointer becomes crosshairs, the nearest point in the Clusters View is high-
lighted with a box, and the corresponding waveform is shown in the Waveform 
View to the left (red arrows). If the waveform is in the time range being dis-
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played, the selected waveform is also highlighted with a white box in the Time-
line View.

If the mouse pointer is moved while pressing the left button, the Waveform View 
and Timeline View select the waveform currently closest to the mouse pointer.

On the bottom status bar of the application, Offline Sorter displays the exact X, Y, 
and Z (if applicable) feature coordinates for the highlighted waveform 

as well as the timestamp associated with the highlighted waveform.

3.7.1.4 Controlling Which Waveforms Are Displayed

If the Control Displays checkbox is selected, the scroll bar at the bottom of the 
3.5 Timeline View can be used to control the temporal range of the waveforms 
shown in the Clusters View. The Clusters Views parameter in the 3.2 Control 
Grid can be used to restrict which waveform types are displayed in the Clusters 
Views (either All, or only those shown in the Waveform View).

Unit clusters in feature space can be defined by using either the manual Contours 
method (See “3.4 Units View” on page 29.) or other sorting methods. Specific 
waveform points from a unit cluster can be added or removed by selecting the 
Units | Add (Remove) Waveforms from the Selected Unit menu commands. 
The Waveform View can be used to add or remove waveforms by crossing them. 
Also, one can select and add or remove individual waveforms from a unit in the 
Continuous Data Display by using the right-click menu.
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3.7.1.5 Short ISI Spike Pairs Display

 The Cluster Display shows the waveforms assigned to the same unit with inter-
spike intervals less than the Refractory ISI (inter-spike interval) by drawing a line 
between the two corresponding dots in feature space.

One can turn on or turn off the drawing of lines between spikes with small ISIs by 
using either Show Short ISI Lines in the context menu or by using the Tools | 
Options menu command and selecting the Refractory Period tab. One can set 
the Refractory ISI either in the Tools | Options | Refractory Period tab or in the 
3.2 Control Grid using the Refr ISI edit box.

3.7.1.6 Cluster Positioning

One can expand or contract the cluster image in feature space along the 

x ( , ) and 

y ( , ) axes or move it 

left , right , up , or down  

by using the corresponding toolbar buttons, or by using selections from the con-
text menu. Also, one can right-click and move the mouse up-and-down to zoom 
the display in and out. The display can be panned by left-clicking, holding the 
SHIFT key down, and moving the mouse.

The zoom reset function (  in the toolbar, or Reset Range and Zoom in the 
context menu) resets the zoom and pan to the original range, which is calculated 
so as to include all the points.
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3.7.1.7 Per-View Toolbars, Hints and Statistics Display

The buttons displayed on the top and the operational hints and statistics shown at 
the top and bottom of the Clusters Views can be on (following left) or off (follow-
ing right).

   

To show or hide the toolbar, click on the triangle in the windows title bar, or right-
click in the title bar and select the Toggle Toolbar menu option.

The text box at the top of the display shows the current value of a selected cluster 
quality metric, along with the percentage change of that metric that resulted from 
the last sorting-related change. If the last change improved the cluster quality, the 
box appears in green and if it degraded the cluster quality, the box appears in red. 
This can be very useful when deciding which unit to assign ‘borderline’ wave-
forms to. Any of the available cluster quality metrics described in “5.7 Sorting 
Quality Statistics” on page 203 can be used for this display - the metric can be 
chosen in the Stats tab of the Tools | Options dialog box. To show or hide this 
text box, select the Show Cluster Quality menu option in the right-click menu.

The text box at the bottom of the screen will either show the values of all Sort 
Quality Metrics described in “5.7 Sorting Quality Statistics” on page 203 
(above), or an operational hint (below), depending on context.
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Whether or not this text is displayed is controlled by the Show Hints and Show 
Statistics menu commands in the right-click menu.

If the Show Ellipses (or Show Ellipsoids on the 3D Clusters View) menu com-
mand is selected, ellipses/ellipsoids for each unit are shown on the display. The 
ellipses are calculated by finding the standard deviations along the principal axes. 
The ellipse or ellipsoid is scaled by the number of standard deviations specified 
by the Outlier Threshold in the Control Grid.

3.7.1.8 Colors

To set the colors assigned to each unit in the Clusters Views (and Units View), 
select Tools | Options menu command and select the Colors tab.

3.7.1.9 Point Size

To set the point size in the Clusters Views, select the Display tab under the Tools 
| Options dialog box.

3.7.1.10 Automatic Cluster Redraw

To update the Clusters View immediately when the Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3, or 
Slice 4 values change, select the Redraw Cluster Display Immediately when 
Slice Position Changes in the Display tab under the Tools | Options dialog box.
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3.7.1.11 Zooming and Panning

Both of the Clusters Views support similar mechanisms to zoom and pan in the 
other display. Hold down the right mouse button and move the mouse vertically 
to zoom the display in and out. To pan the display, hold down the SHIFT key, then 
hold down the left mouse button, and move the mouse in the direction that to pan 
the display. The pointer becomes a hand-shaped symbol when zooming or pan-
ning occurs.

Note: The displays can be zoomed and panned using toolbar buttons or context 
menu entries. Both zooming and panning can be reset by using the Reset 
Zoom toolbar button, or by using the Reset Range and Zoom context menu 
option. This sets the display to default such that all the points are visible in the 
field of view.

3.7.1.12 Context Menus

Both of the Clusters Views support context menus (commonly known as right-
click menus), although the menu items available in each differ slightly. To bring 
up the context menu, hold down the ALT key and then click the right mouse but-
ton.

The menu items common to both the 2D and 3D Clusters views are:

• Add Unit – creates a new unit using Contour sorting, i.e. circling the wave-
forms in the new unit. This is the same as pressing the Add Unit button in the 
Per-View Toolbar.

• Find Units - executes the currently-selected Sort Method to find new units. 
This is the same as pressing the Find Units button in the Per-View Toolbar.

• Clear Centers - this command is only relevant if the K-Means or Std E-M 
Sort Methods are in effect, and some unit centers have been selected on the 
view (See “4.5.6 Semi-Automatic Clustering using K-Means” on page 137 
and “4.5.7 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Standard E-M ” on page 141). 
Selecting this menu item will clear the unit centers to allow the user to start 
again.

• Delete Selected Unit – removes the unit currently highlighted in the Units 
Display. This is the same as pressing the Delete Unit button in the Per-View 
Toolbar.

• Delete All Units – removes all units currently defined for the channel.

Note: The above two options are also available from the Units menu on the main 
menu bar.

• Add Waveforms to the Selected Unit - allows adding new waveforms to an 
existing unit by circling them. This is the same as pressing the Add Wfs but-
ton in the Per-View Toolbar.
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• Remove Waveforms from the Selected Unit - allows removing waveforms 
from an existing unit by circling them. This is the same as pressing the 
Remove Wfs button in the Per-View Toolbar.

• Invalidate Waveforms - allows marking waveforms as being invalid by cir-
cling them. This is the same as pressing the Invalidate Wfs button in the Per-
View Toolbar.

• Show Buttons – shows the buttons as described in “3.7.1.7 Per-View Tool-
bars, Hints and Statistics Display” on page 50.

• Show Hints – shows text hints as described in “3.7.1.7 Per-View Toolbars, 
Hints and Statistics Display” on page 50.

• Show Statistics – shows the Sort Quality Statistics in the Hints area. When 
Hints are being shown, they use the same area of the screen.

• Show Cluster Quality – shows the selected Sort Quality metric changes at 
the top of the display, as described earlier.

• Show Ellipses (Ellipsoids)- shows the ellipses for units (ellipsoids for the 3D 
Clusters View) as described earlier.

• X Range, Y Range – expands, contracts, or shifts the viewing range as 
described in Zooming and Panning earlier.

• Reset Range And Zoom – resets the zooming and panning for the view to 
values calculated so that all the points are visible.

3.7.1.13 2D Clusters View Details

3.7.1.13.1 Showing Dots or a Density Histogram. In response to the selection 
made with the right-click menu, the 2D Clusters View can display the feature 
space points as individual dots, a density histogram, or both. Displaying as a den-
sity histogram builds a 2-dimensional histogram of the points, and maps the his-
togram bin contents to a gray-scale. The information that appears in the 2D view 
is the same information that appears in the Surface View in 3D format; for more 
information see “3.8 Surface View” on page 61.

To display the feature space points as dots (the default)

• From the 2D Clusters shortcut menu (ALT + right-click), select Show Dots.
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To display the feature space points as a density histogram

• From the 2D Clusters shortcut menu (ALT + right-click), select Show a Den-
sity Histogram.
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The density histogram can be displayed in linear or log scale. When the density 
histogram appears, Offline Sorter enables the Density Histogram Settings item 
on the right-click menu. Select this item to display a floating dialog box that can 
be used to set the contrast, enable/disable smoothing, control the bin size, and to 
choose between linear or log scaling for the density histogram color assignments. 
The Number of Histogram Bins parameter controls the number of bins per side 
that make up the density histogram. From the Smoothing drop-down list, an 
algorithm can be selected to smooth out the density histogram by combining and 
averaging the counts in adjacent bins. The Histogram Count for Saturation 
parameter controls the mapping between the dot density and the grey level scale. 
If Histogram Count for Saturation = 10, for instance, then all cells with more 
than 10 dots appear in white.

Both the dots and the density histogram can be viewed simultaneously in the 2D 
Clusters View by selecting the Show Dots and Density Histograms right-click 
(shortcut) menu.

3.7.1.13.2 Showing 1D Histograms. The 2D Clusters View can display histo-
grams of the point distributions in each dimension by selecting the Show 1D His-
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tograms right-click menu command. The histograms are displayed along the 
margins.

3.7.1.13.3 Showing Ellipses. The 2D Clusters View can display standard devia-
tion ellipses around clusters by selecting the Show Ellipses right-click menu 
command, or by pressing the E key while the 2D Clusters View has input focus. 
The ellipses are oriented along the principal axes of the cluster of points, with the 
lengths of the major and minor axes for the ellipse being the standard deviation 
(sigma) of the points along each axis scaled by the value of the Outlier Thresh-
old in the Control Panel. The ellipses in the following illustration show the 4 
sigma boundaries around each unit. Offline Sorter draws the ellipses with dashed 
lines, in the color associated with the unit.
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3.7.1.14 3D Clusters View Details

The 3D Clusters View allows changing the eyepoint in 3D feature space via 
mouse and keyboard actions in order to better visualize the data, and to find the 
viewing angle where cluster separation is maximized.

For the 3D Clusters View, the +Z axis is initially into the screen. All the points 
are contained inside a box with grid lines to provide a frame of reference. The 
dashed grey lines represent the X, Y, and Z axis, and they intersect at (0,0,0) in 
feature space. The solid grey lines show the projection of the X, Y, and Z axes 
onto the reference box. The axes projections onto the box are labeled with the 
feature name represented by that axis.

Components in the 3D display such as the box wall, the box top and bottom, and 
the grid lines on the box can be shown or hidden using the Display tab under the 
Tools | Options dialog. Their colors can be set using Colors tab.

The grid lines provide only cues—they do not correspond to actual values of fea-
tures. The number of grid lines drawn can be controlled in the Tools | Options 
Display tab.

3.7.1.14.1 Positioning the Eyepoint. The eyepoint can be positioned with the 
following procedure.

To rotate the eyepoint

• Click and hold the left mouse button. The pointer changes to a hand. Mouse 
movement in the left-right direction then rotates the eyepoint around the y 
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axis, and movement in the up-down direction rotates it about the x axis (pitch 
the view up-down).

To move the eyepoint nearer or farther away

• Click and hold the right mouse button. The pointer changes to a hand. Mov-
ing the mouse up moves the eyepoint farther away, and moving it down 
moves the eyepoint nearer.

By default, the eyepoint motion is constrained to not allow “upside down” eye-
points, which can be confusing. This constraint can be relaxed by unchecking the 
Constrain view rotation so that +Y axis is always upwards checkbox in the 
Tools | Options | Display tab.

To animate the eyepoint rotation

• The 3D Clusters View supports a mode of operation that enables the eyepoint 
for the 3D view to be continuously animated. This can be controlled by using 
the Animate the 3D rotation after left mouse release option in the Tools | 
Options Display tab. When this option is enabled, the eyepoint continues to 
move in whatever direction it was going when the mouse button is released. 
This is as if the left mouse button “throws” the eyepoint into an orbit around 
the look-at point. This option can quickly be toggled on or off by pressing the A 
key while the 3D Clusters View has focus.

3.7.1.14.2 The Look-At Point (the point of rotation in 3D). Wherever the eye-
point is positioned, the “direction of gaze” is always adjusted so that the eye is 
looking at a certain point in space. This Look-At point is marked on the 3D Clus-
ters View with a small blue (by default) axis icon.

The display of the Look-At icon can be turned on and off using the 3D Look-At 
Icon checkbox in the Tools | Options Display tab. The color of the Look-At icon 
can be changed in the Tools | Options Colors tab.

The look-at point can be changed in two ways:

• Manually positioning

• Positioning it to the center of gravity of clusters

HINT
Manipulating the Eyepoint
To get accustomed to manipulating the eyepoint, think of the hand grabbing 
onto and turning the point clouds.
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To manually position the Look-At point

1 Hold down the Shift key, then click and hold the left mouse button.

2 The pointer changes to a hand. Mouse movement then translates the 
eyepoint in screen space. That is, moving the mouse in the left-right direction 
translates the Look-At point in the screen x direction, and moving the mouse 
up-down translates it in the screen y direction.

3 To move the Look-At point nearer or farther from the eye, hold down the 
SHIFT key, then click and hold the right mouse button. The pointer changes 
to a hand. Moving the mouse up and down translates the Look-At point in the 
screen z direction.

To position the Look-At point at cluster centers

• Press the C or L key to position the Look-At point at the center of gravity (CG) 
of the unit clusters, and make a selection by cycling through each assigned 
unit cluster with a key press. The center of gravity of all points, and the center 
of gravity of all unassigned points are also included in the cycle. For example, 
if a channel contains two 2 sorted units, pressing the C or L keys moves the 
Look-At point as follows:

CG of All points -> CG of Unit a points -> CG of Unit b points -> CG of all 
unassigned points

Resetting the Eyepoint and Look-At points

• Pressing the left and right mouse buttons simultaneously resets the eyepoint 
and Look-At points to their defaults (looking directly down the Z axis, with the 
Look-At point at the center of gravity of all points).

3.7.1.14.3 Showing Ellipsoids. The 3D Clusters View can display ellipsoids 
around clusters by selecting the Show Ellipsoids right-click menu command, or 
by pressing the E key while the 3D Clusters View has input focus. The ellipsoids 
are oriented along the principal axes of the cloud of points, with the lengths of the 
ellipsoid axes being the standard deviation (sigma) of the points along each axis 
scaled by the value of the Outlier Threshold in the Control Panel. For example, 
the ellipses shown below show the 3 sigma boundaries around each unit, because 
the Outlier Threshold was set to 3. Offline Sorter draws the ellipses semi-trans-

HINT
Moving the Look-at Point
To get accustomed to manually moving the Look-at Point, think of the hand 
grabbing and pulling the enclosing 3D grid box.
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parently, in the color associated with the unit. Observe that the points both inside 
and outside the ellipsoid can be seen.

The transparency of the ellipsoid can be changed by pressing the I and O keys 
(for fade-in, fade-out) while the 3D Clusters View has input focus. The following 
screenshot is the same as the previous screenshot, except the I key has been 
repeatedly pressed until the ellipsoids became totally opaque.
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Note: If enabling the ellipsoid display does not cause the ellipsoids to appear, press 
the I key repeatedly, as it is possible that the ellipsoids are there but are com-
pletely transparent.

3.8 Surface View

The Surface View displays the same density histogram described in “3.7.1.13.1 
Showing Dots or a Density Histogram” on page 53, except that the histogram 
appears as a 2D surface in a 3D view as shown in the following illustration.

The control for the 3D viewpoint in the Surface View is the same as the control 
for the 3D Clusters View, which is described in the preceding section. To control 
the Density Histogram, the same Density Histogram Settings dialog box can be 
used, which  appears on page 53. To display the dialog box, from the shortcut 
(right-click) menu, select Density Histogram Settings, or press the D key.

The color of the surface above each histogram bin is a blend of the unit colors of 
the waveforms in that bin. For example, if 60% of the waveforms in a bin are 
sorted as Unit a, and 40% are sorted as Unit b, the color of the surface above that 
bin is 60% yellow (by default) blended with 40% green (by default).
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By default, the surface view is displaying the data as a tower plot. The tower plot 
shows a ‘tower’ or elongated box for each bin, where the height of the tower 
derives from the number of counts in the bin. As shown in the following screen-
shot, the Surface View can also display in a mode where the surface has a single 
vertex for each histogram bin. The number of counts in the bin determines the 
height of the vertex. Adjacent bins provide adjacent vertices that are connected 
together to form the surface. To toggle the tower plot mode, select Show 
“Tower” Plots from the right-click (shortcut) menu, or press the T key.

In addition to the surface formed by the contents of the Density Histogram, the 
Surface View can also show another surface by fitting 2-dimensional Gaussians 
to the existing units. The standard deviations of the points within the unit deter-
mine the size of the base of the Gaussian plot, and the height of the Gaussian plot 
is proportional to the number of points in the unit. To see the Unit Fits surfaces as 
shown in the following illustration, select Show Gaussian Unit Fits from the 
right-click (shortcut) menu.
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To return the display to Density Histogram only, select Show Density Histogram 
from the right-click (shortcut) menu. To show both surfaces simultaneously with 
transparency, select Show Both Density Histogram and Unit Fits. To toggle the 
display through these settings, press the F key. When both surfaces appear 
together, the two surfaces can be faded by pressing the I or O key, or the Con-
trast slider in the Density Histogram Settings dialog box can be adjusted. 

The Surface View can be used to perform Contour sorting. When a contour sort in 
the Surface View is done, think of the contour as being drawn on the base “counts 
= 0” plane. Any existing contours are projected onto the surface and plotted as 
lines.

3.9 Clusters Vs Time View

It is useful to examine and understand the time-structure of when spikes occurred 
in the experiment. The Timeline View provides this functionality while showing 
the spikes in ‘waveform space’, but the Clusters Vs Time View shows this infor-
mation in Feature Space. Examining the Clusters Vs Time View can indicate at a 
glance just how spikes are distributed within the data file (e.g. “Unit A was only 
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firing for the first half of the experiment”), or that waveform shapes changed as a 
function of time (e.g. “Unit A drifted away from the noise cluster as the experi-
ment proceeded”).

To display the Clusters Vs Time View

• Select the View | Clusters Vs Time View menu command or press the  
button on the toolbar.

The Clusters Vs Time View shows the waveform points in 2D Feature Space, but 
time is plotted as the third axis, with the start of the file at the bottom and the end 
of the file at the top of the screen initially. Thus, a perfectly stable unit whose 
spikes occurred continuously during the experiment will show up as a continuous 
vertical column of waveform points.

The Cluster Vs Time View behaves identically to the 3D Clusters View as for 
how the view point can be rotated and zoomed. See “3.7.1.14 3D Clusters View 
Details” on page 57. Also, all of the functionality to create and edit units using 
Contours is available in the Clusters Vs Time View.

3.9.1 Time Segments

As mentioned in “3.6.4 Time Segments View” on page 40, Offline Sorter can 
divide up the time span covered by the experiment into an arbitrary number of 
time segments. By default, Offline Sorter will divide up the file into 10 evenly 
spaced time segments. To change how the file is divided into time segments, 
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select Waveforms | Create Time Segments from the main menu, or Create New 
Segments from the right-click menu in the Time Segments View. A dialog will 
appear that allows one to divide up the file into time segments in various ways:

To divide up the file into time segments that have a specified duration, select the 
first radio button. With this method, there may be ‘leftover’ time at the end of the 
file, the method allows one to specify whether that leftover time should be com-
bined with the last full-duration time segment in the file (if the amount of leftover 
time is less that the specified number of seconds), or if it should become a new 
(shorter) segment.

To divide up the file evenly into equal-duration time segments, select the second 
radio button and specify the number of segments.

A more complicated time segment structure can be created by selecting the third 
radio button. Arbitrary time segments can be entered, perhaps to represent differ-
ent experimental conditions. It is possible to choose to preserve the previous seg-
ments and add an additional segment or to delete any existing segments.

However the time segments were specified, Offline Sorter calculates statistics 
and fits a 2D ellipse to the points in every segment. The Clusters Vs. Time view 
can plot these 2D ellipses as semi-transparent elliptical cylinders that cover the 
time range of the segment.
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When plotted in this fashion, the elliptical cylinders for each unit stack up into a 
tube shape; these tubes are called PCSTs (PCA Stability Tubes). These tubes can 
be shown or hidden by selecting Show PCSTs from the right-click menu, and 
they can be made more or less transparent by pressing the I (Fade In) or O (Fade 
Out) keys.

3.10 Sort Quality vs Segment Graph View

Offline Sorter can display a graph of selected sort quality metrics as a function of 
time segments. The values plotted are the same as those shown in tabular format 
in the “3.6.4 Time Segments View” on page 40. This view can reveal episodes of 
poor sort quality over certain periods in the file.

To display the Sort Quality vs Time Segment View

• Select View | Sort Quality vs Time Segment View menu command, or press 

the  button on the toolbar.
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The vertical axis has arbitrary scaling; each plotted sort quality metric is scaled 
independently so that the entire range of sort quality metric values fits vertically 
on the plot. The horizontal axis is each Time Segment. See “5.15 Scan Graph 
View” on page 220 for details on how to customize the display by showing a dif-
ferent selection of sort quality metrics or plotting them with different colors or 
symbols.
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3.11 Waveform Inspection View

The Waveform Inspection view is used for comparing individual waveforms with 
the template (average waveform) for each sorted unit.

To display the Waveform Inspection View

• Select the View | Waveform Inspection menu command, or

click  on the toolbar.

The Waveform Inspection Window shows the average waveform (template) of 
each sorted unit in the appropriate unit color. The individual waveforms, which 
are selected either in the 3.5 Timeline View (left-click on waveform) or in either 
of the 3.7 Clusters Views (left-click on waveform's dot in feature space), are dis-
played in grey and positioned over each template for comparison.

Display Features:

• colored waveforms – template (average waveform) for each sorted unit

• grey waveform – waveform selected in the Timeline View or Clusters Views

• w/f # – number of the selected waveform in the temporal sequence of wave-
forms on the channel

• timestamp – time of occurrence of the selected waveform in seconds

• dotted vertical lines – sort start and sort stop times (if present); see “4.4.4 
Adjusting the Sort Range” on page 118.

• # in upper right-hand corner of each plot – sum of squared difference 
between the selected waveform and the template
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• *best match*- displayed on the unit with the best match (least sum of 
squared difference) between the unit template and the selected waveform

• Colored bar – displayed on the unit assignment of the selected unit (green 
bar above)

3.12 Waveform Detection View

The Waveform Detection view is only available when a channel containing con-
tinuously digitized data is opened. The view displays distributions of quantities 
(e.g. peak heights, energy, or non-linear energy) that can be used for thresholding 
the data for spike detection.

To display the Waveform Detection view

• Select the View | Waveform Detection menu command, or,

press the  button on the toolbar.

By default, the Waveform Detection view is selected when a continuous data 
channel is opened. The Waveform Detection view shows a histogram of the loga-
rithm of the waveform peak heights. The dashed white line indicates zero, and 
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dashed blue lines indicate the 3 sigma noise level. The solid red line (marked with 
a orange arrow below) indicates the selected threshold.

3.12.1 Adjusting the Threshold for Waveform Detection

The threshold can be changed by clicking and dragging the solid red line, either 
on the Waveform Detection view or on the Timeline View. Thresholding can be 
done on either positive or negative amplitudes. Alternately, a threshold can be set 
by entering a value in the Thr. (%) edit box in the Timeline View, or by clicking 
on the associated spin control.

3.12.2 Changing the Detector

The waveform detection algorithm can use thresholds on quantities other than 
raw waveform amplitude. As explained in “4.2.6 Specifying the Waveform 
Detection Options” on page 99, the Detector and Waveform Options menu dia-
log can be used to select the signal threshold to be the:

• Raw Voltage Signal (the default), or
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• Energy of the Signal, or

• Nonlinear Energy of the Signal, or

• Signed Energy of the Signal

When a signal is selected other than Raw Voltage amplitude for use in spike 
detection, the Waveform Detection view and the Timeline View show both the 
selected parameter (top display) and the Raw Voltage (bottom display). Shown 
below are the Waveform Detection view and the Timeline View when the Energy 
of the Signal threshold has been selected.

The top histogram in the Waveform Detection view above shows the distribution 
of the logarithm of the signal energy, and the top trace in the Timeline View 
shows the waveform energy. The thresholding is set in the top histogram or trace.
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Offline Sorter calculates the Energy of the Signal by taking a moving-window 
average of the square of the voltage amplitude. The width of the window used for 
the averaging is controlled in the Detector and Waveform Options dialog. Non-
linear Energy is akin to the product of the raw amplitude times the derivative of 
the signal. If the voltage is constant or zero, the Nonlinear Energy is zero. If the 
waveform is rapidly varying and has a large amplitude, the Nonlinear Energy is a 
maximum.

Mathematically, the energy and nonlinear energy of the signal at time point i is 
given by:

where  is the sum over the energy window centered around i 

(i.e., the sum over j where

 

The Signed Energy of the Signal is the Energy of the Signal multiplied by +1 
when the average amplitude of the raw signal in the energy window is positive, 
and multiplied by -1 when the average amplitude is negative. The Signed Energy 
enables the threshold to differentiate between energy due to large negative excur-
sions and energy due to large positive excursions.

It is instructive to look closely at these calculated quantities for typical wave-
forms. The top yellow trace is the calculated quantity, and the bottom trace is the 
raw waveform amplitude.

Energy of the Signal                                   Nonlinear Energy of the Signal

  

3.12.3 Stereotrode and Tetrode Waveform Detection

Offline Sorter supports extracting stereotrode and tetrode waveforms from con-
tinuous data. To begin, configure the continuous channels as either stereotrode or 
tetrode channels. From the Info Grid View, select the Chan Map View and con-
figure the channels described in “5.2 Channel Mapping” on page 181.
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When a stereotrode or tetrode channel loads, the Waveform Detection view and 
the Timeline View show 2 or 4 traces instead of just one. Observe this arrange-
ment in the following illustration.

As before, the threshold in any view can be adjusted by clicking and dragging the 
threshold line, which is the red line in each of the preceding traces. By default, 
Offline Sorter constrains the threshold level to be the same on all electrodes 
within the stereotrode/tetrode. When the threshold is adjusted on one electrode, 
the threshold changes for all electrodes. However, to adjust the threshold for each 
electrode independently, click Detector and Waveform Options and in the 
Waveform Detection Options dialog box, click For stereotrode/tetrode data, 
allow an independent threshold for each electrode. 
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For waveform detection on stereotrode or tetrode continuous data, a threshold 
crossing on any electrode results in the capture of the waveform across all elec-
trodes. As in the single electrode case, if the Detector is specified to be anything 
other than Raw Signal, each of the traces again divide into two halves, showing 
both the raw signal and quantity used for thresholding. 

3.13 Continuous Frequency Spectrum View

If Continuous Data has been loaded into Offline Sorter, Offline Sorter can per-
form an FFT on the continuous data and display a frequency spectrum of the sig-
nal. This is not directly relevant to Offline Sorter’s primary purpose of sorting 
spikes, but it can provide useful information, such as whether the continuous data 
is contaminated by 60 Hz noise.

To display the Continuous Frequency Spectrum View

• Select the View | Continuous Frequency Spectrum View menu command, 

or press the  button on the toolbar.

The display power spectrum is the result of running an FFT on the samples that 
are currently displayed in the Timeline View, starting at the left hand (earliest 
time) side. The FFT is run on a maximum of 2048 samples, so if the time range is 
such that many more samples are showing, the power spectrum will be calculated 
from the first 2048 points (as is the case in the above screenshot). The vertical 
scale is always set such that the tallest peak fills the display vertically. By default 
the frequency range displayed is 0 to one half of the sampling frequency for the 
continuous data. Using right-click menu items, the frequency range displayed can 
be expanded or shrunk, moved higher or lower, or reset to the initial range.
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3.14 ISI Histograms View

The ISI Histograms View provides a larger, printable version of the Inter-spike 
Interval Histograms that appear in the Cluster Display. The range for the ISI His-
tograms is 0 (zero) to the ISIHistMax(ms) Control Panel setting.

To display the ISI Histograms view

• Select the View | ISI Histograms menu command, or,

press the  button on the toolbar.

There are several options for displaying the ISI Histograms from the right-click 
context menu. The view can be configured to show the ISI Histograms from all 
sorted units, from all sorted units plus an ISI Histogram for the unsorted wave-
forms, or only for the currently-selected unit. Additionally, one can display the 
Time axis or the Counts axis, or both, using a log scale.

3.15 Feature vs. Feature View

The Feature vs. Feature view can be quickly used to view the feature space point 
distributions for many different features. This can give a quick impression of 
which features might be most useful for sorting. Offline Sorter divides the screen 
into boxes, and each box contains a 2D Clusters View. Much of the functionality 
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from the 2D Clusters View is available in the Feature vs. Feature view, including 
the point selection, zooming, and contour sorting functionality. 

To display the Feature vs. Feature view

• Select the View | Feature vs. Feature menu command, or,

press the  button on the toolbar.

The Feature vs. Feature view can operate in one of several modes, which differ in 
the combinations of features that are shown in the plots. One can select different 
display combinations via the context menu that is available by holding down the 
ALT key and right-clicking in the view. The modes are:

• Show All Active Feature Combinations: shows every permutation of the 
currently Active Features. This is the default mode for non-Tetrode Data 
Types. Generally the number of permutations is large enough that several 
pages are required to show all of the plots. To step through the pages, use the 
Next >> and << Prev buttons on the top of the screen, or the N (Next) or 
P (Previous) keys.

• Show PC1-4 Combinations: shows the 6 permutations of the first 4 Principal 
Component projections; PC1 vs. PC2, PC1 vs. PC3, PC1 vs. PC4, PC2 vs. 
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PC3, PC2 vs. PC4, and PC3 vs. PC4. In this mode, press the N or P keys to go 
to the next or previous channel (as in the 2D Clusters View).

• Show Tetrode Electrode Combinations: shows the 6 permutations of 4 tet-
rode electrodes, using a tetrode per-electrode feature value (Per-Electrode 
Peak Height by default). For example, this mode shows plots of Peak Height 
for Electrode 1 vs. Peak Height for Electrode 2, Peak Height for Electrode 1 
vs. Peak Height for Electrode 3, and Peak Height for Electrode 3 vs. Peak 
Height for Electrode 4. This is the default mode for Tetrode Data Types. In 
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this mode, press the N or P keys to go to the next or previous channel (as in the 
2D Clusters View).

To select which Per-Electrode feature is used for the Tetrode electrode display 
mode, select that feature for the X Axis in the 2D Clusters View using the feature 
droplists in the toolbar. For example, if one selects PC 1 EL 1 for the X Axis of 
the 2D Clusters View, the Feature vs. Feature View operating in Tetrode electrode 
display mode shows the plots PC1 EL 1 vs. PC1 EL 2, PC1 EL 1 vs. PC1 El 3, 
and PC1 EL 3 vs. PC1 EL 4. If one selects a non-Per-Electrode feature for the X 
Axis in the 2D Clusters View, the tetrode display uses Per-Electrode Peak Height 
by default.

3.15.1 Common Functionality 

In general the plots in the Feature vs. Feature view behave the same as the 2D 
Clusters View plot, responding to the Add/Remove Waveforms/Units buttons 
and menu items, the Waveform View selection, and the zooming/panning toolbar 
buttons in the same way. For example, the following mouse functions from the 
2D Clusters View are available:

• Left-Click selects the nearest waveform point, highlighting that point on all 
displays and in the waveform view.
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• Control-Left-Click while in Contour sorting mode adds a new unit.

• Shift-Left-Click pans the display.

• Right-Click and hold zooms the display in and out.

• Alt-Right-Click displays the context menu.

Additionally, Double-click any sub-box to bring up the full-size 2D Clusters 
View with the corresponding features on the X and Y axes.

3.16 Sorting Summary View

The Sorting Summary view can be used to quickly get an overview of the results 
of sorting a channel. The Sorting Summary view is intended to be printable so 
that it can serve as a permanent record of the sorting. The contents of the Sorting 
Summary view can also be exported to PowerPoint. Much of the information on 
the Sorting Summary view can be found in other views or windows in Offline 
Sorter; the value of the Sorting Summary view is that it gathers the most impor-
tant sorting information together in one view.

To display the Sorting Summary view

• Select the View | Sorting Summary menu command, or

press the  button on the toolbar.
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The title on the top contains the channel number, and optionally the file name. To 
change whether the file name shows up in the title, select the Show Filename in 
Title entry in the right-click menu on the Sorting Summary view.

The other entries on the form include:

• Filename: the full path to the file

• Time & Date: the time and date that the data file was collected. Whenever 
possible, this time and date is obtained from the header records in the data 
file, so (from header) appears on this line. If the time and date cannot be 
obtained from the file header, it is taken from the time/date on the file itself, 
in which case (from file) appears on this line.

• W/f Length: the total length of the waveform, in microseconds

• Prethreshold: the time between the start of the waveform and the threshold 
crossing, in microseconds

• A/D Freq: the digitization rate, in Hertz
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• Number Of Units: the number of units found on this channel

• Sorted: the time & date that sorting was done. Currently this is always the 
current date.

• Using: the name of the algorithm used for the sorting

• Features: the features selected to define the features space. All the sorting 
quality statistics depend on the choice of features.

• Multivariate ANOVA: the string in parenthesis indicates whether or not 
unsorted waveforms are treated as a unit in the ANOVA and the other statis-
tics calculations. The next lines contain the ANOVA F and p-values, as 
explained in “5.7 Sorting Quality Statistics” on page 203.

The next section contains a table with a row per unit, plus entries for all wave-
forms and for unsorted waveforms. The columns are:

• Counts: The total number of waveforms (in the All Valid WFs row), the 
number of unsorted (unassigned) waveforms (in the Unsorted WFs row), and 
the number of waveforms in each unit.

• RMSE: the summed root mean squared for all waveforms in the category. 
This is a sample-by-sample summation of the deviation from the average 
waveform, summed across all waveforms. This sum is then divided by the 
total number of ticks, then the square root is taken.

where

the sums run over Nw waveforms w and Nt ticks t in each waveform

v(w,t) is the waveform amplitude at tick t for waveform w

avg(t) is the average amplitude of all waveforms at tick t

Thus, this number is smaller for compact clusters. The Plexon MAP system 
calculates a similar summed squared difference for the real-time online tem-
plate sorting unit assignment algorithm.

• ISI Percentage: lists the percentage of waveforms that occur within the 
Refractory ISI period (as set by from the Control Grid) of each other. Large 
percentages here for a unit can indicate that errors have been made in the sort-
ing of that unit.

The next section to the right displays the 2D and 3D versions of each of the J3, 
Pseudo-F, Davies-Bouldin, and Dunn cluster validity metrics (See “5.7 Sorting 
Quality Statistics” on page 203.). The feature space used for this sorting quality 
statistics displayed under Features above.

RMSE  v w t  avg t  2  Nw Nt  –=
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The next section displays the template (average) waveform for each of the units 
on the channel, as described in the “3.4 Units View” on page 29. The dashed line 
represents the 3-sigma deviation of the waveforms around the average. 

Note: The colors displayed for the units are controlled by the printing colors, not the 
display colors. The printing colors can be set in the Printing Options tab of the 
Tools | Options dialog.

The bottom section is the 2D Clusters View. Again the colors displayed are con-
trolled by the printing colors, not the display colors.

3.16.1 Output to PowerPoint

The Sorting Summary view can be sent to PowerPoint by selecting Send To 
PowerPoint in the right-click menu in the Sorting Summary view. For this fea-
ture to be available, PowerPoint must be installed on the computer.

When the Send To PowerPoint menu item is selected, PowerPoint opens (if it is 
not already open), and a new slide is added to the presentation. Sending another 
Sorting Summary view to PowerPoint results in another slide being added to the 
same presentation. PowerPoint does not save the presentation to disk—select 
Save from the PowerPoint menu to save the presentation.
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3.16.2 Outputting for All Channels

The File – Print All Sort Summaries and File – Send All Sort Summaries to 
PowerPoint iterate through all channels and print or export the Sort Summary for 
each channel to a single PowerPoint file, or to a single print job.

3.17 PCA Results View

The PCA Results View graphically displays the results of the Principal Compo-
nents Analysis (PCA) that runs on the waveforms. The calculated principle com-
ponent eigenvectors form a basis onto which waveforms can be projected in order 
to get the PC1-PC8 feature values. A bar graph of the eigenvalues associated with 
each eigenvector is also displayed. The same PCA information is displayed in 
table form in the PCA View of the “3.6 Info Grid Views” on page 34.

To display the PCA Results View,

• Select the View | PCA Results menu command, or press the  button on 
the toolbar.

Note: If this button does not appear on the toolbar, select Toolbars tab 
under Windows | Customize......, and select the line labelled View in 
the list box in the Toolbars tab. Do not uncheck the checkbox—just 
select the line. Then click the Reset button.
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By default, Offline Sorter plots the first 3 principal component eigenvectors in 
the main portion of the view. Each different color corresponds to an eigenvector/
eigenvalue pair. Offline Sorter calculates a maximum of 8 principal components 
eigenvalues/eigenvectors. All 8 eigenvectors can be displayed by selecting Show 
All 8 Eigenvectors from the right-click menu.

The width of the line used to plot the eigenvector is proportional to the magnitude 
of the corresponding eigenvalue. A bar chart graph of the eigenvalue magnitudes 
is shown in the upper right corner by default. The graph can be moved by clicking 
on the interior of the plot and dragging it to a new location, and it can be resized 
by clicking on the border and dragging. The eigenvalue bars are scaled for dis-
play in the graph such that the first eigenvalue takes up 90% of the range. This 
graph is sometimes referred to as a “Scree Plot”.

The magnitude of an eigenvalue for a principal component eigenvector, relative 
to the total of all eigenvalues summed, represents the fraction of the total variance 
between waveforms that has been captured in that PCA dimension. In the above 
screenshot, it is clear that the first two principal components capture the vast 
majority of the variance. So, there is likely to be very little discriminatory power 
in the higher principal components PC3-PC8. The detailed shape of the PCA 
eigenvectors are not always straightforward to interpret. Generally, the first prin-
cipal component (the yellow line) is largest in those sections of the waveform 
where the most variance is. The shapes of the higher principal component eigen-
vectors are constrained by the fact that all the eigenvectors must be orthogonal to 
each other, which makes their interpretation difficult. Note though that they 
approach zero at the trigger point (e.g. at a time value equal to the prethreshold 
into the waveform). All waveforms have an amplitude equal to the trigger thresh-
old value at this point in the waveform, with essentially no variance. Thus, all the 
eigenvectors are zero at that point.

3.18 Cross-Correlograms View

The Cross-Correlograms View displays a half-matrix of cross-correlograms 
between all units (and optionally the unsorted waveforms as well) in a channel. 
The firing of each unit is used as a reference time (time zero) to form a correlo-
gram of a different unit’s firings, using an adjustable timescale. The cross-correl-
ograms are arranged on a grid where the reference unit increases along the 
vertical axis and the plotted unit increases along the horizontal axis, with the 
redundant (mirror-image) correlograms omitted.
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To display the Cross-Correlograms View,

• Select the View | Cross-Correlograms menu command, or,

press the  button on the toolbar.

The parameters for the Cross-Correlograms are set by using the right-click con-
text menu. The view can be configured to show the cross-correlograms formed by 
permuting either: all sorted units, all sorted units plus the unsorted waveforms, or 
just the currently selected units. The labeling can be enabled or disabled, which is 
useful if there are large numbers of units. Also, whether or not the reference unit 
firing is counted in the correlogram can be selected. The timescale and bin widths 
used to build the correlograms can be set using the ‘Binning’ section of the dia-
log that is displayed when ‘Properties…’ is selected from the context menu.

3.19 Rasters View

The Rasters View displays color-coded tick marks that correspond to the times of 
unit firings, which is similar to the Timeline View, but the Rasters View does so 
for all channels simultaneously. 
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To display the Rasters View,

• Select the View | Rasters menu command, or,

press the  button on the toolbar.

In addition, the Rasters View can show the times when Events occur. The Events 
can appear either as tick marks on separate raster lines, or as lines overlaid across 
all rasters.

The Rasters View can only display the timestamps for channels that have been 
loaded into memory. When a channel is loaded, its timestamps are available for 
display. By default, the Rasters View only displays the timestamps for the chan-
nels that have been loaded. To load all timestamps for all channels into memory, 
select Load All Rasters from the right-click context menu. For some data files 
(including .PLX), the timestamps for all channels when the file loads can auto-
matically be loaded by checking the Pre-Load all Timestamps checkbox in the 
General tab of the Tools - Data Import Options dialog. However, if this option 
is checked, Offline Sorter uses more system memory and it slightly increases the 
time it takes to load the data.

The Rasters View displays the same time range as the time range that appears in 
the Timeline View, and pressing the Zoom In or Zoom Out buttons or moving 
the time-range scroll bar on the Rasters View is equivalent to doing the same in 
the Timeline View. By default, the Rasters View displays all channels that have 
spikes. The number of channels displayed vertically can be changed by selecting 
Zoom In To Show Fewer Channels or Zoom Out To Show More Channels 
from the context menu, or by pressing the I or O keys. To scroll the display verti-
cally, move the mouse wheel or left-click and drag the mouse in the label area on 
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the left. The display can be scrolled vertically by using the PAGE UP and PAGE 
DOWN or HOME and END keys. One can also grab the dividing line between the 
labels and the tick marks and move it by left-clicking and dragging the line.

The Rasters View reflects the Invalid w/f setting in the Control Grid, however it 
does not reflect the Waveform View setting; the Rasters View always shows the 
tick marks for all units, and one can optionally show the unsorted waveforms by 
checking Show Spike Marks For Unsorted in the context menu. By default, 
each channel appears on a separate raster; however, if Show All Units for a 
Channel on One Raster is unchecked in the context menu, a line for each sorted 
unit can be shown (and possibly also the unsorted units, which are denoted by a 
“U” postfix, e.g. “sig002U” is the unsorted waveforms on the “sig002” channel).

By default, any Events that are selected to show, by clicking Show in the Events 
view of Info Grid View, are plotted each on its own raster lines, in the color 
selected in the Events view. The rasters for Events can be shown either on the top 
(default) or on the bottom of the spike timelines by checking or unchecking Show 
Events on Top-most Rasters the context menu. Alternatively, select Show 
Events Across All Rasters in the right-click context menu to plot the Events as 
vertical lines that cross all the raster lines. Also, one can select Show All Events 
in the context menu, which is equivalent to clicking Show for all Events.

Selecting Show Time Segments Boundaries in the right-click menu will plot 
vertical lines at the time positions where time segments begin and end, and select-
ing Zoom Time Range To Selected Segment will zoom and scroll the time 
range so that the currently selected time segment fills the time range.

3.20 Help Files and Quick Key Reference

From the Help menu, one can click Help Topics to open the on-line version of 
this manual, and one can click Quick Reference to open the following window. 
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Scroll down to find the key combinations that apply to the view currently being 
used. To print the complete three-page reference, click Print. Click OK to close 
the window and return to Offline Sorter.

Similarly, clicking Quick Batch Reference will show the following window.

This window lists all Offline Sorter Batch commands with their arguments. See 
“5.19 Batch File Processing” on page 225.
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4.1 Procedure Summary

The spike sorting process with Offline Sorter involves the following general pro-
cedures:

• Waveform Extraction (can be omitted, depending on type of data files)

• Preparation for Sorting

• Unit (Cluster) Selection

• Waveform Inspection and Unit Cleaning

• Saving Sorted Spike Times

Offline Sorter is capable of sorting action potential waveforms (spikes) in either 
continuously digitized data, or in previously sorted spike/waveform data files (re-
sorting).

For sorting spikes in Continuously Recorded data

1 Open the continuously digitized data file. See “4.2.1 Opening the Digitized 
Data Files” on page 91.

2 For each of the channels that contain spike data:

• Select the data channel. See “4.2.2 Selecting the Continuous Data 
Channel” on page 92.

• Specify up-sampling if needed. See “4.2.3 Specifying Up-Sampling” 
on page 94.

• Check and adjust gains if needed. See “4.2.4 Adjusting Gains” on 
page 95.

• Specify the low-cut digital filter if needed. See “4.2.5 Selecting the 
Low-Cut Digital Filter” on page 98.

• Specify the waveform detection options. See “4.2.6 Specifying the 
Waveform Detection Options” on page 99.

• Set the threshold and extract the waveforms. See “4.2.7 Extracting the 
Thresholded Waveforms” on page 102.

• Go to Step 3 on page 90.

For Re-sorting Spikes from Previously Sorted Waveform/spike Data files

1 Open the spike/waveform data file. See “4.3.1 Opening the Spike/
Waveform Data File” on page 103. Go to Step 3 on page 90.

2 Convert Data Type if necessary. See “5.3 Stereotrode and Tetrode Data” 
on page 186.

3 For each channel with spike waveforms:

• Inspect the data. See “4.4.1 Data Inspection” on page 106.
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• Remove artifact waveforms. See “4.4.2.1 Marking Artifact Wave-
forms as Invalid using the Waveform View” on page 109.

• If necessary, select intervals of valid data. See “5.11 Interval Selection” 
on page 211.

• Check Waveform Alignment if necessary. See “4.4.3 Waveform Align-
ment” on page 115.

• Adjust Sort Width if necessary. See “4.4.4 Adjusting the Sort Range” 
on page 118.

• Select a Feature Space in which to perform sorting. See “4.4.5 Selecting 
Features to Use For Sorting” on page 119.

• Select units using one of the supported spike sorting methods. See “4.5 
Spike Sorting” on page 120.

4 For each sorted unit:

• Clean the selection if necessary. See “4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” 
on page 150.

• Inspect individual waveforms if necessary. See “4.7.1 Waveform 
Inspection” on page 155.

5 Save the timestamps as a NEX data file. See “4.8.2 Exporting to a NEX 
File” on page 165, or save the timestamps and waveforms in a data file. See 

“4.8.1 Saving Timestamps and Waveforms” on page 162.

4.2 Waveform Acquisition From Continuously Recorded Data

4.2.1 Opening the Digitized Data Files

Offline Sorter can sort waveforms from files containing continuously digitized 
data, such as that generated by the Plexon Recorder program (DDT file), other 
vendor’s files, or from other binary files that contain multiplexed A/D values 
recorded from several channels. For more information about reading and import-
ing data files, see “5.1 Importing Data Files” on page 176.

To open a continuously digitized DDT data file

• press File Open toolbar button , or,

select File | Open menu command.

To open a continuously digitized data file from another vendor’s hard-
ware

• Select File | Import menu command and select the vendor.
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To open an arbitrary binary file with continuously digitized data (header 
plus multiplexed A/D values stored as 2-byte signed integers)

1 Select File | Import | Binary file with Continuously Digitized Data.

The Import Binary Digitized Data File dialog box opens.

2 Enter a file name and the following information: number of channels, data 
offset, digitization frequency, A/D conversion resolution, and maximum 
voltage. To perform byte swapping on the file, click Swap Bytes.

4.2.2 Selecting the Continuous Data Channel

By default, Offline Sorter will load the first data channel into memory immedi-
ately. Since loading the data channel from a large file can require considerable 
time, this feature can be disabled by unchecking the Automatically Load First 
Channel after Opening a File checkbox in the General tab of the Tools | Data 
Import Options dialog.
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To select a particular data channel

1 Click on the Channel drop list box in the Control Grid (shows None in the 
illustration that follows).

2 Select the channel from the drop list.

or in the Channels view of the Info Grid View, double-click on the row of the 
desired channel.

The Timeline View will then show the channel's data. If it is not already show-
ing, select View | Waveform Detection.
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3 To move quickly to the next or previous channel in the list of channels, click 
Select | Next Channel or Select | Previous Channel. The following toolbar 
buttons can also be used:

4 Offline Sorter maintains a history of previously-opened channels. To revisit a 
previously-opened channel, click Edit | Previous Channel in History or click 
Edit | Next Channel in History. The following toolbar buttons can also be 
used.

The default setting is the Raw Signal detector, in which case the Waveform 
Detection view shows a histogram of the logarithm of the Peak Heights. The 
white lines on the displays indicate the current threshold setting.

4.2.3 Specifying Up-Sampling

Offline Sorter can increase the sampling frequency of continuous data channels 
by interpolating new samples between the original samples. This is useful in situ-
ations where continuous data is sampled at 20 KHz in the same file with spikes 
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digitized at 40 KHz. Spikes cannot be extracted from the 20 KHz channels unless 
and until they are up-sampled to the spike frequency of 40 KHz.

Note that the new up-sampling frequency must be:

1 a multiple of the original sampling frequency, and

2 less than the spike frequency for the file.

Two different interpolation methods are available, Linear and Spline. Spline 
interpolation generally gives better results but is limited to doubling the original 
frequency of the continuous data. Linear interpolation is more flexible in that it 
can create any multiple of the original frequency, but the result is of somewhat 
lower quality.

To enable up-sampling, select either Spline or Linear from the Up-Sampling 
droplist in the Timeline View. The possible choices for the up-sampled frequency 
appear in the Frequency droplist. The data is immediately up-sampled as the Up-
Sampling frequency is selected.

Note that it may not be apparent that the up-sampling was performed on the con-
tinuous data by looking at the Timeline View. It is instructive to select the Show 
Dots at Sample Locations for Continuous Data option in the right-click menu 
of the Timeline View, then changing the Frequency droplist. The number of dots 
will increase, as new sample locations appear between the previous ones.

4.2.4 Adjusting Gains

Offline Sorter utilizes the following ‘model’ for channel gains:

• Spike channels can have a single Spike Preamp Gain for all channels, and 
also a channel-specific Spike Gain. So the total gain for the spike signal path 
for a channel is the product of these gains.

• Continuous channels can have both a per-channel Continuous Preamp Gain 
and a per-channel Continuous Gain. So the total gain for the continuous sig-
nal path for a channel is the product of these gains.
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• Any given channel can have both spike and continuous data present.

For a variety of reasons, gains can sometimes be mis-represented in data files. 
When this happens, voltages that Offline Sorter reports may be off by some con-
stant factor. In many cases, this is not really a problem, as all the waveforms 
shapes are still correctly represented and spike sorting depends only on relative 
voltage differences, not absolute voltages.

The File Summary Info Grid View shows an overview of the gain situation for a 
file, and the Channel Parameters View shows the individual gains for all chan-
nels. The individual gains can be adjusted using the Channel Parameters View, 
and in general, these gain changes will affect the interpretation of the currently-
loaded data, and will be saved with an ‘Export to .PLX’ operation.

There is also a Tools | Adjust Gains dialog that offers a convenient way to see 
the detailed gain situation for the current channel. This dialog can also be brought 
up from the right-click menu in the Channel Parameters View.

See descriptions of the gain-related items under the “3.6.3 File Summary View” 
on page 38 and the “3.6.2 Channel Parameters View” on page 36.

One situation in which having misrepresented gains can be problematic is for 
waveform extraction. It is recommended that before waveform extraction, the 
Adjust Gains dialog should be inspected for one or more channels. If the gain set-
tings for the spike and continuous data are such that the Full-Scale Voltage at 
Probe value for spikes is significantly different that the value for continuous data, 
the result of the extraction could be sub-optimal in one of two ways:

• If the Full-Scale Voltage at Probe value is much greater for spikes than it is 
for continuous data, then the extracted spikes will be too small. That is, the 
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largest extracted spike will use only a small portion of the dynamic range 
available for spike waveforms. This means the resolution and detail is lost.

• If the Full-Scale Voltage at probe is much less for spikes than it is for contin-
uous data, then the extracted spikes will be too large. That is, the extracted 
spikes are likely to exceed the maximum representable voltage for spikes and 
thus be cut-off or ‘clipped’. This again results in information loss.

For example, in the above screenshot, the largest voltage value in any waveform 
that is present in the continuous data signal is 0.794 mV. But this voltage value 
represents about a quarter of the full-scale voltage range available for extracted 
spikes (3.0 mV). Thus, all extracted spikes will be small and some of the dynamic 
range for spikes will be wasted.

This situation can be changed by altering the gains until the Full-Scale Voltage at 
Probe values are more similar, but such that no clipping of the signal occurs.

Note: For versions of Offline Sorter prior to 3.0, waveform extraction was done in ‘a/d 
count space’, in that the threshold was applied to the raw a/d values, and the 
raw continuous a/d values became the raw spike a/d values verbatim. This 
would generally avoid the clipping and dynamic range under-utilization prob-
lems described above, but could make it nearly impossible to ‘recover’ actual 
voltage values in the extracted spike waveforms. Starting with Offline Sorter 
3.0, the waveform extraction is now done in ‘Voltage at the probe space’, where 
if a waveform peak was 1.0 mV at the probe in the continuous data, the wave-
form peak will also be 1.0 mV at the probe in the extracted spike.

If the gain settings need to be changed for many channels, pressing the Set Gains 
on a Range of Channels... button will bring up a simple dialog where the range 
of channel numbers can be specified. If the OK button is pressed, those channels 
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will have their per-channel gain settings set to be identical to the channel being 
shown in the Adjust Gains dialog.

4.2.5 Selecting the Low-Cut Digital Filter

Offline Sorter can filter the signal from an active channel by using the low-cut 
digital filters. The filters available in the program are the 4th-order Butterworth 
IIR filters.

To select a filter, click the arrow of the Low-cut filter menu, which is highlighted 
in the following illustration, and then select the cut-off frequency value from the 
drop-down list.

Note: Changing the filter causes the histograms and the waveform displays to be 
redrawn. In the Display tab of the View | Options window, if Auto Zoom is 
clicked, the zoom also adjusts. 

Filtering All Channels

To apply the same low-cut filter to all channels, instead of just the current chan-
nel, from the Waveforms menu, select Filter Continuous Data.  

The Continuous Data Filtering dialog box opens.

To apply the same filter to all channels, click All Channels and select a filter frequency 
from the Low-Cut Filter Freq area. Click Filter to apply the filter and close the dialog 
box.
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4.2.6 Specifying the Waveform Detection Options

The Total Waveform length and Prethreshold Period parameters specify the 
time range of the waveform segments extracted from the continuous record.

The Dead Time is the minimum time between extracted waveform segments. For 
example, if the DeadTime = 1 msec and the recorded signal crosses the threshold 
at times t = 5000.0 msec and t = 5000.8 msec, then only one waveform segment 
aligned around the t = 5000.0 msec crossing is detected and extracted. If the 
DeadTime = 0.5 msec however, then two waveform segments are extracted: one 
aligned around the t = 5000.0 msec crossing and the other aligned around the 
t = 5000.8 msec crossing.

The Detector settings specify the quantity used in the threshold crossing algo-
rithm for spike detection (See “3.12 Waveform Detection View” on page 69.). By 
default Offline Sorter uses the Raw Signal amplitude. If either Energy of the 
Signal or Nonlinear Energy of the Signal is selected the Energy Window Width 
can be specified.

To set the waveform detection parameters

• Select the Detector and Waveform Options button in the Timeline View.
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The Waveform Detection Options window opens.

 The Waveform Options window contains the following items:

• Total Waveform Length – This item specifies the total length, in sec and 
number of samples, of the thresholded waveforms that are extracted from the 
continuous data.

• Prethreshold – This item specifies the time, in sec and number of samples, 
prior the threshold crossing included in the extracted waveforms.

• Dead Time – This item specifies the minimum time, in sec and number of 
samples, between extracted waveform segments.

• For stereotrode/tetrode data... – This item provides a independent threshold 
setting for each electrode.

• Detector – The item indicates quantity used for thresholding, either Raw Sig-
nal, Energy of the Signal, or Nonlinear Energy of the Signal.

• Energy Window Width – This item specifies the width of the moving win-
dow over which the quantity is averaged (for energy and nonlinear energy 
detector options only).
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• Use Dual Thresholds - This checkbox enables setting two different thresh-
olds, with the waveform segments being taken if the signal exceeds either 
threshold (a logical OR of thresholds).

• Always set Thr 2 =- Thr - This checkbox always sets the second threshold to 
be the negative value of the first threshold, making the dual thresholds sym-
metric around zero.

Note: Using dual thresholds is not recommended except for unusual cases. A 
detailed understanding of waveform alignment issues is required to avoid being 
fooled, as dual thresholds can easily make a single unit appear as two distinct 
units depending on which part of the waveform crosses threshold first.

• Adjust Gains - This button brings up the Adjust Gains Tool, which allows for 
reconciling the voltage ranges between the continuous data and spikes. See 
“4.2.4 Adjusting Gains” on page 95.

• Detect Now - This button will perform the waveform extraction, it is equiva-
lent to pressing the Detect Waveforms button on the Timeline View.

If energy or nonlinear energy is selected as the signal to be thresholded in the 
Detector options menu, the quantity is displayed in the Timeline View and the 
histogram of the quantity (log axis) is displayed in the Waveform Detection view.
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The threshold can then be adjusted to different energy/nonlinear energy levels or 
histogram values.

4.2.7 Extracting the Thresholded Waveforms

Offline sorter uses the following algorithm to extract the waveforms from contin-
uously recorded signals:

• If the threshold is positive or zero, the program looks for the moment when 
the signal crosses the threshold in the positive direction:

find the first t such that signal[t-dt]<threshold and signal[t]>= 
threshold

• If the threshold is negative, the program looks for the moment when the sig-
nal crosses the threshold in the negative direction:

find the first t such that signal[t-dt]>threshold and signal[t]<= 
threshold

• The time t then becomes the timestamp of the waveform. The program stores 
the specified number of data points before t and the number of points after t 
in the extracted waveform that is used later for sorting (See “4.2.6 Specifying 
the Waveform Detection Options” on page 99 to see how to set the waveform 
length and the number of prethreshold points.).

• When the current waveform is extracted (that is, the specified number of data 
points after the threshold crossing is stored), the program moves ahead in 
time by the amount specified by the Dead Time parameter—see “4.2.6 Spec-
ifying the Waveform Detection Options” on page 99—and then it starts look-
ing for the next waveform. This means that waveforms that cross the 
threshold less than the dead time after a detected spike are not detected.

To set the threshold, use the threshold edit control in the Timeline View or drag 
the horizontal threshold line with the mouse.
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Alternately, dragging the vertical threshold line on the histogram in the Wave-
form Detection view to the left or right can set the threshold.

Click Detect Waveforms to extract the waveforms using the specified detector, 
total waveform length, prethreshold period, dead time, and threshold level.

One can automatically set a threshold based on the statistical properties of the 
peak heights and perform waveform detection on all channels (as opposed to 
doing a single channel at a time). For complete information, see “5.4 Automatic 
Waveform Detection” on page 190.

4.3 Waveform Acquisition From Spike/Waveform Data

4.3.1 Opening the Spike/Waveform Data File

Offline Sorter can read native data files containing spike timestamps and spike 
waveform segments created by the Plexon MAP system (PLX) as well as other 
data acquisition systems (CyberKinetics, CED Spike 2, DataWave, Instrutech, 
MultiChannel Systems, Panasonic MED, Neuralynx, RC Electronics).

To open a data file

• Click the File Open toolbar button,

, or

select File | Open menu command.

To open a spike/waveform file from another vendor’s hardware

• Select File | Import menu command and select the vendor.

Once the data file is opened, the waveforms are viewable and ready for sorting.
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4.3.2 Stereotrode and Tetrode Data Type Selection

Offline Sorter can sort files with signals from single electrodes, stereotrodes, or 
tetrodes (see also “5.3 Stereotrode and Tetrode Data” on page 186).

The Data Type (Single/Stereotrode/Tetrode) is displayed in the Control Grid.

For Plexon PLX files, DataWave UFF files, and Neuralynx files, Offline Sorter 
automatically detects stereotrode or tetrode data when the file is opened, and sets 
the Data Type accordingly. For all other file types, Offline Sorter initially 
assumes single-channel data. 

If the data type displayed in the Control Grid is not appropriate for the data file 
opened, Offline Sorter can sometimes convert the data type. For a description of 
this procedure, see “5.3.3 Converting Data Type” on page 188.

4.3.3 Selecting the Data Channel

By default, Offline Sorter will load the first data channel into memory immedi-
ately. Since loading the data channel from a large file can require considerable 
time, one can disable this feature by unchecking the Automatically Load First 
Channel after Opening a File checkbox in the General tab of the Tools | Data 
Import Options dialog.
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To select a particular data channel

1 Click on the Channel drop list box in the Control Grid (shows None in the 
illustration that follows).

2 Select the channel from the drop list.

or in the Channels view of the Info Grid View, double-click anywhere on the 
row of the desired channel.

The main views in Offline Sorter then show the channel's data.

3 To move quickly to the next or previous channel in the list of channels, click 
Select | Next Channel or Select | Previous Channel. The following toolbar 
buttons can also be used:
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4 Offline Sorter maintains a history of previously-opened channels. To revisit a 
previously-opened channel, click Edit | Previous Channel in History or Edit 
| Next Channel in History. The following toolbar buttons can also be used.

4.4 Preparation For Sorting

4.4.1 Data Inspection

After the segmented waveforms (spikes) are acquired, they are displayed in the 
Waveform View and the Clusters Views. Offline Sorter allows the user to quickly 
get an overview of the data.

4.4.1.1 Waveform View

The Waveform View shows the superimposed waveforms aligned at the threshold 
crossing times:

By default, Offline Sorter automatically determines the zoom factor for the 
Waveform View and the Timeline View. The zoom factor can be disabled by 
unchecking the Auto Zoom checkbox in the Tools | Options | Display dialog 
box. The auto-zoom calculation finds the peak amplitude present in any spike 
waveform, and sets the zoom to the largest integer value that displays the wave-
forms without clipping them. The Auto-zoom procedure can be performed at any 
time by selecting the Waveforms | Auto-Zoom Waveform Displays menu item. 

Offline Sorter reads spike waveforms from a file or detects them from continuous 
data, and stores them in memory. One can invert the waveforms stored in mem-

HINT
Controlling Which Waveforms Are Displayed
The scroll bar at the bottom of the Timeline View (use the Control w/

form display check box) and the Waveform View parameter in the Con-
trol Grid can be used to control which waveforms are displayed in the 
Waveform View. If one limits the waveforms displayed in this way it can 
often reveal structure that is hidden when all waveforms are drawn.
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ory by using Tools | Invert Waveforms on the main menu. After an Invert 
Waveforms operation is done, all principal component and feature calculations 
use the inverted version of the waveform. If Export to New .PLX is selected, 
Offline Sorter writes the inverted version of the waveforms to the output file. 
However, if a normal Save or Save As operation is done, Offline Sorter does not 
save the inverted waveforms.

4.4.1.2 Clusters Views

The “3.7 Clusters Views” on page 43 show the waveforms as points in feature 
space. One can choose to use either the 2D Clusters View or the 3D Clusters 
View, or both. The variables shown on the X, Y and Z axes can be chosen from a 
list of active features. For more information, see the “Axis Feature Selection” 
section under “3.7.1 Clusters View Common Functionality” on page 45. By 
default, the Clusters Views show the PC1, PC2, and PC3 features on the X, Y, and 
Z axes.

2D Clusters View
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3D Clusters View

4.4.1.3 Timeline View

The Timeline View shows the waveforms in their temporal sequence. This is use-
ful for determining if the data comes in “bursts” or if there are gaps in the data. 
Also, the times of occurrences of external events can be superimposed on the 
Timeline View (See “5.9 Examining Events” on page 207.), which the spike 
activity surrounding those events to be seen.

4.4.2 Invalidating Waveforms

Offline Sorter contains a mechanism to mark waveforms as being “invalid”, so 
that they are not considered in subsequent operations such as spike sorting. There 
are several reasons to do this:

1 Waveforms with shapes uncharacteristic of neuronal action potentials, such as 
those caused by stimulus or movement artifacts, can be marked as invalid and 
removed before spike sorting is performed. One can remove these waveforms 
by following the procedure in the “4.4.2.1 Marking Artifact Waveforms as 
Invalid using the Waveform View” on page 109. In general, artifact wave-
forms are best invalidated, because they can significantly influence the princi-
pal components and the display ranges for the other views (invalidated 
waveforms are not used when auto-scaling and auto-zooming operations are 
performed by Offline Sorter).

2 Waveforms can be just “noise” that satisfied the threshold but that did not rep-
resent action potentials. The easiest way to invalidate these noise waveforms 
is to use the Clusters Views, as outlined in the “4.4.2.2 Marking Noise Wave-
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forms as Invalid Using the Clusters Views” on page 110. This step is optional; 
one can also just leave these noise waveforms as unsorted.

3 Another reason to mark waveforms as invalid is that they are simply not of 
interest. For example, if the experimental animal was not exhibiting “interest-
ing” behavior during certain time intervals, the waveforms collected from 
those intervals can be invalidated simply to get them out of the way. Offline 
Sorter contains a tool that enables selection of waveforms within some inter-
val in time around an Event (or between pairs of Events) in the data file. For 
more details, see “5.11 Interval Selection” on page 211.

Note: Waveforms can be marked as invalid in either waveform space or in feature 
space.

4.4.2.1 Marking Artifact Waveforms as Invalid using the Waveform 
View

In the Waveform View shown below, two artifacts (arrows) can be clearly identi-
fied due to their sharp waveform shapes.

To mark the artifact waveforms as invalid and remove them from the 
display

1 Click Invalidate Wfs.

CAUTION
Invalidated waveforms not marked
Invalidated waveforms may not be marked as such in the output file 
for some file formats (notably PLX). When the file is read in again, 
the invalidated waveforms will be valid again. However, the File | 
Export to New .PLX feature offers an option to not write invali-
dated waveforms to the output file.
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2 Move the pointer to the Waveform View.

The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

3 Click the left mouse button and drag a line across the artifact waveforms.

The invalidated waveforms appear as dashed lines.

The invalid waveforms are ineligible for unit selection in any of the spike sorting 
methods. One can remove them from the Waveform View and the Clusters Views 
by setting the Invalid w/f parameter in the Control Grid to Hide.

One can undo the invalidation operation by using the undo mechanism, or by 
selecting the Waveforms | Mark All Waveforms As Valid menu command.

4.4.2.2 Marking Noise Waveforms as Invalid Using the Clusters 
Views

Artifact waveforms generally appear as outlying points on the Clusters Views. 
One can mark the points as invalid by using a procedure similar to that described 
in this section. 

Another reason to mark waveforms as invalid is because they are due to “noise” 
that does not represent a valid neural action potential. This section describes how 
to invalidate noise waveforms when the 2D Clusters View is showing PC1 vs. 
PC2. One can use the same procedure in the 3D Clusters View and in any feature 
space. 

The principal components of the extracted waveforms represent linear combina-
tions (linearly independent projections) of the waveforms which account for 
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maximal variance in the waveform data. Maximal variance implies maximal sep-
aration of the noise cluster from the unit clusters and the unit clusters from one 
another. For low amplitude noise, the noise cluster is centered close to the origin 
(0,0) in principal component space.

If the noise cluster is localized near zero and isolated, it can be removed from the 
principal component calculations so that the new principal components maxi-
mally separate the remaining unit clusters from one another. One can then select 
the maximally separated unit clusters by using the contour method.

To invalidate the noise waveforms near zero

1 Click Invalidate Wfs.

2 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

3 Click the left mouse button and drag a line around the invalid “noise” 
waveforms near zero.

In the following 2D Clusters View, the noise cluster near the origin is invali-
dated (gray).

Note: One can also use the 3D Clusters View for the following procedure.
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To remove the invalid waveforms from the display

• Set the Invalid w/f parameter in the Control Grid to Hide.

The invalid waveforms disappear from the display.

 

To recalculate the principal components using only the valid unit clus-
ter data:

• Select the Tools | Recalculate the Principal Components menu command 
and rerun the principal component analysis using All valid waveforms.
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The resulting 2D Clusters View can resemble the following one.

The three unit clusters (white dots) are now slightly better separated from one 
another than they were when the noise cluster was included in the PCA calcula-
tions.

Note: One can undo the invalidation operation by selecting the Waveforms | Mark 
All Waveforms As Valid menu command.

4.4.2.3 Invalidating All Except

The preceding invalidation procedures designated the waveforms to be invali-
dated. One can “invert” that process to designate the waveforms to be retained by 
using the Waveforms | Invalidate All Except Selected Waveforms setting. 
When this setting is selected, all waveforms that are not selected are invalidated. 
This selection applies in both the Waveform View (cross the waveforms to be 
retained) and in the Clusters Views (circle the waveforms that are to be retained).

4.4.2.4 Automatically Invalidating Artifacts

Offline Sorter includes a tool that automatically finds and invalidates artifacts 
that occur simultaneously (or nearly so) across several channels. The Invalidate 
Artifacts tool only uses spike times. The tool does not consider waveform shapes 
or amplitudes.

To use the Invalidate Artifacts tool, two criteria must be set:

1 a time width that ranges downstream from the first artifact threshold crossing 
point on any channel

2 a presence criterion that sets the number of channels on which a spike must be 
simultaneously present within the time range, to be identified as an artifact

When the tool determines that an artifact is present at time T on a sufficient num-
ber of channels, the tool invalidates all waveforms that are present on all channels 
between the times Tmin and Tmax, where Tmin and Tmax are the minimum and 
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maximum time stamps of the spikes in the artifact. The tool runs on all channels, 
not just the currently loaded channel.

To be identified as artifacts, simultaneous spikes must be present on at least a crit-
ical number of channels. Set the presence criterion in percent multiplied by the 
number of channels with spikes. The Invalidate Artifacts tool completely ignores 
any channels that have 0 spikes in them and assumes they are inactive or disabled 
channels.

Because artifact waveforms can cross different thresholds at slightly different 
times, different threshold settings on different channels effect the timestamps of 
artifacts. The time width setting provides a way to bracket timestamps so that 
artifacts are still recognized with different thresholds. One can set the channel 
presence criterion to take into account the fraction of channels that contain high-
quality, analyzable data, as opposed to occasional noise triggers.

Using automatic artifact invalidation

1 Click File | Invalidate Cross-Channel Artifacts.

The Invalidate Artifacts window opens.

2 In the Maximum width of artifacts box, type the maximum time width in ticks 
(units of 25.0 µs) of the artifacts to be invalidated.

Note: For example, if the timestamps on two channels differ by this number 
of ticks or less, the tool considers the spikes on the two channels to 
be simultaneous. If enter 0 (zero) is entered, the tool only invalidates 
artifacts with identical timestamps.

3 In the % of the channels with spikes box, type the channel presence criteria 
in percent. For example, in the illustration in Step 1, the tool invalidates 
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artifacts of the specified width and with simultaneous timestamps that are 
present on 80% of the channels with spikes.

4 To start the tool, click OK.

4.4.3 Waveform Alignment

After detection and extraction, the waveforms are initially aligned at the point of 
threshold crossing in the Waveform View (below left). The principal components 
are calculated using the threshold-aligned waveforms. One can select the projec-
tions onto the principal components in the 2D Clusters View, as follows in the 
right-side illustration.

The variance within waveform groups can frequently be reduced, and the separa-
tion between waveform groups enhanced, by aligning the waveforms at their 
minimum or maximum values.

To set the alignment criteria

1 Select the Waveforms | Align menu command,

or,

select the Tools | Align Waveforms menu command.
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2 Then select the desired alignment method.

Under most circumstances, aligning around the Global Maximum or Global 
Minimum provides the best alignment of the waveforms. Optionally, all units 
can be deleted (the Delete All Units checkbox) and the PCA recalculated (Recal-
culated PCA checkbox) when the waveforms are realigned.
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After alignment around the global minimum (as follows), note how the wave-
forms are more tightly clustered in waveform space and principal component 
space.

By default, unit assignments are ignored when performing alignment (the Ignore 
unit assignments when aligning waveforms radio button is checked). One can 
check the Align waveforms within each unit independently radio button after 
the units have been sorted. This actually performs N independent alignment oper-
ations, where N is the number of units. For each alignment, only the waveforms 
in a given unit are considered when choosing the alignment center for the opera-
tion. This has the effect of adjusting timestamps to correct for triggering jitter.

The Only align waveforms assigned to the currently selected unit option is 
similar to the previous option in that it only performs the alignment on the current 
primary selected unit.

The For stereotrode/tetrode data, align waveforms in each electrode inde-
pendently checkbox is only relevant when working with stereotrode/tetrode data. 
When unchecked, the concatenated waveform (See “5.3 Stereotrode and Tetrode 
Data” on page 186.) is aligned as a whole—the min or max of the entire concate-
nated waveform is found and the concatenated waveform is shifted as a whole. 
When checked, the alignment is instead performed per-electrode. For example, 
for tetrode data, four independent alignments are performed, one for each elec-
trode. Note that the waveform in each electrode can be shifted a different amount.

The Adjust Timestamps checkbox controls whether or not the timestamp of the 
waveform is shifted by the amount the waveform is shifted.

CAUTION
View reports with caution
Use the Align waveforms within each unit independently setting 
with caution! By its nature, it appears to “tighten up” the clusters. 
However, this is a bit misleading because it was done with a-priori 
knowledge of the clusters. After performing this operation, view the 
probabilities and F-statistics reports with caution.
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The Maximum Alignment Shift adjustment enables one to put a cap on the 
number of clock ticks that any waveform is shifted. It is seldom desirable to shift 
a waveform by more than a few clock ticks, because zeros are added onto the end 
of the waveform to backfill the shifted amount. Waveforms that would be shifted 
by more than the specified number of clock ticks are not shifted at all.

One can perform the same alignment operation on all channels, instead of just on 
the current channel. To do so, select Waveforms | Align. When the same Align 
Waveforms dialog box as shown in Step 2 on page 116 appears, click All Chan-
nels. Now the alignment operation is applied to all of the spike channels in the 
file.

4.4.4 Adjusting the Sort Range

Often the extreme tail and the earliest samples of the waveforms are not useful in 
separating units from each other or separating the units from noise. To specify the 
range of samples within the waveform that is used to calculate the Principal Com-
ponents (See “5.5.1 Principal Components” on page 193.) and used in feature cal-
culation and template sorting, adjust the Sort Start and Sort End parameters in 
the Control Grid; see the following illustration to locate the parameters. When 
they are visible, one can adjust the Sort Start and Sort End times by dragging 
the corresponding vertical line with the mouse; see the double-ended arrow in the 
following illustration.

The Sort Start and Sort End time point is the lower and upper bound, respec-
tively, of the time interval of the waveform used to calculate principal compo-
nents, feature values, and for template sorting. The Sort Start and Sort End 
times are represented by vertical lines in the Waveform view; see the arrows in 
the preceding illustration. Small arrows on the top and bottom of the lines indi-
cate whether it's the start or end. In the previous example, the total waveform 
length is 1000 msec, the Sort Start time is 150 msec, and the Sort End time is 
650 msec. 

Note: For stereotrode and tetrode data, the sort range is specified per-electrode, not 
for the concatenated waveform.
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To recalculate the principal components using the time range between the Sort 
Start and Sort End time points, select the Tools | Recalculate Principal Com-
ponents menu command and recalculate using All the points and Only the 
points specified by sort start and sort end.

4.4.5 Selecting Features to Use For Sorting

For those sorting methods that use feature space (i.e. all methods except wave-
form crossing and templates), one must first decide which feature space to work 
in. One does this by selecting particular features for each of the 2 (for the 2D 
Clusters View) or 3 (for the 3D Clusters View) axes in feature space (See “5.5 
Features Available for Sorting” on page 191.). Offline Sorter does all spike sort-
ing and calculates all statistics in the feature space selected, so the objective is to 
find a combination of features that gives maximal cluster separation. The descrip-
tion of the “3.15 Feature vs. Feature View” on page 75 can be useful in selecting 
which features to use.

First, select either the 2D Clusters View or the 3D Clusters View using the View 
menu command or the toolbar buttons

  or   .
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Then, select features for the X, Y, (and Z) axes from the drop-down lists on the 
toolbar:

 

Note: Only the “active” features appear in the drop-down lists, which are a subset of 
all features. Use the Active Features tab of the Tools | Options dialog box to 
select which features are active. For more information, see “3.7.1 Clusters 
View Common Functionality” on page 45.

When switching channels within the currently-opened data file, the selected fea-
tures can either be “remembered” on a per-channel basis, or the same feature 
space can be used across all channels. One can control this by the Remember 
selected features for each channel checkbox in the Tools | Options | Feature 
Calc dialog box.

If the sorting algorithmsare used, remember that they work differently in 2D and 
3D feature space. The feature space that the algorithms use depends on the active 
view when the sorting operation initiates. See “5.6.1 Feature Space Used for Sort-
ing” on page 196.

4.5 Spike Sorting

Finally, the waveforms can now be sorted into units. Offline Sorter offers several 
methods to accomplish this.

4.5.1 Manual, Semi-Automatic, and Automatic Clustering Methods

Offline Sorter offers manual, semi-automatic, and automatic methods to identify-
ing units or clusters. On a given channel, any or all of these methods can be used.

4.5.1.1 Manual Clustering Methods

With these methods, one can manually specify the unit assignment for each wave-
form.

• “4.5.3 Manual Clustering using the Waveform Crossing Method” on 
page 128 

• Waveforms are manually selected as belonging to a unit or cluster by cross-
ing a bundle of waveforms in the Waveform View with the mouse.

• “4.5.2 Manual Clustering Using Contours” on page 122 

• Waveforms are manually selected in feature space in the Clusters Views by 
drawing an arbitrary shape around a visible cluster.

4.5.1.1.1 Semi-Automatic Clustering Methods. With these methods, the user 
specifies a number of units, and “starting” cluster centers, and the algorithms then 
assign waveforms to the units.

• “4.5.4 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Templates” on page 132 
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• The user selects an individual waveform to serve as the template for the 
unit, waveforms are then assigned to clusters using a template matching 
algorithm.

• “4.5.5 Semi-Automatic Clustering using the Boxes Method” on page 135.

• The user places a pair of boxes for each unit on the Waveforms View, and 
any waveforms that intersect both boxes are sorted into that unit.

• “4.5.6 Semi-Automatic Clustering using K-Means” on page 137 

• The user selects tentative cluster centers in feature space in the Clusters 
Views and then runs the K-Means algorithm which assigns points to clus-
ters automatically.

• “4.5.7 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Standard E-M ” on page 141 

• The user selects tentative cluster centers in feature space in the Clusters 
Views and then runs the Standard E-M algorithm which assigns points to 
clusters automatically.

4.5.1.2 Automatic Clustering Methods

With these methods, the number of clusters is decided algorithmically, and the 
waveforms are assigned to the clusters automatically.

• “4.5.8 Automatic Clustering using Valley-Seeking Method” on page 142 

• The number of clusters and cluster membership is automatically deter-
mined via a valley-seeking algorithm operating on nearest-neighbor dis-
tances in feature space.

• “4.5.9 Automatic Clustering using T-Distribution E-M Method” on page 144 

• The number of clusters and cluster membership is automatically deter-
mined via an E-M algorithm based on the T-Distribution.

• “4.5.10 Automatic Clustering Using the Scanning Methods” on page 145

• The number of clusters and cluster membership is automatically deter-
mined by optimizing a cluster quality metric during a scan over values of a 
sorting parameter.

For the sorting methods that work in feature space, any of the active features can 
be assigned to the 2 or 3 axes of feature space and used in the sorting algorithms. 
See “4.4.5 Selecting Features to Use For Sorting” on page 119. In the examples 
that follow, the feature space axes are generally left to the defaults values (PC1, 
PC2, and PC3 if using the 3D Clusters View).

One can re-sort the waveforms after the units have been selected by using the 
manual or automatic clustering procedures.
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4.5.1.3 Selecting the Sorting Method

This can be done either by selecting the Sort Method parameter in the Control 
Grid, 

by using the Sort | Change Sort Method menu command to select the method, 
or by using the corresponding buttons on the Toolbar. In general, use only one of 
the sort methods that are described in the following sections.

4.5.2 Manual Clustering Using Contours

The Contours method of sorting is always available, no matter which Sort 
Method is selected in the Control Grid. (This is different from pre-3.0 versions of 
Offline Sorter.) Pressing the Add Unit button on the toolbar of the 2D or 3D 
Clusters Views will initiate contour sorting. Holding down the Control key while 
clicking and drawing in these views is also a shortcut to creating a new unit using 
the Contours method.

For details on how to use the Clusters Views, see “3.7 Clusters Views” on 
page 43.
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If the 3D Clusters View is being used, orient the eyepoint as described in 
“3.7.1.14 3D Clusters View Details” on page 57 so as to maximally separate the 
clusters.

To add a unit using the Contour sorting method

Note: Adding a unit is to identify a subset of waveforms that are presumably 
generated by the same neuron.

1 In the Clusters View, click Add Unit, 
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or, select the Units | Add Unit menu command,

or, hold down the ALT key and right-click in the Clusters View and select the 
Add Unit menu command,

or, hold down the CTRL key.

2 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

 The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

3 Click the left mouse button and drag a line around the cluster.

Note: In the 3D Clusters View, contours are drawn in “screen space”—the projection 
of the 3D feature space points onto the 2D screen. So the contour sorting oper-
ation is performed on a 2D projection of the 3D feature space. Up to 26 units 
can be sorted for each data channel.

4.5.2.1 Adjusting the Sorting

After any sorting (not just sorting performed using the Contours method), Offline 
Sorter can be used to adjust the sorting by adding or removing individual or 
groups of waveforms from clusters, or deleting units entirely.

4.5.2.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Clusters Views. Wave-
forms can be added to existing units. The following illustration shows an existing 
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unit, which is outlined in green. Use the procedure that follows to add additional 
waveforms to the unit.

To Add Waveforms to a Unit

1 Select the unit by clicking it's template in the Units View.

2 Click Add Wfs above the Waveform View,

or, Select the Units | Add Waveforms to the Selected Unit menu command.

3 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

 The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .
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4 Click the left mouse button and drag a line around the waveforms to add.

The circled waveforms are added to selected unit.

4.5.2.1.2 Removing Waveforms from Selected Units In The Clusters Views. 
Waveforms can also be trimmed away from existing units.

To Remove Waveforms from a Unit

1 Select the unit by clicking it's template in the Units View.

2 Press the Remove Wfs button above the Waveform View,

or, select the Units | Remove Waveforms from the Selected Unit menu 
command.
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3 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

 The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

4 Click the left mouse button and drag a line around the waveforms to remove.

The circled waveforms are removed from the selected unit.

4.5.2.1.3 Retaining Waveforms In Selected Units In The Clusters Views. 
Offline Sorter also includes a reciprocal function that retains the selected waveforms and 
removes all the unselected waveforms. This function is similar to previous removal func-
tion, except that all selected waveforms are retained and the rest are removed from the 
cluster.

To Remove All Unselected Waveforms from a Unit

1 Select the unit by clicking it's template in the Units View.

2 Select the Units | Remove All Except Selected Waveforms from the 
Selected Unit menu item, or click the corresponding toolbar button. 

3 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

 The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

4 Click the left mouse button and drag a line around the waveforms to retain.

The uncircled waveforms are removed from the selected unit.

4.5.2.1.4 Deleting Units. Units can be removed entirely.

To Delete a Unit

1 Select the unit by clicking it's template in the Units View.
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2 Click the Delete Unit button in the toolbar.

or, select the Units | Delete Selected Unit menu command,

or, right-click in the Clusters View and select the Delete Selected Unit menu 
command. (Use ALT+right-click in the 3D Clusters View).

The selected unit is deleted. 

Note: Other units can shift down after the unit is deleted. For example, if 
Unit a and Unit b existed prior to deletion, when Unit a is deleted, Unit 
b becomes Unit a.

To delete all the sorted units

• Select the Units | Delete All Units menu command,

or, hold down the ALT key and right-click in the Clusters View and select the 
Delete All Units menu command. 

4.5.3 Manual Clustering using the Waveform Crossing Method

The Waveform Crossing method of sorting is always available, no matter which 
Sort Method is selected in the Control Grid (This is different from pre-3.0 ver-
sions of Offline Sorter.). Pressing the Add Unit button on the toolbar of the Wave-
forms Views will initiate waveform crossing sorting. Holding down the Control 
key while clicking and drawing in the Waveforms View is also a shortcut to creat-
ing a new unit using the Waveform Crossing method.

To add a unit

That is, to identify a subset of waveforms that comprise a unit.

1 Click Add Unit.

Move the mouse pointer to the Waveform View.

The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .
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2 Click the left mouse button and drag a line across the bundle of waveforms.

Note: Up to 26 units can be sorted for each data channel.

4.5.3.1 Adjusting the Sorting

4.5.3.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Waveform View. Wave-
forms can be added to existing units by crossing waveforms in the Waveform 
View.
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To Add Waveforms to a unit (green unit above)

1 Select the unit by clicking it's template in the Units View.

2 Click Add WFs above the Waveform View,

or, Select the Units | Add Waveforms to the Selected Unit menu command.

3 Move the mouse pointer into the Waveform View.

The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

4 Click the left mouse button and drag a line across the waveforms to add.

The crossed waveforms are added to selected unit.
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4.5.3.1.2 Removing Waveforms from Selected Units in the Waveform View. 
Waveforms can be trimmed away from existing units.

To Remove Waveforms from a Unit

1 Select the unit by clicking it's template in the Units View.

2 Click the Remove Wfs button above the Waveform View,

or, select the Units | Remove Waveforms from the Selected Unit menu com-
mand.

3 Move the mouse pointer into the Waveform View.

The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

4 Click the left mouse button and drag a line across the waveforms to remove.

The crossed waveforms are removed from the selected unit.

For methods to display only the selected unit while removing waveforms, see 
“4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” on page 150.

4.5.3.1.3 Deleting Units. Use the following procedure to delete a unit.

To Delete a Unit

1 Select the unit by clicking it's template in the Units View.
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2 Click the Delete Unit button in the toolbar,

The selected unit is deleted.

To delete all the sorted units

• Select the Units | Delete All Units menu command,

or, hold down the ALT key and right-click in the Clusters View and select the 
Delete All Units menu command.

4.5.4 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Templates

Select the templates method of sorting by selecting Templates in the Sort 
Method drop list in the Control Grid, or by selecting the Sort | Change Sort 
Method | Use Templates From Designated Waveforms menu item.

The Templates algorithm works in waveform space, not in feature space. The 
goal of the algorithm is to select an existing waveform to serve as the template 
waveform for a new unit. However, the Clusters Views (showing feature space) 
can be used to select the template waveform.

To add a unit using the Template sorting method 

The goal is to select a waveform to be used as a unit template.

1 Press Add Unit button in the Clusters View,

or, select the Units | Add Unit menu command,

or, hold down the ALT key and right-click in the Clusters View and select the 
Add Unit menu command.

2 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  ) and the display is in a mode 
that selects the waveform closest to the pointer position. 

Note: For a discussion of waveform selection, see “3.7.1 Clusters View 
Common Functionality” on page 45. The selected waveform 
appears in the Waveform display. If Sel.Wave is selected in the 
Waveform View entry in the Control Grid, it only shows the selected 
waveform, which can make it easier to select a template.
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3 When the desired waveform is selected (shown with a box around it), click the 
left mouse button. 

A new unit is added, and Template sorting is carried out using all of the tem-
plates.

To add a unit using the Template sorting method using the Timeline 
View

Alternately, the bottom Timeline View can be used to select a template wave-
form.

1 In the Timeline View, right-click and move the mouse to select the desired 
waveform.

2 Release the right mouse button

3 Select Use Waveform As Template For New Unit And Sort from the right-
click (shortcut) menu.

4.5.4.1 Re-applying Template Sorting

Regardless of how clusters are created, one can perform template sorting on the 
clusters using the current unit templates and fit tolerances. To perform a template 
sort, select Sort | Apply Template Sorting with Current Templates, or click the 
Run Template Sort button 

  on the toolbar.

For a discussion of how Offline Sorter creates and maintains unit templates and 
fit tolerances, see “5.12 Managing Unit Templates and Fit Tolerances” on 
page 213.

4.5.4.2 Applying Adaptive Template Sorting

Similarly, Offline Sorter can apply a variant of Template Sorting to the existing 
clusters where the template is modified as the template sorting proceeds through 
the file. With the right choice of the Adaptive Template Weight and Threshold 
parameters (See “5.6.3 Adaptive Templates Algorithm” on page 198), the tem-
plates can continually adjust to slow shifts in the unit waveforms (perhaps caused 
by a settling electrode) over the course of the experiment, thus tracking the units 
as they drift.

To initiate Adaptive Template Sorting, select Sort | Apply Template Sorting 
with Adaptive Templates, or click the

 button on the toolbar.

After Adaptive Template Sorting has been applied to a channel, there are two 
views available in Offline Sorter that are designed to show how the templates for 
each unit evolved as a function of time.
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Adaptive Templates History Info Grid View shows each template that was used 
during the adaptive template sort on each unit, along with the time at which each 
template was put into effect.

To display the Adaptive Templates History View, select View | Info Grid Views | 
Adaptive Templates History from the main menu.

The grid is divided into sections, on section for each unit. Within each section, 
each row corresponds to a new template that was put into effect during the adap-
tive template sorting. On each row, the first entry is the time (in seconds) at which 
the template was put into effect. The other N columns show each sample value 
for the template waveform, where N is the number of samples per waveform. By 
default the sample values are shown in raw a/d counts, but they can be displayed 
in microvolts by selecting Show Templates in Microvolts from the right-click 
context menu.

The Templates vs Time View shows a graphical depiction of the same informa-
tion that is displayed in table form in the Adaptive Templates History view. In the 
Templates vs Time View, the template waveform amplitude is plotted versus the 
sample number within the waveform on the X and Y axis, but the Z axis repre-
sents time elapsed in the file; the start of the file is (initially) closest to the eye-
point, and the end of the file is furthest away. Each template waveform is 
rendered as a solid line (as in the Waveform View) at the time when that template 
was put into effect, and a solid sheet is rendered with the same sample-by-sample 
shape as the template waveform, extending through time, until the next template 
was put into effect (or the file ends).
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In the screenshot above, there were a total of six different templates used for this 
unit during the adaptive template sort of this channel. Most of the adaptive tem-
plates were put into effect near the start of the file (closer to the eyepoint), with 
only a single template change occurring during the second half of the file (away 
from the eyepoint).

The Templates Vs Time View shows the history of the templates for a single unit 
at a time. Selecting a different unit, either by clicking a unit in the Units View or 
using the Select | Next Unit or Select | Previous Unit menu items, will change 
the display to show the history of template waveforms for that unit.

The Templates Vs Time View behaves identically to the 3D Clusters View for 
manipulating the eyepoint, see “3.7.1.14 3D Clusters View Details” on page 57. 
To show semi-transparent planes at the boundaries between Time Segments, 
select Show Time Segment Boundary Planes from the right-click menu.

4.5.5 Semi-Automatic Clustering using the Boxes Method

Select the Boxes method of sorting by selecting Boxes in the Sort Method drop 
list in the Control Grid, or by selecting the Sort | Change Sort Method | Use 
Boxes menu item.

The Boxes algorithm works in waveform space, not in feature space. The goal of 
the algorithm is to set two boxes in time-voltage space on the Waveforms View 
that together define a unit.
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To add a unit using the Boxes sorting method

1 Press the Add Unit button in the Waveforms view

or, select the Units | Add Unit menu command,

or, right-click in the Waveforms view and select the Add Unit menu com-
mand.

2 Move and resize the boxes so that only the desired waveforms pass through 
the boxes.

When the cursor in inside either box, it turns into a 4-sided arrow and drag-
ging will move the box.

When the cursor is over one of the 8 resize handles, it turns into a 2-sided 
arrow. Then clicking and dragging will resize the box in the indicated direction.
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3 When finished moving or resizing a box, the waveforms are sorted according 
to the new box positions.

Note: The Boxes sorting algorithm is “greedy”, in that a waveform is sorted 
into the first unit (starting with Unit a) for which it passes through both 
boxes. If a waveform passes through both boxes for several units, it is 
assigned the lowest-lettered unit.

4.5.6 Semi-Automatic Clustering using K-Means

Select the K-Means method of sorting by selecting K-Means in the Sort Method 
drop list in the Control Grid, or by selecting the Sort | Change Sort Method | 
Use K-Means with Cluster Centroids menu item.

The K-Means algorithm assigns waveforms to a pre-determined number of clus-
ters (units) using an iterative algorithm that operates on the waveform points in 
feature space. For more details, see “5.6.4 K-Means Algorithm” on page 199. 
The K-Means algorithm operates differently depending on which view it is initi-
ated from and some options settings; see “5.6.1 Feature Space Used for Sorting” 
on page 196.

There are two steps involved:

1 “4.5.6.1 Selecting Initial Cluster Centroids” on page 138 

2 “4.5.6.2 Running the K-Means Clustering Algorithm” on page 139 
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4.5.6.1 Selecting Initial Cluster Centroids

For the K-Means algorithm to work, it is necessary to specify:

• how many clusters there are

• the approximate cluster centroids

To define a cluster center

1 Move mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

2 Point to the center of the cluster.

3 Double-click the left mouse button, or hold down CTRL and single-click.

Note: The centroids cannot be moved or dragged. To adjust the centroids 
positions, remove all the centroids first and then select the new cen-
troids.

Note: When using the 3D Clusters View, take care not to rotate the 3D view-
point while selecting cluster centroids. Any rotation or movement of 
the eyepoint performs a “Clear All Centers” operation so that the clus-
ter centers must be re-selected.

To remove the centroids, select Clear Clusters from the right-click menu.
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4.5.6.2 Running the K-Means Clustering Algorithm

After the cluster centers have been specified, start the algorithm.

To run the K-Means clustering algorithm

• Click Find Units in the toolbar, or select Find Units from the right-click menu.

When the algorithm completes, the points are sorted.
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As part of its operation, the K-Means algorithm removes the outliers from the 
clusters. This is affected by the Outlier Thr. parameter, which can be adjusted by 
using the Control Grid:

To sort using the new Outlier Threshold, rerun the K-Means sorting algorithm.
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One can “clean up” the clustering results after the K-Means sorting is complete 
by adding or removing waveforms from each unit:

• either in the Waveform View:

• See “4.5.3.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Waveform 
View” on page 129 and 

• “4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” on page 150.

• or in the Clusters Views:

• See “4.5.2.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Clusters Views” 
on page 124 and

• See “4.5.2.1.2 Removing Waveforms from Selected Units In The Clusters 
Views” on page 126. 

4.5.7 Semi-Automatic Clustering using Standard E-M 

Select the Standard E-M method of sorting by selecting Std E-M in the Sort 
Method drop list in the Control Grid, or by selecting the Sort | Change Sort 
Method | Use Standard E-M Sorting Method menu item.

The Standard E-M algorithm assigns waveforms to a pre-determined number of 
clusters (units) using an iterative algorithm operating on the waveform points in 
feature space. For more details, see “5.6.5 Standard E-M Algorithm” on 
page 200. The Standard E-M algorithm operates differently depending on which 
view initiates it and which options are set; see “5.6.1 Feature Space Used for 
Sorting” on page 196.

There are two steps involved:

1 Selecting initial cluster centers. This is done in exactly the same fashion as for 
the K-Means algorithm described above. See “4.5.6.1 Selecting Initial Cluster 
Centroids” on page 138 for a step-by-step description.

2 “4.5.7.1 Running the Standard E-M Clustering Algorithm” on page 141

4.5.7.1 Running the Standard E-M Clustering Algorithm

After the cluster centers have been specified, start the algorithm.

To run the Standard E-M clustering algorithm

• Click Find Units in the toolbar, or select Find Units from the right-click menu.

If it is not cancelled, the algorithm runs until convergence, or until a specified 
maximum number of iterations has completed. This Max Iterations parameter is 
set in the E-M Sorting section of the Sort tab under the Tools | Options dialog 
box.

There is a parameter in the Control Grid labelled Beta that appears when the 
Standard E-M sorting method is selected. This parameter controls the conver-
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gence properties of the algorithm; for details, see “5.6.5 Standard E-M Algo-
rithm” on page 200.

The clustering results can be “cleaned-up” after the sorting is completed by add-
ing or removing waveforms from each unit:

• either in the Waveform View:

• See “4.5.3.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Waveform 
View” on page 129 and

• “4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” on page 150. 

• or in the Clusters Views:

• See “4.5.2.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Clusters Views” 
on page 124 and

• “4.5.2.1.2 Removing Waveforms from Selected Units In The Clusters 
Views” on page 126.

4.5.8 Automatic Clustering using Valley-Seeking Method

Select the Valley Seeking method of sorting by selecting Valley Seek in the Sort 
Method drop list in the Control Grid, or by selecting the Sort | Change Sort 
Method | Use Valley-Seeking Sorting Method menu item.

The Valley-Seeking algorithm uses the inter-point distances in feature space to 
assign the waveforms to an optimal number of clusters. For more details, see 
“5.6.6 Valley Seeking Algorithm” on page 201. The Valley-Seeking algorithm 
operates differently depending on which view initiates it and which options have 
been set, see “5.6.1 Feature Space Used for Sorting” on page 196.

Note: The Valley-Seeking algorithm scales as N*N, where N is the number of points. 
So, for large number of points (more than a few thousand), the algorithm can 
use unreasonable amounts of memory and take a long time to complete.

Offline Sorter can limit the number of points that are used as input to the Valley-
Seeking algorithm. The Sort tab on the Tools | Options dialog box contains the 
Limit Number of Waveforms used in Valley-Seeking sorting checkbox that, 
when checked, limits the number of waveforms sorted to be the number in the 
associated edit box. Offline Sorter then uses every nth waveform in the valley 
seeking calculation, where n is the smallest integer such that the total number of 
waveforms used is less than the specified maximum. After the valley seeking 
algorithm sorts the waveforms, one can optionally operate on the unsorted wave-
forms (those that were skipped) by using the Assign Unsorted Waveforms tool. 
This is the same tool that is available from the Tools | Assign Unsorted to Clos-
est Unit menu selection. See “5.18 Assigning Unsorted Points to Closest Unit” 
on page 224. One can use the Assign Unsorted Waveforms tool to assign the 
waveforms to one of the clusters the valley seeking algorithm creates.

The outlier threshold specified in the Control Grid also affects how these skipped 
points are assigned to units. Finally, one can use the Tools | Remove Outliers 
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menu selection to optionally run following the sort, in order to remove outliers 
using the outlier threshold value. For more information, see “4.6.3.1 Automatic 
Outlier Removal Tool” on page 150.

To run the Valley-Seeking clustering program

• Click Find Units in the toolbar, or select Find Units from the right-click menu, 
or select Sort | Sort Current Channel | Run Valley-Seeking Sorting.

The algorithm attempts to determine the correct number of clusters and 
assign the waveforms to those clusters.

Note: Select Sort | Stop Sorting to stop the algorithm after the next itera-
tion completes. The algorithm runs until convergence (unless it is 
cancelled), or until a maximum number of iterations completes.

There is a parameter in the Control Grid labelled Parzen Mult. that appears when 
selecting the Valley Seeking sorting method. This parameter controls the behav-
ior of the algorithm; see “5.6.6 Valley Seeking Algorithm” on page 201 for more 
details.

One can “clean up” the automatic clustering results after sorting completes by 
adding or removing waveforms from each unit:

• either in the Waveform View

• See “4.5.3.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Waveform 
View” on page 129 and

• “4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” on page 150.

• or in the Clusters Views
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• See “4.5.2.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Clusters Views” 
on page 124 and

• “4.5.2.1.2 Removing Waveforms from Selected Units In The Clusters 
Views” on page 126.

4.5.9 Automatic Clustering using T-Distribution E-M Method

Select the T-Distribution E-M method of sorting by selecting T-Dist E-M in the 
Sort Method drop list in the Control Grid, or by selecting the Sort | Change Sort 
Method | Use T-Distribution E-M Sorting Method menu item.

The T-Distribution E-M algorithm is an iterative procedure that operates on the 
points in feature space to assign the waveforms to an optimal number of clusters. 
For more details, see “5.6.7 T-Distribution E-M Algorithm” on page 201. The T-
Distribution E-M algorithm operates differently depending on which view ini-
tiates it and what options are set, see “5.6.1 Feature Space Used for Sorting” on 
page 196.

To run the T-Distribution E-M clustering algorithm

• Click Find Units in the toolbar, or select Find Units from the right-click 
menu, or select Sort | Sort Current Channel | Run T-Dist E-M Sorting. 

If it is not cancelled, the algorithm run until convergence, or until a specified 
maximum number of iterations completes. One can set the Max Iterations 
parameter in the E-M Sorting section of the Sort page under the Tools | Options 
dialog box. 

There is a parameter in the Control Grid labelled D.O.F. Mult. that appears when 
the T-Distribution E-M sorting method is selected. This parameter controls the 
convergence properties of the algorithm; for details see “5.6.7 T-Distribution E-
M Algorithm” on page 201.

The first step of the T-Distribution sorting algorithm is actually to do a K-Means 
sort using a preset number of “seed” cluster centers. The E-M algorithm can then 
combine clusters together as the algorithm progresses to arrive at the optimal 
number of final clusters. One can set the number of seed clusters used initially in 
the E-M Sorting section of the Sort page under the Tools | Options dialog box. 
The T-Distribution sorting algorithm never produces more clusters than the initial 
number of seed clusters.

One can “clean up” the clustering results after the sorting is completed by adding 
or removing waveforms from each unit:

• either in the Waveform View 

• “4.5.3.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Waveform View” on 
page 129 and

• “4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” on page 150.

• or in the Clusters Views
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• See “4.5.2.1.1 Adding Waveforms to Selected Units in the Clusters Views” 
on page 124 and

• “4.5.2.1.2 Removing Waveforms from Selected Units In The Clusters 
Views” on page 126.

4.5.10 Automatic Clustering Using the Scanning Methods

Offline Sorter also offers a family of automatic sorting methods that are based on 
scanning sort parameters. At each value for the sort parameter, one of the other 
sorting methods is run, and the sort quality metrics are evaluated. The sorting that 
produced the best value of a specified sort quality metric is then chosen as the 
sorting for that channel. The options that control the behavior of the scanning 
sorting methods are set in the Tools | Options | Sort tab:

And, in the Tools | Options | Stats tab, the sort quality statistic that is used to 
determine the ‘best’ sorting within the scan can be set:

There are four different scanning sorting methods that can be selected in the Sort 
Method drop list in the Control Grid, or by selecting the corresponding entry 
under the Sort | Change Sort Method menu item:

K-Means Scan - Scans over a range of the number of units, as specified in the 
Tools | Options | Sort tab. Since the K-Means method is a semi-automatic sort-
ing method, Offline Sorter chooses the initial cluster centers using one of the two 
different methods. For either method, Offline Sorter calculates the ‘bounding 
box’ of all the waveforms in either 2D or 3D Feature Space. That is, it finds the 
smallest axis-aligned box that contains all of the waveform points. Then, depend-
ing on the Seed cluster pattern option in the Tools | Options | Sort tab, it deter-
mines the initial cluster centers as follows:

• Circular: the N-1 cluster centers are evenly spaced around the perimeter of a 
circle that fits into the bounding box. The final cluster center is placed at the 
exact center of the circle.
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• Linear: the cluster centers are evenly spaced along a diagonal of the bound-
ing box.

Std E-M Scan - is very similar to the K-Means scan in that it scans over the num-
ber of units, and the initial cluster centers are placed according to the Seed clus-
ter pattern, but the Std E-M sorting algorithm is run at each step.

Valley Seek Scan - Scans over a range of Parzen Multipliers. The range is speci-
fied in the Tools | Options | Sort tab, as is the step increment value.

T-Dist E-M Scan - Scans over a range of D.O.F. Multipliers. The range is speci-
fied in the Tools | Options | Sort tab, as is the step increment value.

Note that the running one of these scanning sorting methods actually runs the 
same parameter scan that can be done using the Scan View. In fact, running one 
of these sorting methods will populate the Scan View and the Scan Graph View 
(see “5.14 Parameter Scans” on page 217) with the results of the scan.

4.6 Unit Cleaning

4.6.1 Controlling Waveforms Displayed

To inspect the sorting more closely, it is sometimes desirable to select which 
waveforms are displayed in the windows. There are two main ways of limiting 
the waveforms that display: units and time interval.

4.6.1.1 Controlling waveforms viewed by Units

Offline Sorter can display the waveforms from only selected unit(s) in the Wave-
form View and in the Clusters Views.

4.6.1.1.1 Controlling waveforms in the Waveform View by Units. One can 
change the type of waveforms viewed in the Waveform View by using the Wave-
form View parameter in the Control Grid, or by using the Waveforms | View 
Only Currently Selected Unit(s) menu entry.
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To view waveforms from all units in the Waveform View

• Set the Waveform View parameter in the Control Grid to All.

or, unselect (make so that it is not checked) the Waveforms | View Only 
Currently Selected Unit(s) menu entry.

To view waveforms from specific units in the Waveform View

1 Set the Waveform View parameter in the Control Grid to Sel.Unit(s), or 
select (make so that it is checked) the Waveforms | Use Only Currently 
Selected Unit(s) menu entry.

2 Select the unit by clicking on the unit's template in the Unit's Display.

Note: To see the waveforms that are currently unsorted, select the unsorted 
“unit” in the display.
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Note: One can select multiple units as described in “3.4 Units View” on 
page 29. Holding down the CTL key and left-clicking on a unit in the 
Units View selects the clicked unit, but leaves the previously-selected 
unit(s) in the multiply selected state (denoted by a dashed box drawn 
around the unit). Holding down the SHIFT key and left-clicking a unit 
selects that unit and keeps the previously selected unit(s) in the multi-
ple-select state, and also multiple-selects all units between the previ-
ous and the clicked unit.

If Sel. Wave is selected from the Waveform View drop list, Offline Sorter dis-
plays only the waveform currently selected in the Timeline View, or the Clusters 
View.

If Unsorted is selected from the Waveform View drop list, Offline Sorter dis-
plays only the unsorted waveforms, regardless of what unit is selected. This 
selection can help to add unsorted waveforms into an existing unit; one can view 
only unsorted waveforms, yet still have the “target” unit selected. If this selection 
is chosen, use one of the following waveform selection options: Use Only Visi-
ble Waveforms or Use Only Unsorted Waveforms. For more information, see 
“4.6.2 Waveform Selection Options” on page 149.

4.6.1.1.2 Controlling waveforms in the Clusters Views by Units. By default, 
the type of waveforms shown in the Clusters Views matches those shown in the 
Waveform View because the Clusters View parameter in the Control Grid 
defaults to As above:

However, one can override the default by selecting All in the Control Grid, which 
forces all waveforms to be shown in the Clusters Views, regardless of what is 
showing in the Waveform View.

4.6.1.1.3 Controlling waveforms in the Timeline View by Units. By default, 
the type of waveforms shown in the Timeline View matches those shown in the 
Waveform View because the Contin.View parameter in the Control Grid 
defaults to As above. However, one can override the default by selecting All in 
the Control Grid, which forces all waveforms to be shown in the Clusters Views, 
regardless of what is showing in the Waveform View.

4.6.1.2 Controlling waveforms viewed by Time

4.6.1.2.1 Using the Timeline View.  The Control Displays checkbox in the 
upper left portion of the Timeline View detailed on page 31, can be used to 
restrict the waveforms shown in the Clusters and Waveforms Views to those 
waveforms contained in the scroll region of the Timeline View. One can use this 
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feature to display “animations” of how things progressed during the course of the 
file—for details, see “5.8 Playing a Movie of the data” on page 206.

4.6.1.2.2 By selecting a Time Range. The Waveforms | Create Time Segments 
menu entry brings up a dialog box that allows one to enter a time range that is rel-
ative to the beginning of the data file, or create any number of time segments 
within the file. If the Waveforms | View Only Selected Time Segments menu 
item is checked or the Only Segment checkbox in the Control Grid is checked, 
then the Clusters and Waveforms Views will show only waveforms inside the 
currently selected time segment.

4.6.2 Waveform Selection Options

Use the Operations Involving Waveforms section in the Tools | Options | Gen-
eral dialog to determine which waveforms are included in waveform operations, 
such as sorting, selecting waveforms, adding waveforms, removing waveforms, 
etc. There are three options: either use all waveforms, or use only the currently 
visible waveforms, or use only the unsorted waveforms. If the Use Only Cur-
rently Visible Waveforms checkbox is checked, Offline Sorter restricts opera-
tions to affect only those waveforms that are currently visible in the Waveform 
View or Clusters Views (as appropriate). For methods for selecting which wave-
forms are made visible, see “4.6.1 Controlling Waveforms Displayed” on 
page 146. If the Use Only Unsorted Waveforms checkbox is checked, Offline 
Sorter restricts operations to affect only those waveforms that are currently 
unsorted. One must use either the Use Only Currently Visible Waveforms 
option or the Use Only Unsorted Waveforms option; both options cannot be 
used together.

One can also use the Waveforms | Use Only Currently Visible Waveforms or   
Waveforms | Use Only Unsorted Waveforms menu options, or the correspond-
ing toolbar buttons; they have the same effect as the checkboxes.
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4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection

Offline Sorter also provides the tools to remove waveforms from a selected unit, 
that is, to label the waveforms as unsorted. For example, it may be desired to 
remove some of the outlying waveforms from this unit:

4.6.3.1 Automatic Outlier Removal Tool

The Tools | Remove Outliers menu selection provides a tool that automatically 
removes outliers from clusters, based on the Outlier Thr. setting in the Control 
Grid. This outlier removal works by considering the location of the points corre-
sponding to the waveforms in the currently selected feature space. If the 3D Clus-
ters View appears when the tool is selected, then 3D feature space is used, 
otherwise 2D feature space is used.

The outlier removal tool automatically does the following for each unit:

• Calculates the centroid and sigmas along the principal axis in the 2D or 3D 
feature space.

• For each point, calculates the Mahalanobis distance between the point and the 
centroid. The units of Mahalanobis distance are standard deviations.

• If this distance is greater than the Outlier Thr. setting, it sets the waveform 
point to unsorted.

4.6.3.2 Manual Waveform Removal

One can also manually remove any waveform (not just outliers) from a unit. This 
feature is easier to use if the Waveform view shows only the waveforms of a par-
ticular unit, not all the waveforms for the channel. To select which waveforms are 
shown in the Waveform view, use the Waveform View parameter in the Control 
Grid.
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To remove some of the waveforms from a particular unit

1 In the Control Grid, change Waveform View parameter value to Sel. Unit(s) 
(Selected Units).

2 To select the unit, click at the unit's template display.

3 Click Remove Wfs.

4 Move the mouse pointer to the Waveform view.

The pointer changes to a “drawing hand”  .

5 Click the left mouse button and drag a straight line across the waveforms to 
be excluded from the unit.

After several iterations of clicking Remove Wfs and drawing a line, the unit 
can appear as follows:

Adding or Removing Waveforms using other views

Note: Waveforms can be added or removed from the selected unit by cir-
cling them in the Clusters Views:
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• after pressing the Add Wfs or Remove Wfs buttons, or 
• by selecting the Units | Add Waveforms to the Selected Unit or 
• the Units | Remove Waveforms from the Selected Unit 

1 After selecting one of these commands, move the pointer to the Clusters 
View.

Note: The pointer changes to a blue drawing hand

  for adding waveforms and a red drawing hand

  for removing waveforms.

2 Click the left mouse button and drag a line around the units to be added or 
removed.

Note: Waveforms can be un-sorted or added to the current view from the Timeline 
View. Right-click on a waveform to select it, and, from the pop-up menu, select 
Unsort Waveform or Add Waveform to Selected Unit.

4.6.3.3 Combining Units

Sometimes what initially appeared to be multiple units is really a single unit. The 
Units | Combine Units menu selection enables several units to be selected and 
combine them into a single unit. If multiple units are selected to combine in the 
Units View, these units also appear as selected units in the Combine Units dialog 
box.

4.6.3.4 Swapping Units

For comparing units across files, one can control which unit gets which unit label. 
One can use the Units | Swap Units menu selection to select two units to be 
swapped.

4.6.3.5 Invalidating Units

Occasionally, an entire unit’s worth of waveforms can be “noise” or other unde-
sirable artifacts. One can use the Units | Invalidate All Waveforms in Selected 
Unit or Waveforms | Invalidate All Waveforms in Selected Unit menu selec-
tion to invalidate all waveforms in the primary selected unit (See “4.4.2 Invalidat-
ing Waveforms” on page 108.).

4.6.4 Removing Spikes with Short Inter-spike Intervals

Most neurons have absolute refractory periods after generating an action 
potential.  Effective isolation of a single unit within a cluster should therefore 
have relatively few spikes with inter-spike intervals (ISI) less than the 
Refractory Interspike Interval.  One can set the value for the Refractory ISI in 
the Control Grid or through the Refractory Period tab on the Tools | Options 
dialog box. 

One can use the Units View to inspect the interspike interval-related aspects of 
the current units. The top row of graphs of this display shows the template (aver-
age waveform) for the unit (solid line) as well as ± 3 standard deviations from the 
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template (dash lines). One can use the edit controls with spin buttons to adjust the 
tolerances for Template sorting. 

The bottom row of graphs of this display shows the interspike interval histo-
grams. The X axis of each histogram is from zero to ISIHistMax—a value that 
may also be set in the Control Grid. The total number of spikes for each unit is 
also shown.

The percentage of spikes with interspike intervals less than the Refractory Inter-
spike Interval appears in red and a red bar indicator also appears in the upper 
portion of the Units View. One can change the value of ISIHistMax and Refrac-
tory Interspike Interval in the Control Grid. One can also set the Refractory 
Interspike Interval value by using the Tools | Options | Refractory Period tab.

Offline Sorter provides a means for visualizing which spikes in a cluster have 
inter-spike intervals less than the refractory period and for removing them.

To Draw Lines in the Clusters View between spike pairs with interspike 
intervals less than the Refractory ISI

1 Select Draw lines showing detected small interspike intervals in the 
Refractory Period  tab on the Tools | Options dialog box.

2 After zooming in to the cluster in question using the zoom

 ( , , , ) and move

 ( , , , ) control buttons on the toolbar, 
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the Clusters View might then look like this:

4.6.4.1 Automatic Short ISI Spike Removal

Offline Sorter provides a tool to automatically remove waveforms with ISIs 
below the refractory period. Selecting Tools | Remove Short ISI Waveforms 
from the main menu removes waveforms from the clusters according to the fol-
lowing 2D algorithm:

For each unit:

1 Calculate the center of gravity of points in that unit.

• This gives a point in 2D feature space that is near the center of the cluster.

• For each pair of waveforms with ISIs below the Refractory Period, calcu-
late which member of the pair is furthest from the center of gravity point 
for the unit.

2 Remove that waveform from the unit.

Note: After this tool runs, short ISI waveform pairs can still exist if a particular wave-
form was within the refractory period of more than one other waveform. If 
needed, re-run the tool to get rid of all short ISI waveforms.

It is also possible to manually remove spikes with short ISIs from units. See “5.10 
Manual Short ISI Spike Removal” on page 209.

4.7 Examining the Sorting

Online Sorter offers many ways to inspect and examine the sorting done to a 
channel to be sure that it is of sufficient quality.
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4.7.1 Waveform Inspection

After units have been sorted, individual waveforms can be compared with the 
template (average waveform) of each of the sorted units in the Waveform Inspec-
tion window.

The waveform inspection process involves three steps:

1 Activating the Waveform Inspection Window (page 155)

2 Selecting a waveform, either by Selecting Waveforms in the Timeline View 
(page 155) or by Selecting Waveforms in the Clusters Views (page 156).

3 Comparing the Waveform with the Templates (page 156)

 Activating the Waveform Inspection Window

• Select the View | Waveform Inspection Window menu command, or,

press the  button on the toolbar.

4.7.1.1 Selecting Waveforms in the Timeline View

Left-clicking in the Timeline View near a waveform will select that waveform, 
drawing a white rectangle around it.
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The selected waveform is then viewable in the Waveform Inspection Window.

4.7.1.2 Selecting Waveforms in the Clusters Views

• To select a waveform, left-click on the waveform's dot in the Clusters View 
(hold down the ALT key before left-clicking if the 3D Clusters View is being 
used)

The selected waveform is then viewable in the Waveform Inspection window, 
as shown above.

4.7.1.3 Comparing the Waveform with the Templates

The waveform selected in the Timeline View or the Clusters Views (drawn in 
white in the Waveform Inspection window) is plotted against the average wave-
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form (template) of each sorted unit (drawn in color) in the Waveform Inspection 
window:

The degree to which the selected waveform matches each of the sorted unit tem-
plates is given by the sum of squared difference between the templates and the 
waveform, shown in the upper right of each plot.

The Unit with the minimum sum of squared difference with the selected wave-
form is denoted with the symbol *best match* in the upper portion of the box 
(circled in previous illustration).

The Unit to which the waveform is assigned is illustrated by a colored bar (cir-
cled in previous illustration).

In the earlier example, the selected Waveform (# 202 on this channel) occurred at 
time t = 1.96755 seconds and is assigned to the green unit (Unit b).

Note: In most cases for correctly sorted units, the unit template (average waveform) 
that best matches the waveform (minimum sum-of-squared difference) should 
also be the unit to which the waveform is assigned. That is, the *best match* 
and the “colored bar” should be in the same template box.

4.7.2 Examining Sorting Statistics

There are two methods to examine sorting statistics. Each one is described in 
detail in this section.

4.7.2.1 Info Grid View Statistics

The Stats view under the Info tab contains more detailed statistical information 
about the sorting performed on a channel. The Sorting Summary View detailed 
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on page 79 provides a convenient place to look to see a more concise summary of 
the most important sorting quality statistics.

4.7.2.1.1 Top Half of the Window. In the top half of the window, the Features 
line shows which features where used for each dimension of the 2D and 3D fea-
ture spaces. All sorting statistics are dependent on the feature space.

The Multivariate ANOVA section shows the p-value and the F Statistics (with 
the Hypothesis and Error degrees of freedom in parenthesis) from a 2D and 3D 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on the sorted units in the currently 
displayed in 2D and 3D feature space:

• In 2D Cluster Space: (first row) Parameters from Multivariate ANOVA test 
on clusters in 2D feature space

• In 3D Cluster Space: (second row) Parameters from Multivariate ANOVA 
test on clusters in 3D feature space

One can display the p-value, along with all the other sorting quality statistics, in 
the Clusters Views by selecting Show Statistics in the right-click menus in the 
Clusters Views.

4.7.2.1.2 Bottom Half of the Window. The bottom half of the window, lists the 
values of the Sorting Quality Statistics, which are detailed on page 203, for both 
the 2D and 3D feature spaces.
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4.7.2.1.3 Per-Unit Statistics Section. The next section is a table that present the 
means and standard deviations of the multivariate normal distributions for the 
waveforms of each unit, for both the 2D and 3D feature spaces. The percentage of 
waveforms in each unit that do not meet the minimum ISI (interspike interval) 
period is also displayed.

4.7.2.1.4 Normality Statistics Section. The next section is a table that calculates 
the Skew and Kurtosis characteristics of the multivariate normal distribution for 
groups of waveforms (all valid waveforms, the unsorted waveforms, and the 
waveforms for each Unit), for both the 2D and 3D feature spaces. Large values of 
Skew and/or Kurtosis indicate that the data is not well-fit by a multivariate nor-
mal distribution. Some analyses have underlying assumptions of normally-dis-
tributed data (e.g. the Multivariate ANOVA analysis).

4.7.2.1.5 Pairwise Sort Quality Section. This section contains a number of 
tables, for the p-values and each of the Sorting Quality Statistics, which are 
detailed on page 203, for both 2D and 3D feature spaces. Each table has the units 
listed across both the rows and the columns; the value at the intersection of the ith 
row and the jth column represents the pairwise statistic calculated for Unit i and 
Unit j. The value is calculated as if only those two units existed in the channel, 
and only the waveforms assigned to those units existed. All other waveforms (in 
other units, or unsorted) are ignored.

Note: In each table, the “matrix” formed by the values is symmetric 
(a(i,j)=a(j,i)), and the diagonals (that correspond to the pairwise statistics 
calculated between some unit and itself) are meaningless and are set to 0.

The values in the tables in some sense indicate how well-sorted each pair of units 
is. A poor sort quality value between two units can indicate that the two units 
need to be combined into a single unit. Take care with the interpretation of these 
pairwise results, as they are a post-hoc test, and the probability is high that some-
where in the tables there are values that indicate exceptionally well-sorted units.

The calculation of these values can take a noticeable amount of time to complete. 
Because of this, the calculation is optional, and it is disabled by default. To enable 
it, check the Calculate unit pairwise statistics after each change checkbox in 
the Tools | Options | Stats dialog box.

4.7.2.2 Statistics Feedback While Sorting

On the 2D and 3D Clusters Views, there are mechanisms that can be used to get 
immediate feedback on the sorting quality while performing sorting. It is some-
times useful to know immediately if an action (e.g. removing outliers from a clus-
ter) helped or hurt the sorting quality. If the action hurt the sort quality, it can 
immediately be undone by using the Edit | Undo menu selection. 

There are two similar ways to display the sort quality statistics on the Clusters 
Views. The descriptions follow.

One can display the absolute values of all Sorting Quality Statistics, which are 
detailed on page 203, in a white bar along the bottom of the view by selecting 
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Show Statistics from the right-click menu. The abbreviations appear in this line 
are: 

• p: the p-value from the multivariate ANOVA

• J3: the J3 statistic

• PsF: the Pseudo-F statistic

• DB: the Davies-Bouldin statistic

• Dn: the Dunn stastistic

There are several available Sorting Quality Statistics that can be chosen for dis-
play at the top of the view in a green or red bar by selecting Show Cluster Qual-
ity from the right-click menu. One can choose the Sorting Quality Statistics to 
display in the top bar from the Sorting Quality Statistic to use on the Clusters 
View Displays droplist on the Tools | Options | Stats tab. The value of that statis-
tic appears, along with the percentage change from its previous value that the last 
sorting-related action caused. If the action made the clustering better according to 
the statistic, the bar is green; if the sorting quality decreased, the bar is red.
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4.7.3 Examining the Sorting vs Time

It is advisable to examine the time structure of the data using the Clusters Vs 
Time View, see “3.9 Clusters Vs Time View” on page 63. This can reveal situa-
tions such as the waveforms occurring in bursts, units appearing or disappearing, 
etc.

4.7.4 Saving and Recalling Sortings

When examining the sorting on a channel, it sometimes useful to play ‘what if’ 
games to experiment with sorting the channel using different sorting parameters 
or sorting methods. To facilitate this, Offline Sorter has features that can save the 
current sorting (i.e., the current unit assignment of every waveform) of a channel 
to a file that can be later recalled. By default, these files have a .SORT file exten-
sion. This allows a ‘bookmark’ to be set on what may be an acceptable sorting so 
that it may be recalled if none of the ‘what if’ scenarios improves the situation.

When saving or recalling a sorting, two options are available:

• One can save to or recall from an arbitrary file, where a user-supplied file 
name is specified, or

• One can save/recall from one of two pre-defined ‘slots’.

When saving to or restoring from a pre-defined slot, Offline Sorter actually gen-
erates a temporary filename and saves to that filename. But using a pre-defined 
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slot allows a single toolbar button to be pressed to save or recall a sorting, which 
is more convenient than selecting a file with the file selection dialog.

To save the sorting to an arbitrary file, select Sort | Save Sorting to .SORT File | 
Save to File and select the file using the standard file selection dialog. To restore 
a sorting from a previously-saved file, select Sort | Restore Sorting from .SORT 
File | Restore from File.

To save the sorting to a pre-defined slot, select Sort | Save Sorting to .SORT 
File | Save Sorting 1 (or 2), or press one of the toolbar buttons

To recall the sorting that was previously saved to a pre-defined slot, select Sort | 
Restore Sorting from .SORT File | Restore Sorting 1 (or 2), or press one of the 
toolbar buttons

Note: A .SORT file is valid only for the current channel, and only as long as the num-
ber of waveforms in the channel does not change. That is, changing the chan-
nel or re-extracting waveforms with a different threshold (thus resulting in a 
different number of spikes) will invalidate any previously-saved .SORT files.

4.8 Saving the Sorting Results

4.8.1 Saving Timestamps and Waveforms

If Offline Sorter is used to resort spikes from a file with previously sorted wave-
form/spike data (e.g. a Plexon PLX data file, Datawave, Cybernetics NEV, or 
CED Spike-2), the resorted waveforms and timestamps can be saved into another 
file of the same format. All records in the original file are preserved in the output 
file, except that the unit assignments for spike records are modified to reflect the 
sorting that has been performed in Offline Sorter.

To save the waveforms and re-sorted timestamps

• Select File | Save As menu command.

Note: One cannot overwrite the original file with this operation.

4.8.1.1 Overwrite/Backup Control on File-Saves

When files are saved using the File | Save menu option or the toolbar Save but-
ton, Offline Sorter provides control over saving files in terms of whether the data 
files are overwritten or backups are kept. One can control this behavior using the 
File-Save Behavior drop-down list in the General tab of the Tools | Options dia-
log box. 
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The options available are:

• Preserve Original, prompt for new filename (defaults to filename-0n) – 
This is the behavior available in older versions of Offline Sorter. The original 
data file is never altered, but Offline Sorter prompts for a new file name to 
write the sorting results into. During the prompt, a default file name appears 
that is constructed by appending numbers to the original filename until an 
unused filename has been made. The latest sorting results are in the filename-
0n file with the largest n.

• Overwrite Original, backup to filename-0n before each save – With each 
save, Offline Sorter always overwrites the original file with the latest sorting 
results, but it saves the previous version of the file to a backup file. Offline 
Sorter constructs the backup file name by appending numbers to the original 
file name.

• Overwrite Original, backup to filename-0n on first save only – This item 
is the same as above, except that Offline Sorter makes the backup only on the 
first save. That is, the first time that a file is saved, Offline Sorter saves a 
backup of the original to a backup file whose filename it constructs by 
appending numbers to the original file name. Offline Sorter overwrites the 
original file. Subsequent saves overwrite the original file, but they do not save 
backups. With this option, the filename-0n backup file contains the data orig-
inally read into Offline Sorter, no matter how many times the file is saved.

• Overwrite Original, backup to filename-0n and update each save – On 
each save, Offline Sorter overwrites the original file and the backup file. The 
backup file contents are always “one save behind” the original file.

• Overwrite Original, do not backup – This item just overwrites the original 
file on each save and doesn't make backups. Plexon does not recommend this 
option unless the data files are backed up elsewhere.

4.8.1.2 Exporting to a New PLX File

Offline Sorter also supports a more flexible means to save timestamps and wave-
forms into a PLX file. No matter how the waveforms are read into Offline Sorter 
(from any supported file format, or from a DDT file after waveform extraction 
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has been performed), the waveforms can be saved into a PLX file. Select the 
File | Export to New .PLX menu command to bring up the following dialog box:

• File – Select the name of the output file. Click the Browse button to bring up 
a file browser.

• Export Invalidated Waveforms – If this item is selected, Offline Sorter still 
writes waveforms that have been invalidated to the output PLX file. If unse-
lected (default), Offline Sorter does not write the invalidated waveforms to 
the file.

• Export Unsorted Waveforms – If  this item is selected (the default), Offline 
Sorter writes out the waveforms that are not sorted. If unselected, Offline 
Sorter writes out only sorted waveforms.

• Export Continuous Data – Select this item to store continuous data channels 
in the .plx file. If this item is not selected, continuous channels are not stored 
in the .plx file, even if there are continuous channels in the current data.

• Export Up-Sampled/Filtered Continuous Data – Select this item to store 
the up-sampled (if relevant) and low-cut-filtered (if relevant) version of the 
continuous data. If this item is not selected, the ‘raw’ unprocessed continuous 
data is stored in the .plx file.

• Time Range to Export – If ‘Entire File’ is unselected (the default), Offline 
Sorter writes all waveforms out regardless of their timestamps. If ‘Only Data 
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from within the Time Range’ is selected, Offline Sorter does not write 
waveforms with timestamps outside the specified range to the output file.

• Range of Samples within Waveforms to Export - The item enables short-
ened waveforms to be stored in the output file. For example, if the sort range 
is reduced, only the relevant portion of each waveform can be saved. If ‘All 
Samples’ (the default) is selected, the entire waveform is saved. If ‘Only the 
Samples’ is selected, only the samples in the specified range are written out 
for each waveform.

4.8.2 Exporting to a NEX File

The main result of the sorting process is a set of spike trains (arrays of times-
tamps) corresponding to the sorted units. One can analyze these spike trains with 
NeuroExplorer (NEX), which is a software package that is separately available 
from Plexon. 

To save the timestamps and other data, such as continuous analog vari-
ables, in a NEX data file

1 Select File | Export to NEX.

The Export To .NEX Options dialog box appears

2 In the What to Export area, click the additional items to export. Spike 
timestamps for sorted units are always exported to the .nex file. One can add 
any of the following items:

• Export unsorted spike timestamps – writes the timestamps for the 
unsorted waveforms as Nex variables. The Nex variables for unsorted 
timestamps have a ‘U” appended to denote unsorted waveforms.

http://www.plexoninc.com/NEX.htm
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• Export waveforms – exports the waveforms for each unit as a new set of 
Nex waveform variables that are named as the timestamp variable name 
with “_wf” appended.

• Export continuous data channels – exports any continuous data chan-
nels to the .nex file as Nex continuous variables.

• Export unit templates as single waveform variables – creates a new 
Nex waveform variable for each unit. Each variable contains a single 
waveform at timestamp 0, which is the unit template.

3 Select a time range of the timestamps to save to the file, or accept the default 
setting where all timestamps are saved to the file.

One can optionally export a NEX waveform variable for each unit's template. The 
template waveforms have timestamp 0.

Also one can optionally write out the timestamps for the unsorted waveforms to 
the NEX file, as if it were a sorted unit. The NEX variable names that hold the 
unsorted waveform timestamps have a ‘U’ appended to denote Unsorted wave-
forms.

4.8.2.1 Re-sorting from a NEX File

Offline Sorter can also resort a file by using the unit assignments that are saved in 
a NEX file. This function is only useful if applied to the data file originally used 
to produce the NEX file. One can use this feature to facilitate retaining only the 
original, raw data file on disk, rather than retaining the raw data file plus possibly 
several versions of the data file sorted slightly differently. 

To apply the sorting from a NEX file to the currently loaded file, select Sort | 
Sort Using Saved .NEX File. The operation works by matching timestamps 
from the Nex file to the waveform timestamps in the currently loaded file; there is 
also an option that can be used to control what happens to the waveforms that 
cannot be matched to timestamp from the NEX file. One can also multiply the 
timestamps from the Nex file by a factor to take into account the ‘timestamp 
compression’ that can happen due to NEX’s 31-bit timestamp limit. 

4.8.3 Exporting to a .PLX0 file

Offline Sorter can also export the data loaded from any file as a .PLX0, which is a 
special, proprietary file format designed to make loading and saving operations 
much faster in Offline Sorter. For more information, see “5.22.6 Using .PLX0 
Files” on page 239.

Note: The .PLX0 file format is not appropriate for archiving data files. Plexon cannot 
guarantee that the .PLX0 file format will remain backwards-compatible in future 
releases of Offline Sorter.

4.8.4 Exporting Information

Offline Sorter has powerful and flexible facilities to export information for fur-
ther analysis. Offline Sorter can export information to the following destinations:

• Text files: one can choose the delimiter between values.
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• A MATLAB file: The data appears as a matrix variable when opening the file 
in MATLAB. This option is only appears MATLAB is installed on the same 
computer as Offline Sorter.

• A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet: This option only appears if Microsoft Excel 
is installed on the same computer as Offline Sorter. During the information 
export, Excel opens and accepts the exported information into the first sheet 
on the spreadsheet. One can then save the spreadsheet from within Excel.

Offline Sorter can export three varieties of information:

• Per-Waveform information via the File | Export Per-Waveform Data menu 
selection: This item generates a line of information (a row) for each wave-
form that satisfies the export criteria. The kind of information items that can 
be exported per-waveform include the timestamp, unit assignment, and the 
values of any feature.

• Per-Channel information via the File | Export Per-Channel Data menu 
selection: This item generates a line of information for each channel in the 
file. The kind of information items that can be exported per-channel includes 
the numbers of waveforms and units, and the Sorting Quality Statistics.

• Per-Unit information via the File | Export Per-Unit Data menu selection: 
This item generates a line of information for each unit in the file. The kind of 
information items that can be exported per-channel include the numbers of 
waveforms, the cluster center positions and the sigmas and other normality 
statistics.

When exporting to a text file or to Excel, one can choose an option to export a 
row of column-header text to help in deciphering the exported data.
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4.8.4.1 Exporting Per-Waveform Data

Selecting the File | Export Per-Waveform Data menu selection displays the fol-
lowing window:
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To export information

1 Select the Format of the export - either text file, MATLAB file (if MATLAB is 
available on the computer) or Microsoft Excel (if available on the computer).

2 For text export, choose which delimiter to use between values. Delimiter 
choices include comma, comma and space, space, or semicolon.

3 For Excel and text export, check the Export a Row of Column Headers to 
get a line of header text that labels each of the columns. This makes the 
exported file easier to read.

4 Select Which Channels to export. If a current channel has been selected in 
Offline Sorter when the File | Export Per-Waveform Data menu selection 
was selected, the default is the current channel only. Also, all channels can be 
exported to a single file. For text and MATLAB exports, another option is to do 
all channels, but generate one exported file per channel. In this case, a 
channel number is appended to the filename.

5 Select What Waveforms to Export. By default, Offline Sorter exports all valid 
waveforms. Check the Export Invalidated Waveforms to also include any 
waveforms that have been marked invalid in the exported information. 
Uncheck Export Unsorted Waveforms to cause any waveforms that have 
not been assigned to a unit to be ignored during the export. One can also 
define a time range for the waveforms to export using the Export Only 
Waveforms in the Time Range checkbox. Similarly, one exports only the 
waveforms sorted into a particular unit by selecting the Only Unit radio 
button.

6 Select What to Export for Each Waveform. This enables one to select what 
items appear in each column for each exported row of data. The Available list 
box on the left shows all the items that can be exported, and the Chosen list 
box on the right shows those that have been selected for export. Click on one 
or more items to highlight them and move items back and forth between the 
list boxes by then pressing the Add>> or <<Remove buttons. Use other 
convenience buttons to add all items, remove all items, or reset the chosen 
items to the “factory defaults”. The order that the items appear in the Chosen 
list box controls the order that they appear in the output file. One can change 
the order by selecting one or more items in the Chosen list box and pressing 
the Move Up or Move Down buttons. Offline Sorter remembers the chosen 
items, and their order, so that the next time information is exported, the same 
items are chosen automatically. Besides the obvious Channel, Unit, and 
Timestamp items, one can export the value of any of the Features Available 
for Sorting for each waveform.

7 In addition to, or instead of, the exported feature values, Offline Sorter can 
additionally export the raw A/D values associated with each waveform. To do 
so, click the Append Raw Waveform A/D Data checkbox. The A/D values 
appear in additional data columns after the exported feature columns. To 
export only the waveform A/D values, deselect all features from the Chosen 
list box and click the Append Raw Waveform A/D Data checkbox. The 
number of appended columns is equal to the number of points per waveform. 
The waveform A/D values can be exported in units of microvolts (the default), 
or in raw ADC counts, by clicking the radio buttons near the checkbox.

8 Select What File(s) to Store the Exported Data in by typing a filename or 
selecting one using the Browse button. For exports involving multiple 
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channels into multiple files, Offline Sorter appends a channel number to the 
filename entered.

9 Click the Export! button

10 For exports to Excel, save the spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel.

4.8.4.2 Exporting Per-Channel Data

Selecting the File | Export Per-Channel Data menu selection displays the fol-
lowing window:
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To perform an export

1 Select the Format for the exported information - either text file, MATLAB file (if 
MATLAB is available on the computer) or Microsoft Excel (if available on the 
computer).

2 For text export, choose a delimiter to use between values. Delimiter choices 
include comma, comma and space, space, or semicolon.

3 For Excel and text export, check Export a Row of Column Headers to get a 
header line of text that labels each of the columns. This makes reading the 
exported file easier.

4 Select Which Channels to export. If a current channel is selected in Offline 
Sorter when the File | Export Per-Channel Data menu selection was 
selected, the default is the Current Channel only. One can also export all 
channels to a single file. 

5 Select What to Export for Each Channel. This enables selection what items 
appear in each column for each exported row of data. The Available list box 
on the left shows all the items that can be exported, and the Chosen list box 
on the right shows those that have been selected for export. Click on one or 
more items to highlight them and move items back and forth between the list 
boxes by then pressing the Add>> or <<Remove buttons. Use other 
convenience buttons to add all items, remove all items, or reset the chosen 
items to the “factory defaults”. The order that the items appear in the Chosen 
list box controls the order that they appear in the output file. One can change 
the order by selecting one or more items in the Chosen list box and pressing 
the Move Up or Move Down buttons. Offline Sorter remembers the chosen 
items, and their order, so that the next time information is exported, the same 
items are chosen automatically. The items available include the channel 
number, the number of units, waveforms, and unsorted waveforms in the 
channel, the sort method used to sort the channel, and the values of any of 
the Sorting Quality Statistics (both 2D and 3D). One can also export the 
features selected for each axis of feature space as a numerical code.

6 Select What File to Store the Exported Data in by typing a filename or 
selecting one by using the Browse button. To append the data onto the end of 
an existing file, click Append if existing.

7 Click Export! 

8 For exports to Excel, save the spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel.
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4.8.4.3 Exporting Per-Unit Data

Selecting the File | Export Per-UnitData menu selection displays the following 
dialog box:

To perform an export

1 Select the Format for the exported information - either text file, MATLAB file (if 
MATLAB is available on the computer) or Microsoft Excel (if available on the 
computer).

2 For text export, choose a delimiter to use between values. Delimiter choices 
include comma, comma and space, space, or semicolon.

3 For Excel and text export, check the Export a Row of Column Headers to 
get a header line of text that labels each of the columns. This makes reading 
the exported file easier.

4 Select Which Channels to export. If a current channel is selected in Offline 
Sorter when selecting File | Export Per-Unit Data, the default is Current 
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Channel only, which means Offline Sorter exports all units on the current 
channel. One can also export all units on all channels to a single file.

5 Select What to Export for Each Channel. This enables selection of what 
items appear in each column for each exported row of data. The Available list 
box on the left shows all the items that can be exported, and the Chosen list 
box on the right shows those that have been selected for export. Click on one 
or more items to highlight them and move items back and forth between the 
list boxes by then pressing the Add>> or <<Remove buttons. Use other 
convenience buttons to add all items, remove all items, or reset the chosen 
items to the “factory defaults”. The order that the items appear in the Chosen 
list box controls the order that they appear in the output file. One can change 
the order by selecting one or more items in the Chosen list box and pressing 
the Move Up or Move Down buttons. Offline Sorter remembers the chosen 
items, and their order, so that the next time information is exported, the same 
items are chosen automatically. The items available include the Channel 
number, unit number, number of waveforms, the values of the normality 
statistics (mean, sigma, skew and kurtosis) for both 2D and 3D. The 
numerical values are in units appropriate to the corresponding feature in the 
current feature space. One can also export the features selected for each axis 
of feature space as a numerical code.

6 In addition to, or instead of, the exported feature values, Offline Sorter can 
additionally export the raw A/D values associated with each waveform. To do 
so, click the Append Raw Waveform A/D Data checkbox. The A/D values 
appear in additional data columns after the exported feature columns. To 
export only the waveform A/D values, deselect all features from the Chosen 
list box and click the Append Raw Waveform A/D Data checkbox. The 
number of appended columns is equal to the number of points per waveform. 
The waveform A/D values can be exported in units of millivolts (the default), or 
in raw ADC counts, by clicking the radio buttons near the checkbox.

7 Select What File to Store the Exported Data in by typing a filename or 
selecting one using the Browse button. To append the data onto the end of 
an existing file, click Append if existing.

8 Click Export!

9 For exports to Excel, save the spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel.
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5.1 Importing Data Files

The standard document types for Offline Sorter are the Plexon data file formats 
.PLX, .DDT, and the optimized .PLX0 format; see “5.22.6 Using .PLX0 Files” on 
page 239. Offline Sorter can also import data files from several other vendors, 
and also some generic raw data files via the File | Import menu selection. 

Enabling the import of neural data from these different file formats into Offline 
Sorter is a formidable task. There are various limitations and factors to keep in 
mind for the different file formats, and sometimes different vendors have differ-
ent concepts and assumptions that are difficult to represent in Offline Sorter. 

Offline Sorter is also capable of using Neuroshare DLLs (see www.neuro-
share.org) to load other file formats. As explained on the Neuroshare website, the 
idea behind NeuroShare is for each vendor of neurophysiological data acquisition 
equipment to provide a Windows DLL that “knows” how to read and interpret the 
data file format created by that vendor’s data acquisition system. Applications 
such as Offline Sorter can write code to make use of the Neuroshare DLL to, in 
principle, read any file format for which the vendor has supplied a Neuroshare 
DLL.

The import of some formats is dependent on the presence of a Neuroshare DLL 
that is separately downloaded and installed on the computer. In general, Plexon 
cannot fix problems in the Neuroshare DLLs supplied by other vendors. During 
Offline Sorter testing, we observed that unfortunately there is much variation 
between the Neuroshare DLLs produced by different vendors. The Neuroshare 
loader in Offline Sorter tries to be as general and tolerant as possible, but in most 
cases the loading of the data has problems, e.g. the gains or reported voltage 
ranges are not correct, or the pre-threshold time is not available.

Note: Files loaded using a Neuroshare DLL cannot be saved via the Save or Save-As 
functionality. One must save these files using one of the “Export” functions. 
These files also do not react to the Remove empty spike channels setting, 
which is in the Tools | Data Import Options dialog box.

5.1.1 Data Import Options

The options that control the behavior of the loader for the different data file for-
mats are grouped together as tabs in the Tools | Data Import Options dialog box.  
One can open the dialog box from the menu or click

 or 

and then, on the General tab, click Data Import Options. 
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The Data Import Options dialog box opens.

5.1.2 Other Vendor Format Import Notes

5.1.2.1 Alpha Omega 

Import for Alpha Omega .MAP files is available only via the Neuroshare DLL 
available from Alpha Omega (see www.neuroshare.org). One must download this 
DLL file and use the Alpha Omega tab of the Tools | Data Import Options dia-
log box to set the name and location of this DLL.

As with most Neuroshare DLLs, there are some issues with handling gains for 
Alpha Omega files; the voltages displayed in Offline Sorter may not be accurate. 
There is also an indication (as of the time of this writing) that units beyond Unit a 
are mislabeled.
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5.1.2.2 CED Spike-2

Import for CED Spike-2 .SMR files is available via either a “native” loader, or 
via CED’s Neuroshare DLL. To import the data via the Neuroshare DLL, one 
must download the Neuroshare DLL from CED (see www.neuroshare.org) and 
use the CED Spike-2 tab on the Tools | Data Import Options dialog box to set 
the name and location of this DLL.

The Save and Save As operations are available for CED Spike-2 files to save the 
data back to a CED Spike-2 file, but only if the native CED loader is being used.

CED Spike-2 files that have a different number of samples per spike waveforms 
on different channels do not load properly into Offline Sorter – all spike channels 
must have the same number of samples per spike waveforms. Only single-elec-
trode data types are supported by the native loader.

5.1.2.3 Cyberkinetics

Import for Cyberkinetics (also known as Black Rock Microsystems, formerly 
Bionic Systems) .NEV files is available via either a “native” loader, or via Cyber-
kinetics’ Neuroshare DLL. To import the data with the Neuroshare DLL, one 
must download this DLL file (see www.neuroshare.org) and use the Cyberkinet-
ics tab in the Tools | Data Import Options dialog box to set the name and loca-
tion of this DLL. Units marked with a -1 unit code (“Noise”) are imported as 
invalidated spikes.

5.1.2.4 Data Translations

Import for Data Translations .DCF files is available via a custom loader. This for-
mat contains only continuous data samples.

5.1.2.5 Datawave

Import for Datawave .UFF and Experimenters Workbench (EWB) files are avail-
able via a custom loader. The Non-EWB format supports all data types for spikes, 
continuous data, and events, the EWB format supports all data types for spikes 
and events.

For continuous data, there is a mismatch between the continuous sampling fre-
quency reported in the header and what is actually seen in the data. It leads to 
gaps in the continuous data trace.

5.1.2.6 Instrutech

As of Offline Sorter version 2.8, support for this file format was dropped. If this 
causes great hardship, please contact support@plexoninc.com for assistance.

5.1.2.7 MultiChannel Systems

Support for MultiChannel Systems files depends on the MCStream.DLL COM 
object being installed and properly registered on the system. If it is not available 
on the system, a dialog box appears, which shows how to install it.
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5.1.2.8 Neuralynx

Support for Neuralynx files is available via a native loader. By default, all files in 
the same directory as the file loaded have the Neuralynx file naming conventions 
applied. There is an option on the Neuralynx tab of the Tools | Data Import 
Options dialog box that restricts Offline Sorter to loading only the selected file, 
in which case there is only one channel available in Offline Sorter. The Neural-
ynx loader supports all data types for spikes, continuous data, and events.

5.1.2.9 NeuroExplorer

Import for NeuroExplorer .NEX files is available only via the Neuroshare DLL 
available from NeuroExplorer.com (see www.neuroshare.org). One must down-
load this DLL file and use the NeuroExplorer tab of the Tools | Data Import 
Options dialog box to set the name and location of this DLL.

Only NeuroExplorer waveform variables are imported. Each Unit gets its own 
channel in Offline Sorter.

5.1.2.10 NeuroShare Native

Import for Neuroshare native .NSN files is available only via the Neuroshare 
DLL available from www.neuroshare.org. One must download this DLL file and 
use the Neuroshare tab of the Tools | Data Import Options dialog box to set the 
name and location of this DLL.

5.1.2.11 Alpha Omega 

Import for Alpha Omega .MAP files is available only via the Neuroshare DLL 
available from Alpha Omega (see www.neuroshare.org). One must download this 
DLL file and use the Alpha Omega tab of the Tools | Data Import Options dia-
log box to set the name and location of this DLL.

5.1.2.12 Panasonic MED

Import for Panasonic .med files is available via a custom loader. This format con-
tains only continuous data samples.

5.1.2.13 R.C. Electronics

As of Offline Sorter version 2.8, import for R.C. Electronics files is available 
only via the Neuroshare DLL available from R.C. Electronics (see www.neuro-
share.org). One must download this DLL file and use the R.C. Electronics tab of 
the Tools | Data Import Options dialog box to set the name and location of this 
DLL. 

Note: Prior to version 2.8, Offline Sorter contained a native loader for R.C.Electron-
ics. This native loader is no longer supported.

5.1.3 Generic Binary Continuous File Import

Offline Sorter can sometimes import a “raw” binary file that consists of continu-
ously-digitized samples.
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Note: The binary file is expected to conform to the following specifications:

• The data file can contain a fixed-size header block at the 
beginning of the file. The size of this header block must be known 
and entered into the dialog so that this part of the file can be 
skipped over. Zero is a valid size for the header.

• Once the continuously digitized data starts after the header, it 
cannot have any kind of “block structure” to it—it must contain just 
A/D values arranged in sweeps; each sweep contains a single A/D 
value from each channel.

• Each A/D value is stored in a signed 16-bit word, regardless of the 
A/D conversion resolution. If the Swap Bytes checkbox is 
checked, Offline Sorter interprets the 16-bit words in “big-endian” 
(MSB first) format instead of the default Intel-standard “little-
endian” format.

To import a binary file, from the main menu select File | Import | Binary File 
with Continuously Digitized Data. 

The Import Binary Digitized Data File dialog box appears.

Select a file, then enter the required information in the Import Parameters area. 
Click OK to close the dialog box and import the file.

Note: One can click Save to .ofi File to save the choices of Import Parameters to a 
file that by convention has an .ofi extension. Then the same Import Parameters 
can be restored by loading the file, using the Load from .ofi File button. If 
Load Using Companion .ofi File is clicked, Offline Sorter looks for an .ofi file 
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with the same base name (the filename minus the extension) and loads the 
binary file using the Import Parameters in the companion .ofi file.

The format of the .OFI file is a number of lines in the format “Parameter=Value”. 
The parameters correspond to the edit boxes in the above dialog, with the key-
words “NChan”, “Offset”, “Freq”, “MaxMV”, “ResolutionBits”, and “Swap”, 
respectively. For example, a typical .OFI file could be:

• NChan=81
• Offset=0
• Freq=25000.000000
• MaxMV=10.000000
• ResolutionBits=16
• Swap=1

5.1.4 Generic Neuroshare Import

In addition to the known vendor formats that can be imported via a vendor-sup-
plied Neuroshare DLL, Offline Sorter provides a mechanism to use any arbitrary 
Neuroshare DLL to load a file. To do this, first open the Tools | Data Import 
Options dialog box and click the Neuroshare tab and specify the location of the 
Neuroshare DLL on disk. Then, load any arbitrary data file using the selected 
Neuroshare DLL and the File | Import | File via Neuroshare menu item.

Note: For any files imported using a Neuroshare DLL, the Neuroshare Segment enti-
ties become spike channels, and the Analog entities become continuous chan-
nels.

5.2 Channel Mapping

Starting with version 2.8 of Offline Sorter, the somewhat confusing concepts of 
Channel Types and Associated Channels were modified into an over-arching con-
cept of Channel Mapping. 

Offline Sorter has the concept of a “channel”, which has a name and a number. 
An Offline Sorter channel can potentially contain both spikes and continuous 
data. A channel in Offline Sorter also has a Data Type, which is either single-
electrode, stereotrode, or tetrode. 

Neural data files also have a concept of a “channel”, which generally also has a 
name and a number. We will refer to the channels in the neural data file as “Raw” 
channels. A Raw channel is always either a Spike channel or a Continuous chan-
nel, but not both.

The purpose of the Info | Chan Map tab is to display and allow control over how 
the Raw channels from the neural data file are assigned to Offline Sorter chan-
nels. 
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The format of the Chan Map tab has one line per Offline Sorter channel. The 
Raw channel number(s) that are associated with the Offline Sorter channels 
appear on the line, as shown in the following illustration:

The columns in the Chan Map tab are:

• Name: the name of the Offline Sorter channel

• Type: an informational display of whether the Offline Sorter channel contains 
spikes only (“Spike”), continuous data only (“Cont”), or both spikes and con-
tinuous data (“Spike+Cont”). This column is always read-only.

• Spike Ch(s) and Cont Ch(s): these columns represent the Raw spike/contin-
uous channel numbers from the neural data file that are associated with this 
Offline Sorter channel. If the Data Type is Stereotrode or Tetrode, these col-
umns display 2 or 4 Raw spike/continuous channel numbers. If the loaded file 
type supports channel re-mapping, these entries are drop-lists that allow 
selecting a different Raw channel number.

Note: Offline Sorter channel numbers always start numbering at 1. Usually Raw 
channel numbers also start numbering at 1, but occasionally some file formats 
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start numbering Raw channels at 0. In particular, the continuous channels from 
.plx files start numbering at 0.

There is always a current Channel Map in effect. If no channel re-mapping has 
been performed, a neural data file loads with a default channel mapping scheme. 

5.2.1 Stereotrode and Tetrode Channel Mapping

The following screenshot shows a standard mapping of 16 Raw spike channels 
into 4 tetrode Offline Sorter channels.

For example, the tetrode channel named sig009 consists of Raw spike channel 9 
as electrode 1, Raw spike channel 10 as electrode 2, etc.

Note: The Neuralynx file format stores stereotrode/tetrode data such that a single 
Raw channel contains of the data for all electrodes in the stereotrode/tetrode 
data. In this case the Chan Map tab can be misleading.

5.2.2 Associated Spike and Continuous Channels

The following screenshot shows a file that contains four Offline Sorter channels, 
where each Offline Sorter channel has spikes from a Raw spike channel and con-
tinuous data from a Raw continuous channel. Moreover, the spikes were obtained 
by thresholding the continuous data. In this sense, the Raw spike and continuous 
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data channels are associated, because they both came from the same electronic 
probe.

Note: One can have stereotrode/tetrode files with associated spike and continuous 
data.

For .plx files recorded with the Plexon MAP system, channel associations can be 
set up in the SortClient application and preserved in the acquired .plx files. These 
associations are restored when the .plx file is loaded into Offline Sorter.

5.2.3 Changing the Channel Map

Changing the channel map or the Data Type is supported only for .PLX files and 
for the file formats that contain only continuous data (Plexon .DDT files, RC 
Electronics, Data Translations, Panasonic MED, and generic binary). For other 
file formats that contain spike data, a workaround for this limitation is to first 
Export the data file to .PLX format, then perform the desired channel mapping on 
that .PLX file.

The line just below the Channel Map label contains a drop-list to select the Data 
Type. Selecting a Data Type here is equivalent to selecting it from the control 
grid. One must set the desired Data Type before doing any other channel map-
ping. After changing the Data Type, Offline Sorter applies a straightforward 
channel map in which all the Raw spike channels are assigned in order.

If the currently-loaded file supports changing the channel map, then the entries 
under the Spike Ch(s) and Cont Ch(s) columns become drop-lists. To assign a 
different Raw channel to an Offline Sorter channel, select the Raw channel from 
the drop-list. As soon as any change to the channel map is made, an Apply button 
appears underneath the Channel Map label. The new channel map is not put into 
effect until the Apply button is clicked. Select Revert to Current Channel Map 
to revert any channel mapping changes to the original state.
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Two common operations are included as right-click (shortcut) menu entries:

• Associate Spike + Continuous Channels – attempts to “match up” each con-
tinuous channel to an existing spike channel and opens the following dialog 
box:

One can enter values to “offset” the association relative to the start of the 
Spike or Continuous Raw channels. One can also associate only a subset of 
channels.

• Disassociate All Spike + Continuous Channels – breaks any existing asso-
ciations and assigns one Offline Sorter channel to each Raw spike and to each 
Raw continuous channel.

Note: It is possible to make channel mappings and associations that cannot be saved 
in a .PLX file. Offline Sorter tries to display a warning when this is the case.

5.2.4 Loading a Channel Map from a File

One can set up a text file that describes the desired channel mapping, then apply 
that channel map in Offline Sorter. To do this manually, from the in the Info | 
Chan Map tab right-click (shortcut) menu, select Load Channel Map from a 
File. One can also apply the channel mapping file in a batch command file using 
the Set ChanMap filename command; see “5.2 Channel Mapping” on page 181.

The format of the channel mapping file is as follows:

• The first line contains two numbers, separated by commas. The first number N is the 
number of Offline Sorter channels described in the mapping. The second number is 
the “trodalness” T of the mapping : 1 for single electrode, 2 for stereotrode, or 4 for 
tetrode. The example that follows represents 18 channels mapped as tetrodes 
(N,T=18,4).

• The next N lines describe the raw channels mapped to each Offline Sorter channel. 
Each line consists of the Offline Sorter channel number, which must be greater than 
or equal to 1, followed by a tab or space(s), then followed by a comma-separated list 
of T raw channel numbers. The position within the comma-separated list determines 
the specific electrode within a stereotrode or tetrode. In the following example, chan-
nel 4 has electrodes 13, 14, 15, and 16 as a tetrode.
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Sample channel mapping file contents:

18,4

1 1,2,3,4

2 5,6,7,8

3 9,10,11,12

4 13,14,15,16

5 17,18,19,20

6 21,22,23,24

7 28,29,30,31

8 32,33,34,35

9 36,37,38,39

10 40,41,42,43

11 44,45,46,47

12 48,49,50,51

13 55,56,57,58

14 59,60,61,62

15 63,64,65,66

16 67,68,69,70

17 71,72,73,74

18 75,76,77,78

5.3 Stereotrode and Tetrode Data

5.3.1 Extracting Stereotrode or Tetrode Spikes from Continuous Data

As outlined on page 72, Offline Sorter can extract spikes from continuous data 
channels that are mapped to stereotrode/tetrode data using the Chan Map tab; 
see “5.2.4 Loading a Channel Map from a File” on page 185. In this case, the 
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Continuous Data Display shows the 2 or 4 continuous data traces stacked verti-
cally on top of each other:

If a low-cut filter is applied, it applies to all traces in the stereotrode or tetrode 
channel. For waveform detection on stereotrode/tetrode continuous data, a 
threshold crossing on any electrode results in the capture of the waveform across 
all electrodes. 

The threshold by default is the same for all electrodes in the channel. To adjust 
the threshold for each electrode independently, click Detector and Waveform 
Options to open the Waveform Detection Options dialog box, then click For 
stereotrode/tetrode data, allow an independent threshold for each electrode. 
In the preceding illustration, the purple highlighting box shows which electrode is 
current for the purpose of adjusting the independent threshold.

5.3.2 Sorting Stereotrode and Tetrode Spike Waveforms

By default, Offline Sorter analyzes stereotrode and tetrode spike data by concate-
nating the individual waveforms from each electrode in the tetrode or stereotrode 
group into a single waveform. The resulting concatenated waveform is twice (for 
stereotrode) or four times (for tetrode) as long as each individual waveform. 

The Waveform Display shows the concatenated waveform with vertical white 
lines separating the waveforms from each individual electrode channel within the 
group. The Timeline View represents the waveform group arranged vertically, 
indicating that they were acquired at the same point in time.
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One can then apply all cluster display and sorting features to the concatenated 
waveforms. Offline Sorter includes sorting features that calculate values on the 
per-electrode waveforms instead of the concatenated waveforms (e.g. “Peak EL 
1” is the peak value of the waveform on the first electrode only). Also, ratios can 
be formed from per-electrode features (e.g. “Peak EL 1 / EL 2” is the peak value 
on electrode 1 divided by the peak value on electrode 2).

Note: One can set the data type mode (Single electrode, Stereotrode, or Tetrode) 
by using the Data Type variable in the Control Grid. Changing the data type 
forces the file to be interpreted as containing data of that type. See the next 
section for details.

Stereotrode and tetrode data formats in Plexon PLX, DataWave UFF, and Neural-
ynx files are automatically detected when the file is opened.

5.3.3 Converting Data Type

An advanced feature in Offline Sorter enables one to force-interpret spike data to 
be any data type. For example, data files that were acquired as single-channel 
data can be treated as if they were stereotrode or tetrode data. To convert the data 
type, use the Data Type drop-list in the Control Grid, 

or, use the drop-down list in the Chan Map tab of the Info Grid View.

When a different data type is selected, Offline Sorter performs a conversion algo-
rithm on the data, which results in the data being re-loaded and all sorted unit 
assignments and parameters to be lost.
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The algorithm used to convert data type is as follows, using the conversion of sin-
gle-channel data into tetrode data as an example:

1 Group the channels into groups of four (two for stereotrode data). If the origi-
nal single-channel data file has N channels, there will be N/4 tetrode channels 
(N/2 for stereotrode) after the conversion. 

2 Using the first channel in each group, step through each spike in the channel 
and obtain it's timestamp. Find the corresponding spikes with the same times-
tamp on the other three channels in the group. Failure to find a spike on the 
other channels with the same timestamp results in a “dropped waveform”. A 
count of dropped waveforms appears on the status bar when a converted 
channel is opened.

3 The waveforms for the four time-coincident spikes are concatenated together 
to form the “expanded waveform” for the single spike on tetrode channel. If 
each single channel contains 800 microsecond-long waveforms, the four 
spikes on the four single channels become a single spike on the tetrode chan-
nel with a length of 4x800 = 3200 microseconds. Any dropped waveforms are 
represented as zeros in the corresponding position in the expanded waveform.

For tetrode data, the Waveform display shows the expanded waveform with verti-
cal white bars separating the portions corresponding to each electrode. In the 
Continuous Data display, the waveforms for each electrode are stacked vertically 
to indicate their time-coincidence.

5.3.4 Disabling Electrodes

With Stereotrode/Tetrode data, an electrode (or wire) can break or otherwise just 
produce noise or artifacts. One can choose to “ignore” individual electrodes 
within a stereotrode/tetrode by clicking open the Electrode Enable drop list in 
the Control Grid and unchecking the checkboxes. The Electrode Enable entry in 
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the Control Grid will display ‘N/A’ if single-electrode data is loaded into Offline 
Sorter.

When an electrode is disabled, a red box with the word 'Disabled' will appear in 
the space where that electrode is being displayed in the waveform display. Dis-
abled electrodes do not contribute to PCA calculations or to calculations of any 
other Feature values for the waveforms.

5.4 Automatic Waveform Detection

Offline Sorter can also perform waveform detection on all the spike continuous 
channels in a file. Use the following procedure to set up waveform detection.

To initiate waveform detection

1 Click Waveforms | Detect. 

The Waveform Detection window appears.
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2 In the Which Channels area, click a channel selection. To perform waveform 
detection on the current channel, click Current Channel only. To perform 
waveform detection on all channels, click All Channels. 

3 To open the Waveform Detection Options window, click Set Detector and 
Waveform Options. For more information on detector and waveform options, 
see “4.2.6 Specifying the Waveform Detection Options” on page 99.

4 In the Thresholds area, click one of the following detection thresholds:

• Use Current Thresholds – This setting uses the thresholds that are cur-
rently set for each channel. One can view and edit the threshold settings 
for each channel in the Info | Channel Parameters tab.

• Use a Constant Threshold – Type a constant threshold value into of the 
following boxes: 

% of ADC Range – the percentage of the analog-to-digital converter 
(ADC) range indicated in the Timeline View (see “3.5 Timeline View” 
on page 31)

microVolts – voltage threshold in µV

ADC Counts – the threshold in raw analog-to-digital conversion counts

• Use Standard Deviations from Mean of Peak Heights Histogram – 
Type the number of standard deviations (sigmas) from the mean to set 
the threshold at that distance from the mean of the peak height histogram. 
A negative number sets the threshold to be less than the mean. A positive 
number sets the threshold to be greater than the mean.

5 To start the waveform detection process, click Detect. 

5.5 Features Available for Sorting

One can choose each dimension of the 2D or 3D feature space used in Offline 
Sorter from the list of available features. Any of the following features can be 
made “active”, so that they appear in the X axis, Y axis and Z axis feature drop-
lists in the toolbar. See “Axis Selection” under “3.7.1 Clusters View Common 
Functionality” on page 45.

In the following,

w(t) = [w(1),…,w(n)] is the waveform (n=number_of_points_in_waveform)

p1(t)=[p1(1),…,p1(n)] is the first principal component vector

p2(t)=[p2(1),…,p2(n)] is the second principal component vector

p3(t)=[p3(1),…,p3(n)] is the third principal component vector

    represents a sum over t

The available features are:

• PC1 – The waveform projection onto the first principal component

PC1 = p1(t)*w(t) 

• PC2 – The waveform projection onto the second principal component
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PC2 = p2(t)*w(t) 

• PC3 – The waveform projection onto the third principal component

 PC3 = p3(t)*w(t) 

• PC4-PC8 – The waveform projections onto higher principal components

• Slice 1 – The waveform height at a selected position in time. One can select 
the time position in the Control Grid or the Waveform display.

Slice 1 = w(i) :the waveform voltage at time t=i

• Slice 2 – The waveform height at a selected position in time. One can select 
the position in the Control Grid or the Waveform display.

Slice 2 = w(j) :the waveform voltage at time t=j

• Slice 3 – The waveform height at a selected position in time. One can select 
the position in the Control Grid or the Waveform display.

Slice 3 = w(k) :the waveform voltage at time t=k

• Slice 4 – The waveform height at a selected position in time. One can select 
the position in the Control Grid or the Waveform display.

Slice 4 = w(l) :the waveform voltage at time t=l

• Peak – The maximum voltage amplitude across the entire waveform length

Peak = max(w(t))

• Valley – The minimum voltage amplitude across the entire waveform length

Valley = min(w(t))

• Peak-Valley – The difference between the maximum and minimum wave-
form amplitude 

Peak-Valley = max(w(t))-min(w(t))

• Peak, Valley FWHM – The “Full Width at Half Maximum” for the peak or 
valley of the waveform, expressed in milliseconds. The exact points where 
the waveform crosses the half max value are obtained by interpolation.

• Peak, Valley Tick – The clock tick (as measured from the beginning of the 
captured waveform) at which the peak or valley occurs. No interpolation or 
waveform fitting is done, so these values are “quantized” to integer values.

• Area – The total integrated area underneath the waveform

Area = abs(v(t))

• Energy – The waveform energy, as it is calculated for spike detection. See 
“3.12 Waveform Detection View” on page 69.

Energy 1
width
-------------------



 v t  v t =
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• Sqrt(Energy) - The square root of the above-mentioned waveform energy.

• Non-Linear Energy – The non-linear waveform energy, as it is calculated for 
spike detection. See “3.12 Waveform Detection View” on page 69.

• ISI(Previous), ISI(Next) - For waveform i, ISI(Previous) is the amount of 
time (in mSecs) between the waveform i-1 and i, while ISI(Next) is the 
amount of time between waveform i and i+1. Both values are capped at 9999 
mSecs to avoid large gaps from over-extending the range of values.

• Timestamp – The timestamp of the waveform in the file. Note: Selecting the 
timestamp as one of the dimensions in the Clusters View allows the viewing 
of the other feature(s) as a function of time. Discontinuities or drifts in time 
can indicate a change in the electrode position or the recording conditions.

• Per-Electrode Features – (only available for stereotrode or tetrode data) 
Most of the above features are available calculated per-electrode. For exam-
ple, the feature “Peak EL 1” is the peak value of the waveform within the first 
electrode in a stereotrode (or tetrode). “Peak EL 2” is the peak value within 
the second electrode of the 'trode. For further discussion, see “5.3 Stereotrode 
and Tetrode Data” on page 186.

• Per-Electrode Ratio Features – (only available for Stereotrode or Tetrode 
data) These features are formed by taking the ratio of Per-Electrode feature 
values. For example, the feature “Peak EL 1/EL 2” is “Peak EL 1” divided by 
“Peak EL 2”. Ratios with a denominator value of 0 are arbitrarily set to 0. For 
further discussion, see “5.3 Stereotrode and Tetrode Data” on page 186.

5.5.1 Principal Components

The projections onto the first eight principal components can be plotted on any 
axis of the Clusters Views. By default, the principal component vectors are calcu-
lated using all the valid waveforms of the current channel and all time points in 
the waveform between Sort Start and Sort End. For more information, see “4.4.4 
Adjusting the Sort Range” on page 118.

Non Linear– Energy 1
width
-------------------
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For example, waveforms projected onto the first two principal components 
appear as follows when viewed in the 2D Clusters view.

The dashed lines are the X and Y axes, representing the zeroes of PC1 and PC2. 
The points representing the lowest-amplitude waveforms have principal compo-
nent projections near zero (i.e. near the intersection of the two axes).

One can recalculate the principal components using subsets of waveforms (e.g. 
only valid waveforms, only unsorted waveforms, only waveforms within a time 
range) or using only the points specified by the Sort Start and Sort End parame-
ters in the Control Grid. The various options appear in the Tools | Recalculate 
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the Principal Components menu command, which displays the following win-
dow.

One can restrict the PCA Calculation to use only a certain number of waveforms. 
This is a useful feature for larger files, because the PCA calculation for channels 
containing large numbers of waveforms can be time-consuming. All of the 
options that are available in the Recalculate Principal Components window are 
also available under the Feature Calc tab of the Tools | Options window. Offline 
Sorter remembers all of the options that control the PCA calculation between 
invocations. 

Click Do not show this dialog again to suppress the display of the Principal 
Components window, after selecting or clicking Recalculate the Principal 
Components. To re-enable the display click to clear the Do not show the Recal-
culate Principal Components dialog checkbox on the Feature Calc tab of the 
Tools | Options window.

5.5.2 Voltage at Specific Slices in Time

To view waveform voltages at specific points in time on the X, Y, or Z axis of the 
Clusters Views:

• Select Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3, or Slice 4 for the X, Y, or Z axis using the 
Drop-Down List Boxes on the Toolbar.
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• Adjust the time values for Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3, or Slice 4 in the Control 
Grid. When visible, one can also drag the Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3, and Slice 4 
lines into position with the mouse on the Waveform display.

• Right click the Clusters View and select Redraw in the pop-up menu.

• To update the Clusters View immediately when any of the slice n values are 
changed, select the Redraw Cluster Display Immediately when Slice Posi-
tion Changes in the Display tab under the Tools | Options dialog box.

• By default, each channel “remembers” its slice positions independently. To 
have the same slice positions used across all channels, click Use Same Slice 
Positions for all Channels in the Feature Calc tab under the Tools | Options 
dialog box.

5.6 Details of the Sorting Algorithms

5.6.1 Feature Space Used for Sorting

The Semi-Automatic and Automatic sorting algorithms behave differently 
depending on how they are initiated:

• If the sorting is initiated from the 2D Clusters View, the Clusters vs Time 
View, or the Surface View (e.g. by pressing the Find Units button on the 
view-specific toolbar), the sorting is done in 2D feature space.

• If the sorting is initiated from the 3D Clusters View, the sorting is done in 3D 
feature space.

• If the sorting is initiated from the Sort menu on the main menu bar, then the 
radio buttons in the When performing automatic sorting from menus, use 
box in the Tools | Options | Sort tab controls whether the sorting is done in 
2D or 3D feature space.
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5.6.2 Template Algorithm

The Template matching sorting algorithm is designed to mimic the online real-
time sorting performed by the Plexon MAP data-acquisition hardware.

For each waveform, the algorithm:

1 calculates the sum-of-squares differences from this waveform to all the tem-
plates:

2 finds the template with the minimum sum-of-squares difference

3 if the minimum difference is less than the Fit Tolerance for this template, the 
waveform is assigned to this template's unit.

One can adjust the Fit Tolerance (measured in units of 0.01% of the maximum A/
D value) in the Units view:

Note: For Plexon MAP users: The MAP system hardware uses a slightly different 
scaling factor on the fit tolerance. To use Fit Tolerance values that will give 
identical behavior in Offline Sorter as they will on SortClient, check the Use 
MAP-compatible Fit Tolerance checkbox on the Tools | Options | Templates 
tab.

Let,

waveform = w = [w1,…,wN]

template = t = [t1,…,tN]

where

wi and ti values are in AD units (typically between –2047 and 
+2048)

N = # digitized data points

Note: For Plexon MAP users: The MAP system has 12-bin A/D conversion 
(2^(12)=4096). Therefore the AD values of waveform and template amplitudes 
are integers between –2047 and +2048.
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The difference measure (dw) between a waveform and a template is the square 
root of the mean sum of square error:

where

M is the sort width for the current channel in terms of the num-
ber of data points

 represents a sum over i (the samples in the sort width)

For stereotrode and tetrode data, the sum is 

where the first summation is over the electrodes.

The waveform is assigned to a template's unit if

Template Fit Tolerance < dw 

5.6.3 Adaptive Templates Algorithm

The adaptive template algorithm behavior is controlled by two parameters:

• the Weight

• the Update Threshold

which can be set on the Tools | Options | Templates tab:

To adapt the templates, Offline Sorter will process the spikes in the file in time-
order. As it proceeds, it will maintain both the current template waveform being 
used for sorting t(i), and an average waveform s(i) for each unit, where i indexes 
the sample within the waveform. The average waveform s(i) starts out equal to 
the initial template waveform t(i) at the beginning of the file. For each spike 
waveform w(i) that is encountered in the file and that is sorted into the unit under 
consideration (because it is within the fit tolerance of the current template t(i)), 
the adaptive template algorithm will add that spike waveform to the average 
waveform to get an updated average

dw
1
M
--- wi ti– 2=

Su
1
M
--- wi ti– 2=

s i  s i  1 W–  w i W+=
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using a weighting factor W that is the adaptive template Weight mentioned 
above.

Then the average waveform s(i) is compared with the current template waveform 
t(i) by calculating the sum-squared-difference between s(i) and t(i)

where N is the number of samples in the waveform.

If the calculated quantity d is greater than the adaptive template threshold value, 
then a new template will be put into effect. The new template waveform t(i) is set 
equal to the current average waveform s(i). The timestamp of the waveform being 
processed when this occurs is recorded, as is the new t(i), so that Offline Sorter 
can display a history of the template waveform changes made during adaptive 
template sorting.

Note that for small values of the adaptive template Weight W, the average wave-
form changes only very slowly when the waveforms trend away from the tem-
plate, whereas for values of W near 1 the average waveform responds rapidly to 
shifting waveforms. Also, a small value of the adaptive template threshold will 
cause the algorithm to be eager to adopt new templates, whereas larger values 
will make the algorithm more reluctant to change templates.

5.6.4 K-Means Algorithm

The K-Means algorithm is described in any pattern recognition textbook. The 
algorithm runs in feature space, and requires starting positions for the clusters 
(and thus implicitly the number of clusters) to be specified before the algorithm 
begins.

Algorithm outline:

1 The user first sets initial cluster centers.

2 Each point is assigned to the cluster whose center is nearest, using a simple 
2D or 3D Euclidean distance.

3 Cluster centers are then recalculated using the points assigned to each cluster, 
using a simple center-of-gravity method. 

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the cluster centers no longer change.

When the K-Means algorithm converges, an outlier removal algorithm runs.

The standard deviation of the distances from each point to its cluster center com-
putes. Any point that is more than a user-specified constant (OutlierThreshold) 

d s i  t i – 2

N
--------------------------------------

1

N

=
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times this standard deviation away from its cluster center is removed from the 
cluster.

In Offline Sorter, one can run the K-Means algorithm on unsorted data after the 
user has specified cluster centers, or it can be run to re-sort data, using the cluster 
centers of the existing clusters as a starting point. To run K-Means with existing 
centers, click Sort | Continue Sort Current Channel | Continue Sort.

References:

Webb, Andrew, Statistical Pattern Recognition Second Edition, John Wiley and 
Sons 2002 
and many others...

5.6.5 Standard E-M Algorithm

The Expectation-Maximization algorithm is a widely-known iterative, parametric 
approach that fits a normal mixture model (a mixture of several Gaussians) to the 
available data points. It is so named because for each iteration the algorithm goes 
through two phases, an Expectation calculation followed by a Maximization 
phase. One can find the derivation of the equations for the algorithm in many 
sources, some of which are listed below.

The standard E-M algorithm requires the selection of the number of Gaussians to 
be fit (i.e. the number of units) and an initial starting assignment of points to clus-
ters. In Offline Sorter, if a Continue Sort is being performed (See “5.6.9.1 Con-
tinue Sorts” on page 203.), the existing point assignments and number of clusters 
is used. If a normal Standard E-M sort is requested, the user is required to specify 
starting cluster centers, and a K-Means sort is used to get the initial assignment of 
points to clusters.

Offline Sorter actually implements a variant of the Standard E-M algorithm 
called REM-2, as discussed in the Sahani reference below. With this variant, a 
new parameter “beta” is introduced that influences the convergence of the E-M 
algorithm. In the Sahani reference, this beta parameter is systematically 
decreased as the algorithm progresses in an “annealing schedule”, which causes 
clusters to be “frozen out” as “phase transitions” are encountered at certain values 
of beta. When the beta value is set to 1.0, the REM-2 method becomes equivalent 
to the Standard E-M algorithm.

References:

Webb, Andrew, Statistical Pattern Recognition Second Edition, John Wiley & 
Sons 2002 

Shahani, Maneesh Latent Variable Models for Neural Data Analysis, Doctoral 
Thesis, California Institute of Technology 1999

McLachlan and Peel, Finite Mixture Models, John Wiley & Sons 2000
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5.6.6 Valley Seeking Algorithm

The valley seeking algorithm in Offline Sorter starts by calculating the number of 
neighbors that each point in feature space has. A neighbor is defined as a point 
that is within a certain critical distance of the target point.

The critical distance is given by

Dist = 0.25 * sigma * Parzen Mult

where sigma is the standard deviation of the distances of all points to the overall 
mean, and the Parzen Mult is a user-specified parameter so-named for its similar-
ity to the Parzen density estimation kernel.

Note: Creating the neighbor counts inherently scales as N*N, where N is the number 
of points. This fact limits the number of points that can be handled by this algo-
rithm to several thousand before computing resources are overwhelmed.

The neighbor count for each point is then put into a list and the list is sorted so 
that the points with the most neighbors are at the top of the list.

Next, a set of seed points are found that are “local maxima” in that they have 
more neighbors than any of their neighbors do. The search for seed points starts at 
the top of the list sorted according to the number of neighbors, so the seed points 
are points near the centers of the densest clusters. Points with less than a certain 
minimum number of neighbors cannot become seed points.

Then, initial clusters are formed from each seed points and all of the seed point’s 
neighbors. Also, if any of the seed point’s neighbors are themselves seed points, 
their initial clusters are combined.

At this stage, the clusters consist of a circle (or sphere in 3D) of points centered 
around each density maximum with a radius of roughly the critical neighbor dis-
tance, with the other points unassigned.

The unassigned points are then assigned to clusters using a modified Fukanaga 
algorithm. This is an iterative algorithm; at each step, unassigned points are 
assigned to the cluster that the majority of its neighbors belong to. This continues 
until points stop being assigned or a maximum number of iterations is completed.

References:

Fukunaga, Keinosuke Introduction to Statistical Pattern Recognition, Chapter 11, 
Academic Press 1972

5.6.7 T-Distribution E-M Algorithm

A variant of the E-M algorithm by Shoham et al (see references that follow). This 
algorithm has two important features:

1) Instead of fitting a mixture of normal (Gaussian) distributions, T-Distributions 
are used instead. The T-Distribution is similar to a Gaussian, except that the tails 
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are “fatter”. This characteristic can enable E-M algorithms based on T-Distribu-
tions to better handle outliers in the data set.

2) The algorithm has built into it a way to automatically decide on the number of 
clusters. This feature is agglomerative in nature, as the algorithm starts with a 
large number of clusters and combines them together as the algorithm proceeds, 
so as to minimize a penalized likelihood function.

As discussed in the Shoham reference, the algorithm does not perform well when 
using the theoretical value for the number of parameters per component. Offline 
Sorter introduces a multiplier on this theoretical degrees of freedom value that 
can be adjusted. Empirically, values of around 20-30 produce the most pleasing 
clusters. Smaller values generally lead to too many clusters, larger values lead to 
too few. The Scan feature in Offline Sorter can perform sweeps over this sorting 
parameter, so its affect on sorting performance can be investigated.

The algorithm must be started with an existing clustering of the data, generally 
with too many clusters defined, as the algorithm can agglomerate clusters 
together as it proceeds. The initial clusters can either be taken from the currently-
defined units (See “5.6.9.1 Continue Sorts” on page 203.), or they can be gener-
ated automatically. To automatically generate the starting configuration, the K-
Means algorithm is used. One can set the number of cluster centroids used in this 
initial sort by using the Tools | Options | Sort dialog in the Number of seed clus-
ters for T-Distribution algorithm edit box. The initial cluster centers given to 
the K-Means algorithm are evenly spaced along a diagonal line through the 
bounding box in feature space that contains all of the points to be sorted.

References:

Shoham, S., Fellows, M., and Normann, R. Robust, automatic spike sorting using 
mixtures of multivariate t-Distributions, Journal of Neuroscience Methods, 
127(2), 111-122 2003

Figueiredo, Mario and Jain, Anil Unsupervised Learning of Finite Mixture Mod-
els, IEEE Transaction on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, vol. 25 
pp.1150-1159, Sep 2003

5.6.8 Running Automatic Sorting on All Channels

As a convenience, Offline Sorter can automatically run the Valley-Seeking or T-
Distribution E-M sorting algorithms sequentially on all channels in the current 
file. One initiate this operation by selecting the desired sorting algorithm from the 
Sort | Sort All Channels menu. The current values of all parameters that affect 
the sorting algorithms (the Parzen Multiplier, D.O.F. Multiplier, Outlier Thresh-
old, waveform limiting options, etc.) are used to sort all channels. This is com-
pletely equivalent to manually loading each channel in turn and running the 
sorting on it. One can cancel the sorting operation by selecting Sort | Stop Sort-
ing menu entry.
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The When performing automatic sorting on all channels option in the Tools | 
Options | Sort dialog controls whether 2D or 3D feature space is used when sort-
ing all channels.

5.6.9 Special Sorting

Normally, for the K-Means, Standard E-M, Valley-Seeking, and T-Distribution E-
M sorting methods, initiating a Sort on a channel deletes all existing units and 
create new units according to the algorithm. However, other modes of operation 
are possible.

5.6.9.1 Continue Sorts

Some of the sorting algorithms require a set of starting units to be defined. One 
can normally do this by specifying cluster centers, or by running an initial 
K-Means sort. However, if units already exist, those units can themselves be used 
as the starting point for sorting. This is called “Continue sorting” for lack of a bet-
ter name. One can use the K-Means, Standard E-M, T-Distribution E-M, and 
(trivially) the Template sorting algorithms for a Continue sort.

To initiate a Continue sort, select the desired sorting algorithm from the 
Sort | Continue Sort menu.

For Template sorting, a Continue sort is the default, in a manner of speaking. The 
nature of the Template sorting algorithm is such that all waveforms are sorted 
against all of the available units.

Also, one can do Continue sorts for all channels by selecting an algorithm from 
the Sort | Continue Sort All Channels menu.

5.6.9.2 Partial Sorts

When the sorting algorithms are run when not all the waveforms are visible in the 
Clusters Views (because the Use Only Currently Visible Waveforms option is 
in use and the waveforms being displayed is being limited by the Waveform 
View setting or by the Control Displays checkbox on the Timeline View), the 
behavior of the sorting algorithms changes. All existing units are preserved, and 
the sorting algorithm is only allowed to run on the currently visible waveforms. 
This generally results in some number of new units in addition to the originally 
present units. The final step in the sorting process is to remove any units that are 
empty (units with no waveforms in them).

One can also do Continue sorts when only some of the waveforms are visible.

5.7 Sorting Quality Statistics

There is no universally agreed upon way to measure sorting quality, so Offline 
Sorter can calculate and display a number of sort quality metrics. It can also cal-
culate pair-wise cluster separation statistics, and also other supporting statistical 
data such as measures of normality of distributions.
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The following sections describe the sort quality metrics and other statistics avail-
able in Offline Sorter. One can view these values on the Sorting Summary View, 
which is detailed on page 79, or on the Stats view of the Info Grid Views, which 
is detailed on page 34. Also, one can choose one of the sorting quality metrics to 
be displayed on the top of the Clusters Views, which are detailed on page 43, 
where it can be used to give immediate feedback on the effectiveness of sorting 
decisions. See “4.7.2.2 Statistics Feedback While Sorting” on page 159.

5.7.1 MANOVA F and p-values

The degree to which the selected unit clusters are separated in the 2D and 3D 
Clusters Views is determined by a Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA) test. The Null hypothesis in the MANOVA is that all clusters actu-
ally come from the same underlying statistical distribution in 2D or 3D space. 
The p-value is the probability that an error is committed by rejecting the null 
hypothesis. Therefore, a small p-value indicates that each of the unit clusters has 
a statistically different location in 2D/3D space, and that the clusters are statisti-
cally well separated.

After clusters are selected in 2D or 3D cluster space, one can view the resulting F 
and p-values derived from the MANOVA test in two and three dimensions in the 
Stats Spreadsheet in the Info Grid Views, which is detailed on page 34, and in the 
Clusters View; see “3.7.1 Clusters View Common Functionality” on page 45.

5.7.1.1 Some details on the MANOVA calculation

In the jargon of MANOVA, the MANOVA “number of groups” is our number of 
units, and the MANOVA “dependent variables” (DV) are our feature vectors (e.g. 
principal components). This analysis is that of a single “Factor” experiment, with 
the “Treatment” being the unit assignments. 

The MANOVA F-statistic is calculated using a ratio of determinants to get Wilk's 
lambda, followed by Rao's method for converting Wilk's lambda into an F value. 
See “Applied Multivariate Statistics for the Social Sciences”, 2nd Edition by 
James Stevens, page 191 for more details.

An unweighted MANOVA is performed, in that all groups (regardless of the 
number of waveforms they contain) contribute equally to the F-statistic calcula-
tion, so as not to bias the MANOVA calculation toward rapidly firing units. See 
“Statistical Principals in Experimental Design”, 2nd Edition by B.J. Winer, 
page 232.

The conversion of the F-statistic to a p-value is done via a calculation of the 
incomplete beta function (See “Numerical Recipes in C”, section 6.2), assuming 
a single-tailed probability distribution.

Including or not including the unsorted units in the ANOVA calculation: 

The Include unsorted waveforms as a unit in the statistics calculations check-
box in the Stats tab in the Tools | Options dialog box controls whether the 
unsorted waveforms are treated as a unit in the statistics calculation, or simply 
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ignored. The text in parenthesis on the Multivariate ANOVA line indicates the 
current setting for this option. For additional information, see “5.7.1.1 Some 
details on the MANOVA calculation” on page 204.

Note: The multivariate ANOVA test requires a minimum of 2 clusters, one of which 
can be the unsorted waveforms—if they are included as a unit. Also, it does 
not make sense to run the ANOVA test if any unit is defined that contains zero 
waveforms (again, including the unsorted waveforms if they are included).

Interpretation of the Multivariate ANOVA test

This section includes information on the interpretation of the Multivariate 
ANOVA tests. The test results appear in the lower half of the Stats view.

Assumption: The distributions of points is normally distributed in 2D or 3D 
cluster space.

The Null hypothesis is: All unit clusters actually have the same underlying dis-
tribution in 2D or 3D space and have the same mean (i.e. do not represent distinct 
spike waveforms).

The p-value is: The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis (that all clusters 
are actually the same) if it were actually true.

Conclusion: The smaller the p-value, the more confident one can be in rejecting 
the null hypothesis and concluding that the clusters are in fact distinct and repre-
sent different units.

5.7.2 J3

J3 is a non-parametric measure of the quality of sorting (i.e. no normality 
assumptions are involved).

J3 = J2/J1, where J1 = E(f(u,i)-m(u)) is a measure of the average distance 
in feature space between points in a cluster (f) from their center (m). E(x) repre-
sents the Euclidean distance squared (  * x). The summations are over units u, 
and over feature vectors (points) in each unit i.

J2 = N(u)E(m(u)-m) is a measure of the average distance between unit clusters. 
The summation is over units u, N(u) is the number of points in unit u, E(x) repre-
sents the Euclidean distance squared. m(u) is the cluster center for unit u, and m is 
the grand center of all points in all units.

So J3 takes on a maximum value for compact, well-separated clusters.

References:

Wheeler, Bruce C., Automatic Discrimination of Single Units in Methods for 
Neural Ensemble Recordings, ed. by Nicolelis, M., CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1999

x̃
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5.7.3 Pseudo-F

The Pseudo-F statistic is closely related to the J3 statistic. It is essentially J3 that 
has been adjusted for the number of waveforms and the number of units.

Pseudo-F = (N-g)/(g-1) J3

where N is the total number of waveforms, and g is the total number of units.

5.7.4 Davies-Bouldin

The Davies-Bouldin validity metric is calculated as:

where d(i,j) is the Euclidean distance between the centroids of unit i and unit j, 
and d'(i) is the average distance of each point in unit i to the centroid of unit i. 
The sum is over all N units, and the max is taken over all units j  i.

Because the inter-cluster distance d(i,j) is in the denominator, the Davies-Boul-
din validity statistic takes on small values for well-separated unit clusters. The 
Davies-Bouldin validity statistic is a non-parametric measure.

5.7.5 Dunn

The Dunn validity metric is calculated as:

where d(i,j) is the Euclidean distance between the centroids of unit i and unit j, 
and d'(k) is the average distance of each point in unit k to the centroid of unit k. 
The outermost min is taken over all units i, the inner min is taken over all j  i, 
and the max is taken over all units k. 

The Dunn validity index assumes a maximum value for clusters that are compact 
and well-separated.

5.8 Playing a Movie of the data

A useful technique with Offline Sorter is to “play back” the data in a file in time 
order. This is useful in determining whether waveform shapes are drifting as a 
function of time.

One can make Offline Sorter automatically advance time in the Timeline View by 
using the operations under the View | Animate menu. The animation functions 
are completely equivalent to changing the time range by using the scroll bars on 
the Timeline View. The animation operations include:

Play: starts animating the playback of the file, but defaults advancing time at the 
normal rate of 1 second per second
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Pause: pauses the animation; select it again to un-pause

Stop: stops the animation

Slower: slows down the rate of animation by a factor of ½

Faster: speeds up the rate of animation by a factor of 2

Reset to 1X Speed: resets to the normal animation rate (1 second per second)

Rewind: resets to the beginning of the file

Reverse: a toggle that makes the rate of time passage negative (e.g. time flows 
backwards)

Loop: when checked, the animation resets to the beginning of the file when the 
end of the file is reached

To make operation much easier, one can bind keystrokes to these keys by using 
the Keyboard tab under Windows | Customize... menu item. Also, there is a 
toolbar that includes icons for these functions, but this toolbar is not displayed by 
default. To display this toolbar, select Toolbars tab under Windows | Custom-
ize... and click Animation in the Toolbars list.

One can increase the usefulness of the animation features by configuring the 
Waveform and Clusters Views to only show the waveforms within the current 
time range, thus what they display changes while the animation is in progress. 
One can accomplish this with the Control Displays checkbox in the Timeline 
View. If these checkboxes are checked, the Clusters Views or the Waveform 
View, or both, show only those waveforms that appear in the Timeline View. One 
can use the Zoom In and Zoom Out buttons on the Timeline View to control 
how many waveforms are visible in each “frame” of the animation.

Several commercially available screen capture packages are capable of making 
MPEG movie files of any on-screen activity, including the Offline Sorter dis-
plays.

5.9 Examining Events

Although not strictly relevant to spike-sorting, Offline Sorter offers the ability to 
examine the events in data files. The Events view of the Info Grid View lists the 
events present in the file by name and channel number, with a Count of the num-
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ber of times that events appears, along with a Show checkbox and a display color 
for each. 

When the Show checkbox is checked for an event, Offline Sorter plots each 
occurrence of that event as a line of the corresponding Display Color on the 
Timeline View and on the Rasters View, so that one can inspect the temporal rela-
tionships between events and nearby spikes. In the Timeline View, the full-height 
lines are the events, the short lines are spike waveforms.

One can quickly adjust the settings in the Show and Display Color columns by 
using Set As Top Row in the right-click context menu. The Randomize Colors 
entry in the context menu generates a random color for each different event.

Several of the data formats other than Plexon PLX files have an information type 
comparable to events (e.g. Datawave Markers). Wherever possible, these infor-
mation records are translated into events when the data file is loaded.

Plexon PLX files also have the concept of strobed events. Strobed events have an 
event channel number of 257, but have an additional data fields that stores a data 
word. In Offline Sorter there is an option that controls the treatment of strobed 
events. If the Create Separate Events for All Strobed Codes option in the 
Plexon Files tab of the Tools | Options dialog box is unchecked, all strobed 
events simply show up as events with a channel of 257. When the Create Sepa-
rate Events for All Strobed Codes option is checked, the strobed events are 
“expanded” into separate events for each possible data word value. The strobed 
events are given a name corresponding to the value of their associated data word, 
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the format of which can be controlled by using the Name Generation Prefix and 
the Code Representation options.

Note: These options also control how strobed events are exported into NEX files.

To accommodate downstream data analysis, Offline Sorter can create event 
occurrences when selected units fire. Click Tools | Create Events at Unit Firing 
Times to specify a Unit and an Event ID for the new event. One can display 
newly-created events in the Timeline View or the Raster Views, and one can save 
the events to a PLX file by using the Export to New .PLX option.

5.10 Manual Short ISI Spike Removal

If a relatively small percentage of spikes have ISIs less than the refractory period, 
one can manually remove the spike in each pair which is further away from the 
cluster center.

First, follow the procedure outlined in “4.6.4 Removing Spikes with Short Inter-
spike Intervals” on page 152 to get the lines drawn to connect pairs of spikes with 
short ISIs.

To remove a waveform from a selected unit

1 Zoom in to the waveform's dot (circled below) in the Clusters View using the 
toolbar control buttons.
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2 Select the unit: click at the unit's template display.

3 Select Units | Remove Waveforms from the Selected Unit menu 
command.

4 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View (note that the pointer changes to 

a “drawing hand”  ).

5 Press the left mouse button and draw a line around the waveform's dot in 
feature space while pressing the left button.

6 Release the mouse button.
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One can repeat this procedure until all the waveforms furthest away from the 
cluster center with ISIs less than the refractory ISI have been removed:

   

If a waveform is removed by accident, one can add it to the selected cluster again 
within the Clusters View. 

To add units

1 Select the unit: click the unit's template display.

2 Select Units | Add Waveforms to the Selected Unit menu command.

3 Move the mouse pointer to the Clusters View.

 The pointer changes to a blue drawing hand  for adding waveforms.

4 Click the left mouse button and drag a line around the units to be added.

5.11 Interval Selection

A valid reason to mark waveforms invalid is that they are simply not of interest. 
For example, if the experimental animal was not exhibiting “interesting” behav-
ior during certain time intervals, one can invalidate the waveforms collected from 
that interval simply to get them out of the way. Offline Sorter contains a tool that 
enables the selection of waveforms within some interval in time around an event 
(or between events) in the data file. Or more accurately, it enables one to invali-
date those waveforms that do not meet the selection criteria (those that are not in 
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the interval). Select Tools | Interval Selection from the main menu to display this 
window:

First, select the desired action in the Keep Waveforms that droplist. The rest of 
the controls on the dialog either enable or disable as is appropriate for the droplist 
selection. The Keep Waveforms that droplist selections are:

• Occur between Event A and Event B (e.g. Start and Stop) – This selection 
enables both the Event A and Event B droplists, and shows a list of all the 
event names that occur in the data file. Pick the Event A that marks the begin-
ning of the desired waveforms, and pick the Event B that marks the end. The 
waveforms that are not between Event A and Event B are invalidated.

• Occur within a time span around Event A – This selection enables the 
Event A droplist as well as the time offset edit boxes. Select the Event in the 
Event A droplist and enter the number of milliseconds before and after the 
event for which waveforms are to be kept.

• Occur outside of a time span around Event A – This selection is the logical 
opposite of the previous option. All waveforms are kept except those that 
occur within the specified time span.

• Occur between a time offset from Event A and a time offset from 
Event B – This selection enables both the Event A and Event B droplists, as 
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well as the offsets. This mode is like the first option, except the interval 
between the start and stop events extends by a time offset. The waveforms are 
kept if they occur between the time of Event A plus the first offset and the 
time of Event B plus the second offset.

• Occur within an arbitrary range of timestamps – With this selection, no 
events need to be selected, only the beginning and end of a time interval (as 
measured from the beginning of the file - timestamp 0) needs to be specified. 
All waveforms that occur outside of this time range are invalidated.

• Occur outside of an arbitrary range of timestamps – With this selection, 
no events need to be selected in this case, only the beginning and end of a 
time interval (as measured from the beginning of the file - timestamp 0) needs 
to be specified. All waveforms that occur within this time range are invali-
dated. This is the inverse of the above option.

• Occur outside of time ranges read in from a file – This item selects and 
reads a text file that contains ranges of times to invalidate. Each line contains 
a channel number followed by the start and end times for the invalidation 
range, which are separated by a space, tab, or comma. The times are specified 
in seconds, from the beginning of the file. A special value of -1 for the chan-
nel number is interpreted as meaning “apply to all channels”.

One can choose to invalidate just the current channel, or all channels in the file. 
One can make this selection by using the radio buttons under Scope in the dialog 
box. If Offline Sorter reads the ranges in from a text file, it determines the chan-
nels affected based on the contents of the Ranges file.

As soon as the OK button is pressed, the filtering takes place. One can undo the 
operation by using the Undo mechanism, or by selecting the Waveforms | Mark 
All Waveforms Valid menu selection.

5.12 Managing Unit Templates and Fit Tolerances

Depending on how Offline Sorter is used, the unit templates that appear in the 
Units View may or may not be of importance. Offline Sorter allows some degree 
of control over how and when these unit templates are updated and used. 

Besides being displayed in the Units View, the unit templates also appear numer-
ically in the Templates tab of Info Grid View.

By default, Offline Sorter always recalculates the unit template for a unit after 
any change to the sorting is made. Offline Sorter calculates the unit template for a 
unit by averaging together all of the waveforms in that unit. It will also recalcu-
late the unit templates when a file is first loaded. However, this can be slightly 
confusing when loading a .plx file that was collected by the Plexon MAP system 
using template sorting. The recalculated unit templates in Offline Sorter may be 
slightly different than the unit templates used by the MAP system for online sort-
ing.
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One can disable the automatic recalculation of unit templates by clicking to clear 
the Units | Automatically Recalculate Unit Templates after Each Change 
menu item, or by clicking to clear the Automatically Recalculate Unit Tem-
plates checkbox on the Sort tab of the Tools | Options dialog box. In this case, 
the Unit Templates are only recalculated when the user explicitly requests it by 
selecting Units | Calculate Unit Templates from Existing Units, or clicks the 
Recalculate Templates button in Templates tab of the Info Grid View. Be aware 
that this can lead to confusing displays, because sometimes unit templates may 
not exist until they are explicitly calculated, and will show up as flat lines (for 
example, after performing a Valley-Seeking sort).

Note: Note that the unsorted ‘unit’ is not affected by the automatic recalculation set-
ting – the unit template for the unsorted pseudo-unit is always recalculated 
after any sorting change.

Offline Sorter can also calculate a Fit Tolerance for each existing unit, by finding 
the smallest Fit Tolerance value that would result in all of the points in a unit to 
be sorted into that unit during a Template sort. By default, recalculating the Fit 
Tolerances is only done when the user explicitly requests it by selecting Units | 
Calculate Fit Tolerances from Existing Units, but it can also be done automati-
cally after any change to the sorting is made by clicking to clear the Units | Auto-
matically Recalculate Fit Tolerances after Each Change menu item, or by 
clicking to clear the Automatically Recalculate Fit Tolerances checkbox on the 
Sort tab in the Tools | Options dialog box.

If the option to automatically recalculate the Fit Tolerance is not selected, the ini-
tial fit tolerance given to a newly-created unit can be specified via the Initial 
Template Fit Tolerance setting on the Sort tab of the View | Options dialog box.

Note: Even immediately after the Unit Templates and the Fit Tolerances are calcu-
lated from the existing units, performing a Template sort may not accurately 
reproduce the current sorting.

5.13 Template Files

5.13.1 Saving Templates

As discussed above in the Spike Sorting Step-by-Step chapter, after selecting units 
by using the manual or automatic clustering methods, a template can be used to 
resort the spikes. One can save the following items in a TPL text file:

• templates 

• contours 

• tolerances 

• sort widths 

• feature selections 

• principal components
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• thresholds, filters, and detection parameters for continuous data files

One can then use the saved information to perform sorting on other data files or 
export it to other analysis programs. Sorting using saved templates is useful for 
files recorded in succession with the same number of channels, gain on each 
channel, and global sorting parameters (waveform length and prethreshold time).

If Contour sorting is used to sort a channel, Offline Sorter saves the contour infor-
mation in the TPL file. Offline Sorter also saves the sort method used for the 
channel in the TPL file, so some channels can be resorted using templates and 
some with contours.

If waveform extraction has been performed on a channel with continuous data, 
Offline Sorter saves the extraction parameters in the TPL file. Likewise, if align-
ment was performed on the spikes, Offline Sorter saves the alignment parameters.

The Sort Details view of the Info tab shows what sorting has been performed on 
which channels using which sorting parameters, and it is a good indication of 
what will be written to the TPL file.

To save the information in a TPL file

1 Sort each channel using templates—see “5.6.2 Template Algorithm” on 
page 197—(adjust template tolerances, set the sort width, etc.) or using the 
Contours method.

2 Select File | Save Sort Info to .tpl menu command.

The TPL file contains information only for the channels that have been sorted.

Note: The only sorting methods that can be captured in a TPL file are Template and 
Contours. If a channel was sorted using another method (e.g. Valley-Seeking), 
one can approximately capture the results into a TPL file as a template sort. To 
do this, one needs to have Offline Sorter adjust the unit templates and fit to 
frames such that the results of the template sort approximate the desired sort-
ing. For more information, see “5.12 Managing Unit Templates and Fit Tol-
erances” on page 213.

CAUTION
Uncaptured Operations
One can perform sequences of operations on a channel that cannot be 
captured in a TPL file. Thus, the same operations are not exactly 
duplicated when a saved TPL file is re-applied. Examples of opera-
tions that are not saved in TPL files include:
• any operation that invalidates waveforms (e.g. removing outliers)
• multiple applications of alignments or sorting operations. Only the 

last operation is saved to the TPL file.
• manually adding or removing waveforms from clusters.
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5.13.2 Sort Using Saved Templates

One can sort both continuous data files and spike/waveform data files using tem-
plates saved in TPL files. To sort a file using saved templates, first open the con-
tinuously digitized data file, or open the spike/waveform data file—see “4.2.1 
Opening the Digitized Data Files” on page 91. 

To select the .tpl template file

• Select File | Sort Using .TPL file menu command, or,

select Sort | Sort Using .TPL file menu command.

The templates, tolerances, contours, feature selections, extraction and alignment 
parameters, and sort widths that were saved for each channel in the TPL file are 
then used by Offline Sorter to sort the current data file.

For continuously digitized data files, threshold, low-cut filter, detector type (as 
described in “4.2.6 Specifying the Waveform Detection Options” on page 99) set-
tings are also saved in the TPL file for each channel and applied to the new file to 
extract the waveforms for sorting.

When a channel is sorted using a saved TPL file, the order of operations is:

1 extract the waveforms using the saved parameters (for continuous data chan-
nels only)

2 perform alignment on the spikes (if indicated by the saved TPL file)

3 perform either template or contour sorting on the spikes

5.13.3 Save Templates to a Sort Client EXP File

Note: This feature is only relevant for users of the Plexon MAP system.

The following scenario can occur: A Plexon MAP system collects data from an 
experimental animal, using the settings contained in a Sort Client experiment 
(EXP) file. Among other settings, the EXP file contains the templates for the 
units that the MAP system hardware sorts in real-time. After the data-taking ses-
sion, Offline Sorter reads in the PLX file collected during the experiment and 
“cleans up” the real-time sorting done by the MAP system. This is sometimes 
necessary because units can appear or disappear and waveform characteristics 
can drift over the course of the experiment. Suppose that the same experimental 
animal is to be connected to the MAP system the next day for another session. It 
is preferable to use the cleaned-up unit templates in the MAP system instead of 
the original unit templates. With this feature of Offline Sorter, one can save the 
templates resulting from re-sorting done during a clean up session into a Sort Cli-
ent EXP file for use by the MAP system.

The way in which this feature works is to read the original Sort Client EXP file, 
replace the unit templates in it with the new templates resulting from the sorting 
done within Offline Sorter, and re-write everything to a new EXP file. Offline 
Sorter saves all of the settings in the original EXP file into the new EXP file, 
except that it replaces the unit templates for some channels.
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To use this feature, one must sort channels using the template method—see “5.6 
Details of the Sorting Algorithms” on page 196. Note: only unit templates on 
those channels sorted with the template method are saved to the EXP file --
Offline Sorter ignores all channels not sorted or those sorted using a different 
method. Then select Sort | Update an .EXP File with Sort Info from the main 
menu. In the first file dialog that appears, select the original EXP used by Sort 
Client to collect the current PLX file. In the second dialog, select the name of a 
new EXP file (it must be different from the original). Offline Sorter then writes 
the EXP file. Then, load the new EXP file into Sort Client for the next data-taking 
session.

5.14 Parameter Scans

Offline Sorter contains a tool to explore different sorting scenarios by scanning 
the values for parameters that affect the sorting over a range of values, re-running 
the sorting and recording the Sorting Quality Statistics at each step.

Select the Scan tab under the Info tab to display the Parameter Scan grid view:

One can do several different types of scans, which can be selected from the Type 
droplist. For each type, click Start Scan to cause the procedure indicated by the 
Type droplist to be performed at each step of the parameter over the range speci-
fied by the Start, End and Step By values. At each step, the Sorting Quality Sta-
tistics are calculated and displayed in a table, along with the number of units and 
percentage of waveforms sorted. By default, Offline Sorter sorts and calculates 
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the Sorting Quality Statistics in 2D feature space, but the 3D feature space can be 
used instead by checking the Use 3D checkbox. When the scan completes, the 
“best” values of the parameter being scanned according to each of the Sorting 
Quality Statistics is displayed in a table. To re-sort the channel with any of these 
best values, click Re-Sort Using This Value on the line for the statistic. Also, 
double-click on any line in the scan table to re-run the procedure using that value 
of the scanned parameter.

For some of the sort quality metrics, smaller values are better, while for others, 
larger values are better. And, the magnitude of the numbers calculated varies 
widely, which makes it difficult to plot different metrics on the same graph (see 
the table below). To address these problems, Offline Sorter can also calculate and 
display a second, ‘normalized’ version of each sort quality metric. The normal-
ized version of a sort quality metric is just a simple mathematical function on the 
original sort quality metric:

For the normalized sort quality metrics, larger numbers are always better, and the 
range of values is generally within an order of magnitude or so of unity.

To enable the calculation and use of the Normalized version of the sort quality 
metrics, check the Normalize checkbox.

Note: Other settings in Offline Sorter can also affect the results of the scan. For 
example, the Include unsorted waveforms as a unit in the statistics calcu-
lations in the Tools | Options Stats tab affects all the Sorting Quality Statistic 
values.

The available scan types are:

• Scan Parzen Radius Multiplier for Valley-Seeking: This scan type steps the 
Parzen Mult. parameter (as can be set via the Control Grid) for the Automatic 
Clustering using Valley-Seeking Method (page 142) sorting algorithm over 
the range specified by the Start, End, and Step By values, re-running the 
sorting each time. 

Note: The Limit Number of Waveforms used in Valley Seeking Sorting setting in 
the Tools | Options Sort tab can affect the clustering.

• Scan number of clusters for K-Means: This scan type runs the Semi-Auto-
matic Clustering using K-Means (page 137) sorting algorithm, scanning the 
number of clusters over the range specified by the Start, End and Step By 

Original Normalized Comment

J3 J3/#Units dividing by the number of units

PsuedoF log(PseudoF) taking the logarithm

Davies-Bouldin -(Davies-Bouldin) flipping the sign

Dunn Dunn no change

p-Value -log(p-Value) taking the negative logarithm
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values. The initial cluster centers are automatically arranged along a diagonal 
line through the feature space origin for each step. This procedure is question-
able for two reasons:

• The results of the K-Means algorithm can be sensitive to the initial cluster 
centers, and the algorithm used to place the centers is not the optimal 
choice for the center locations.

• The sorting quality statistics sometimes cannot be compared “apples-to-
apples” across different numbers of clusters, which can cause the best val-
ues to be at the extremes of the scanned range.

Note: The current setting of the Outlier Threshold in the Control Grid is 
used in the K-Means sorting at each step.

• Scan Outlier Threshold: This scan type runs the Remove Outliers tool (See 
“4.6.3 Cleaning the Selection” on page 150.), scanning the Outlier Threshold 
over the range specified by the Start, End, and Step By values. At each step, 
the sorting resets to the initial state, that is, the effects of the Remove Outliers 
tool are undone after each step. However, when one clicks Re-Sort Using 
This Value or double-clicks on a scan table line, remember to undo the action 
before it is repeated, or the Remove Outliers tool is applied to the results of 
the last operation, which is not the same initial condition that was in effect 
during the initial scan.

• Scan Waveform Limit for Valley-Seeking: This scan type runs the Automatic 
Clustering using Valley-Seeking Method (page 142) sorting algorithm while 
stepping the waveform limit over the range specified. The waveform limit, 
which can be set in the Tools | Options Sort dialog box, limits the number of 
points used by the Valley-Seeking sorting algorithm. A typical scan range for 
this type of scan might be 1000 to 10000 in steps of 1000. This is useful way 
to get a feeling as to how the number of points can affect the values of the sort 
quality metrics.

• Scan D.O.F. Multiplier for T-Dist E-M: This scan type runs the Automatic 
Clustering using T-Distribution E-M Method (page 144) sorting algorithm 
over the range of D.O.F Multipliers specified. The D.O.F. Multiplier affects 
the sorting as described in Details of the Sorting Algorithms (page 196).

• Scan Number of Clusters for Std E-M: This scan type runs the Semi-Auto-
matic Clustering using Standard E-M (page 141) sorting algorithm, which 
scans the number of clusters over the range specified. Offline Sorter automat-
ically sets the cluster center positions by using the same procedure previously 
described for the “Scan number of clusters for K-Means”, and the same cave-
ats apply.

• Number of Waveforms To Use In PCA: This scan type re-runs the PCA using 
only the first N waveforms, where N is the step value. Then Offline Sorter 
recomputes the sort-quality metrics. Although the unit assignments are not 
altered, re-running the PCA changes the positions of points in PCA-based 
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feature space, and so the sort quality metrics can change. This feature is use-
ful to examine the sensitivity of sorting results to different PCA results.

5.15 Scan Graph View

Offline Sorter also offers a graphical view of the scan results. The Scan Graph 
View can be displayed by selecting View | Scan Graph from the main menu, or 
pressing the corresponding toolbar button.

The Scan Graph View shows a simple graph of some sort quality metrics versus 
the scanning parameter (the Parzen Multiplier in the above screenshot). The val-
ues of just one or of all sort quality metrics can be plotted on the Scan Graph 
View, this is controlled by selecting Customize Display from the right-click 
menu:
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Checking the checkbox next to a sort quality metric will display that metric as a 
series of symbols connected by a line on the graph. The color of the symbols and 
line can be selected, as can the shape of the symbol. Pressing the Reset to 
Defaults button will reset all values to the factory default values.

Offline Sorter has the concept of a ‘sorting’, which is the unit assignment for 
every waveform in the channel. At each step of the parameter scan, Offline Sorter 
remembers the resultant sorting. Left-clicking in the Scan Graph View or on a 
result row in the Scan View will select the corresponding sorting and make it cur-
rent, and all other views will change to show that sorting. The last selected sort-
ing is shown by drawing a white rectangle in the Scan Graph View, and by 
showing a ‘>>’ in the row header in the Scan View. In effect, the selected sorting 
becomes the current sorting for the channel. Left-clicking in the Scan Graph 
View is a convenient way to compare quickly different sortings and select the 
most pleasing one as the final sorting of the channel.

The automatic sorting methods that utilize scanning (see “4.5.10 Automatic Clus-
tering Using the Scanning Methods” on page 145) are in reality only doing 
parameter scans, and so will fill the Scan View and the Scan Graph View as they 
run.

Offline Sorter can also save and restore the results of a scan to and from files, see 
“5.16 Saving and Restoring Scan Results” on page 222. To save or restore a set of 
scan results, select Save Scan Results to a File or Restore Scan Results from a 
File from the right-click menu of either the Scan View or the Scan Graph View.

A new scan can be set up and initiated by selecting Scan Parameters from the 
right-click menu on either the Scan Graph View or the Scan View.
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This dialog is equivalent to the top portion of the Scan View, it sets the same val-
ues.

5.16 Saving and Restoring Scan Results

After a scan has been performed, the results of the entire scan (including the sort-
ing done at each step) can be saved to a file and later recalled. To save the results 
of a scan to a file, select Save Scan Results to a File from the right-click menu 
on either the Scan View or the Scan Graph View. To recall a previously-saved 
scan, select Restore Scan Results from a File. When saving or restoring a scan, 
a filename in a standard format is suggested, with the suggested format being:

<filename>_chan<NNN>.scan

where <filename> is the name of the file currently being processed, and <NNN> 
is the current channel number.

A feature in Offline Sorter exists to load automatically a .SCAN file for a channel 
if it exists in the same directory as the data file, and is named according to the 
above format. When the companion .SCAN file is loaded, it makes the complete 
results of the scan available for inspection. To enable this feature, check the 
‘Automatically Load Companion .SCAN Files if they exist’ checkbox on the 
Tools | Data Import Options | General tab. If the ‘Warn when loading sorting 
results from a .SCAN file’ checkbox is checked, the following dialog will 
appear whenever a companion .SCAN file is found for the channel being loaded:
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The dialog contains a button to delete all .SCAN files that fit the above format 
and match the current filename. This function is also available from the Sort | 
Delete All Companion .SORT Files menu. If desired, loading the scan result 
from the .SCAN file can be skipped for this channel this one time (next time the 
channel is loaded it will again attempt to load the companion .SORT file). Check-
ing the ‘Do not show this dialog again’ checkbox is equivalent to unchecking 
the ‘Warn when loading sorting results from a .SCAN file’ checkbox dis-
cussed above, and will cause companion .SCAN files to be loaded always.

As covered in “5.19 Batch File Processing” on page 225, a sorting parameter scan 
can be done from a batch command file using the ForEachFile Scan and ForEach-
File SaveScanResults batch commands. This feature in combination with the 
automatic loading of .SCAN files discussed above enables a convenient way of 
working with Offline Sorter, which might be termed ‘Supervised Automatic Sort-
ing’. To use Supervised Automatic Sorting, one can set up a batch file to perform 
extensive sorting parameter scans on several large files and save the scan results 
to .SCAN files. This batch file can be run overnight, as it could take hours to 
complete. Then, upon arriving at work in the morning, one can simply open those 
files in Offline Sorter and the companion .SCAN files will be automatically 
loaded for each channel. One can then check each channel and use the Scan 
Graph View to select and inspect quickly each sorting within the scan. One can 
quickly pick the best sorting, and move on to the next channel (i.e. by pressing 
the N key). When the file is saved, the picks for the best sorting for each channel 
will be saved. This Supervised Automatic Sorting has several advantages: it com-
bines the thoroughness of scanning through automatic sorting with the safety of 
having a human ‘in the loop’ to check sort quality, but the checking can be done 
very quickly without having to sit and wait for each scan to complete.

5.17 Re-thresholding Spike Data

In addition to the ability of Offline Sorter to threshold continuously-recorded data 
(e.g. DDT files), Offline Sorter can also simulate the effect of setting a different 
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voltage threshold for the detection of spike waveforms. All spike waveforms that 
do not cross the new threshold are marked as invalid. Obviously, setting a thresh-
old lower than what was in effect when the file was created does not put more 
waveforms into the file.

The first step in running the re-thresholding tool is to make the threshold marker 
line (a dashed white horizontal line) appear on the Waveform View. There are two 
ways to accomplish this: 

• Check the Draw Thr. checkbox on the control panel. This permanently 
enables the display of the threshold marker line on the Waveform display

• Select the Tools | Re-Threshold Waveforms menu item. This temporarily 
shows the threshold marker line. The line disappears after the re-thresholding 
operation completes.

When the threshold marker line appears, one can click-and-drag the line up or 
down to establish a new threshold. As soon as the drag is completed, the wave-
forms are re-thresholded. One can undo the effects of re-thresholding the data 
either with the Undo command or with the Waveforms | Mark All Waveforms 
Valid menu selection.

5.18 Assigning Unsorted Points to Closest Unit

After some operations (e.g. Valley-Seeking Sorting) it is desirable to assign 
unsorted waveforms membership in the nearest unit, subject to the Outlier 
Threshold. Select Tools | Assign Unsorted To Closest Unit to perform this oper-
ation.

The algorithm this tool uses is as follows:

• Calculate the centroid and standard deviations along each principal axis for 
each existing unit in the appropriate 2D or 3D feature space. If the 3D Clus-
ters View was showing when the tool was selected, then 3D feature space is 
used, otherwise 2D feature space is used.
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• Calculate the Mahalanobis distance from each unassigned waveform point to 
all the unit centroids, in order to find the closest unit. Note: The units of 
Mahalanobis distance is standard deviations.

• If the distance to the closest unit is less than the Outlier Threshold for that 
unit, assign the waveform to that unit.

Note: One can invoke this tool automatically following a Valley-Seeking automatic 
sort. This is useful if the Limit Number of Waveforms used in Valley-Seeking 
Algorithm option is used, as this can leave points unassigned that clearly 
belong to units. One can set these options in the Sort tab of the Tools | 
Options dialog.

Note: Temporarily setting Outlier Thr. to a large number in the Control Grid before 
running this tool can force the algorithm to assign all unsorted points to a clus-
ter, regardless of the distance of the point from the nearest cluster center.

5.19 Batch File Processing

Offline Sorter provides the ability to execute a subset of its commands via a 
script. By convention, batch file scripts for Offline Sorter have the file extension 
.ofb, but any file extension is legal. If a text file is selected with the File | Execute 
Batch Command File menu item, it results in that file being read and interpreted 
as batch commands.

For convenience, Offline Sorter offers the ability to edit a batch command file 
with the File | Edit Batch Command File menu selection. This command will 
remember the last-used batch command file and offer it as a suggestion in the File 
Open dialog. After a file is selected, Offline Sorter will launch a desired editor 
(notepad.exe by default) to edit the selected batch command file. To change the 
editor that is launched by this command, select Tools | Options | General and 
select the editor executable in the ‘Editor to use for Batch Command Files’ 
section.

When a command file executes, Offline Sorter shows the progress in a dialog and 
also writes a log file with a .log extension appended to the original batch com-
mand file name. Offline Sorter also has a convenience command File | View Log 
from Last Executed Batch Command File that will quickly show the .log file 
from the last batch execution in the current editor.

Offline Sorter will recognize a command-line argument /b BatchFileName so that 
a batch command script can be executed from the command line or from a Win-
dows .bat file.

For example, OfflineSorter /b test.ofb at the command prompt will start Offline 
Sorter, immediately execute the test.ofb batch command file, and then close 
Offline Sorter.
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5.19.1 Batch File Commands

The format of the batch command files is one command per line. A command 
consists of a main keyword, followed by sub-keywords or arguments. A ‘//’ will 
comment out a line, and lines are not case-sensitive. Blank lines are ignored.

There are only six main keywords: File, Dir, ForEachFile, ForEachChannel, 
Set, and Process. But the ForeEachFile, ForEachChannel, and Set commands 
have may sub-commands.

In general, an Offline Sorter batch file does the following things:

• pre-specify the files to process using the File or Dir commands.

• pre-specify the actions to be done on each channel of each file (e.g. do some 
sorting), and the actions to be done on a file-by-file basis (e.g. save the 
results) using the ForEachChannel and ForEachFile commands.

• pre-specify the values of other parameters that will affect how Offline Sorter 
performs the tasks (e.g. set the Parzen Multiplier for Valley Seeking Sorting) 
using the Set command.

• start all the processing with the Process command.

When running Offline Sorter, the Help | Quick Batch Reference menu item will 
display a convenient printable summary of the batch commands and their argu-
ments. The batch command keywords are:

5.19.1.1 File

The File command queues a file for processing. The file is not actually processed 
until the Process command is encountered. Specify the full path to the files.

Syntax: File filename

e.g. File c:\myfiles\test.plx will queue the file test.plx for processing

5.19.1.2 Dir

The Dir command queues all of the files that match a template for processing. 
The files are not actually processed until the Process command is encountered. 
The template should include the full path to the files.

Syntax: Dir template

e.g. Dir c:\myfiles\*.plx will queue all of the .plx files in the c:\myfiles directory for pro-
cessing.

Note: It is not mandatory to specify any input data files using the File or Dir com-
mands in a batch command file. When a batch file that does not specify any 
input data files is executed from within Offline Sorter, it will execute on the cur-
rently-open data file.
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5.19.1.3 ForEachFile

The ForEachFile command specifies an action to be done for each file being 
processed. For some commands the action is performed before the channels are 
processed, for others it is only performed after all channels have been processed 
(See Notes below)

Syntax: ForEachFile sub-command

e.g. ForEachFile ExportToNex

Sub-commands for the ForEachFile command are:

• Save – saves the file. The saved file name is the same as the input file name 
with a numeric suffix added on to the original filename (same as File | Save 
menu option).

• ExportToPlx – saves the file as a new plx file (same as File | Export to New 
.PLX menu option), possibly with a numeric suffix

• ExportToNex – saves the timestamps etc. to a NEX file, possibly with a 
numeric suffix added on to the original filename

• ExportToPlx0 – exports the current data to a .PLX0 file for optimized future 
access

• SortUsingTpl – applies a sorting template, which is specified by the Set Tpl-
FileName command

• InvalidateArtifacts – applies cross-channel artifact removal the current file, 
using parameters specified by the Set ArtifactXXX commands.

• InvalidateArtifactsAfter - applies cross-channel artifact removal to the cur-
rent file after the ForEachChannel commands are processed. See the Notes 
section below.

• ExportWaveformInfo - writes out selectable information about each wave-
form in all channels to either a text, matlab, or excel file. The information to 
be written and other controlling parameters must be specified in the File | 
Export Per-Waveform Data dialog.

• ExportUnitInfo - writes out selectable information about each unit in all 
channels to either a text, matlab, or excel file. The information to be written 
and other controlling parameters must be specified in the File | Export Per-
Unit Data dialog.

• ExportChannelInfo - writes out selectable information about each channel 
to either a text, matlab, or excel file. The information to be written and other 
controlling parameters must be specified in the File | Export Per-Channel 
Data dialog.
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5.19.1.4 ForEachChannel

The ForEachChannel command specifies an action to be done on each channel of 
each file.

Syntax: ForEachChannel sub-command

e.g. ForEachChannel ValleySeek

Sub-commands for the ForEachChannel command are:

• Upsample - performs interpolation to upsample each channel of continuous 
data, as configured with the Set UpSampleXXX commands.

• Filter – applies a low-cut filter to each channel of continuous data. The filter 
cutoff frequency is specified with the Set FilterFreq command.

• Detect – performs waveform detection for each continuous channel, as con-
figured with the Set DetectXXX commands.

• Align – runs waveform alignment, using the currently set alignment parame-
ters set via the Set AlignXXX commands.

• DeleteAllUnits – removes all existing units

• Sort - performs sorting that has been specified via the Set SortType com-
mand.

• ValleySeek, ValleySeek2d – runs valley seeking sorting on each channel, 
using 2D feature space

• ValleySeek3d – runs valley seeking sorting on each channel, using 3D feature 
space.

• TDist, TDist2d – runs T-Distribution E-M sorting on each channel, using 2D 
feature space.

• TDist3d – runs T-Distribution E-M sorting on each channel, using 3D feature 
space.

• RemoveOutliers2d, RemoveOutlier3d – after sorting, runs the Remove 
Outliers tool in either 2D or 3D feature space, using the currently set Outlier 
Threshold.

• RemoveShortISI – runs the Remove Short ISI tool, using the currently set 
Refractory Period.

• AssignUnsorted2d, AssignUnsorted3d – runs the Assign Unsorted tool in 
either 2D or 3D feature space, using the currently set Outlier Threshold.

• KeepWfsBetweenEvents – runs an interval filter that keeps only the wave-
forms between two specified events, with an optional time offset from each 
event.

• KeepWfsInSpan – runs an interval filter that keeps only the waveforms 
within a time range around a specified event.
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• KeepWfsOutsideSpan - runs an interval filter that keeps only the waveforms 
that are outside of a time range around a specified event.

• KeepWfsBetweenTimes – runs an interval filter that keeps only the wave-
forms within a specified time range.

• InvalidateWfsBetweenTimes – runs an interval filter that invalidates the 
waveforms within a specified time range.

• SortSummaryToPP – after sorting, dumps the sort summary to PowerPoint 
for each channel.

• LogStats2d, LogStats3d – after sorting, dumps the 2D or 3D sort quality 
stats to the log file.

• Scan - performs a parameter scan as configured with the Set ScanXXX com-
mands.

• SaveScanResults - saves the results of a previous ForEachChannel Scan 
command to a file that can be later inspected in Offline Sorter.

5.19.1.5 Set

The Set command changes a parameter, immediately. 

Syntax: Set parameterName parameterValue

e.g Set ParzenRadiusMult 2.0

The available parameters are:

• OptionsFromFile - immediately sets all options to the values in the specified 
options file. The options file can be created using the Tools | All Options | 
Save To File menu command. Note that this can reset the values of any previ-
ous Set commands, so it generally should come before any other Set com-
mands. This command is useful for making sure that all parameters are set to 
known values before executing a batch file.

• ChanMap – specifies a filename that contains a channel map to apply. Hav-
ing this command present will force the named channel map file to be applied 
to each loaded file.

• TplFileName – sets the sorting template filename to use for ForEachFile Sor-
tUsingTpl.

• DefaultFileType – specifies the file type to assume when the data file exten-
sion does not match any known extension. The argument uses a numeric code 
from the following table to specify the file type:

Code File Type

0 Plexon .PLX

1 Plexon .DDT

2 Plexon .PLX0
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• ImportParameters – specifies a filename for import parameters (.ofi file) to 
be used for binary file import.

• FilterFreq – sets the low-cut filtering frequency in Hz to use with ForEach-
Channel Filter.

• UpSampleType - sets the type of interpolation to do for upsampling; 
0=None, 1=Linear, 2=Spline.

• UpSampleFactor - sets the interpolation factor for upsampling (e.g. 2 means 
2x interpolation).

• UpSampleMinFreq, UpSampleMaxFreq - can be used to select which con-
tinuous channels will be upsampled (e.g. if a file contains some continuous 
channels sampled at 1000 Hz and others sampled at 4000 Hz, setting a 
UpSampleMinFreq of 30000 will ensure that only the 40000 Hz channels are 
upsampled).

• DetectNPW – sets the number of points per waveform to use for ForEach-
Channel Detect.

• DetectNPre – sets the number of pre-threshold samples to use for ForEach-
Channel Detect.

• DetectSigmas – sets the detection threshold as a number of sigmas away 
from the mean of the Peak Height Histogram; the value can be negative for 
negative thresholds.

• DetectDead – sets the number of samples to ignore following a detection (the 
dead time) to use for ForEachChannel Detect.

3 reserved

4 Alpha Omega

5 CED Spike-2

6 Datawave

7 Data Translations

8 reserved

9 Multi-Channel Systems

10 Panasonic MED

11 Cyberkinetics

12 Neuralynx

13 Neuroexplorer .nex

14 Neuroshare Native .nsn

15 RC Electronics

16 generic binary

17 generic Neuroshare

Code File Type
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• AlignType - determines how the waveforms will be aligned; 0=first local 
max, 1=first local min, 2=first local extremum, 3=global max, 4=global min.

• AlignMaxShift – is the maximum amount a waveform will be shifted (in 
clock ticks).

• ArtifactWidth – the number of samples used to detect coincidence for 
ForEachFile InvalidateArtifacts.

• ArtifactPercentage – the percentage of channels that must have coincident 
spikes for ForEachFile InvalidateArtifacts.

• BetweenEvent1,BetweenEvent2 – event names to use for KeepWfsBe-
tweenEvents interval filter.

• BetweenEvent1Offset,BetweenEvent2Offset – time offsets in msec to use 
for KeepWfsBetweenEvents interval filter. Filter will invalidate waveforms 
outside of the time interval between (time of BetweenEvent1 + 
BetweenEvent1Offset) to (time of BetweenEvent2 + BetweenEvent2Offset).

• SpanEvent – event name to use for KeepWfsInSpan interval filter.

• SpanEventStartOffset,SpanEventEndOffset – time offsets in msec to use 
for SpanEvent interval filter. Filter will invalidate waveforms outside of the 
time interval (time of SpanEvent + SpanEventStartOffset) to (time of Span-
Event + SpanEventEndOffset).

• TimeStart,TimeEnd – defines the time interval in msec to use for the Keep-
WfsBetweenTimes and InvalidateWaveformsBetweenTimes interval fil-
ters.

• SortType - sets the sorting type to use for the ForEachChannel Sort com-
mand. The argument values are: ValleySeek, TDist, ScanKMeans, ScanSt-
dEM, ScanValleySeek, ScanTDist.

• ParzenRadiusMult – sets the parzen radius multiplier for valley seeking 
sorting to the specified value.

• DOFMult – sets the degrees of freedom multiplier for T-Distribution E-M 
sorting to the specified value.

• OutlierThreshold – sets the outlier threshold to the specified value.

• RefractoryPeriod – sets the refractory period to the specified value, for the 
RemoveShortISI channel command.

• WaveformLimit – sets the limit for the number of waveforms used in the 
valley-seeking sorting. For more details, see “4.5.8 Automatic Clustering 
using Valley-Seeking Method” on page 142.

• FeatureX, FeatureY, FeatureZ – set the feature for each dimension of fea-
ture space. See the following table for numerical values for the features.

• Slice1,Slice2,Slice3,Slice4 – set the slice position (in ticks) for the Slice n 
features.
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• ScanType - sets the type of scan to perform for the ForEachChannel Scan 
command. The argument values are: ParzenMult, DOFMult, KMEans, 
StdEM, OutlierThresh, WfLimit, PCAMax.

• ScanStart, ScanEnd, ScanStep - sets the scan range for the ForEachChan-
nel Scan command, and the amount to increment the scan parameter for each 
step.

• ScanNormalize - set to 1 to use normalize the sort quality metrics calculated 
during the scan and used to determine the ‘best’ sorting.

• UseRangeStart,UseRangeEnd – only consider the portion of the file with 
timestamps between the Start and End values, with the times specified in sec-
onds. This range is used for sorting operations and for exporting to .plx and 
.nex files. Set either the start or the end value to a negative number to cancel a 
sort range and use the entire file.

• SaveCont – set to 1 to have ExportToPLX save the continuous data, set to 0 
to save only the spike data.

• SaveProcessedCont - set to 1 to have ExportToPLX save the upsampled and 
filtered version of the continuous data, set to 0 to save the ‘raw’ continuous 
data.

• SaveInvalidated, SaveUnsorted - set to 1 to have ExportToPLX save invali-
dated or unsorted waveforms, set to 0 to ignore them.

• SaveNexCont - set to 1 to have ExportToNEX save the continuous data, set 
to 0 to ignore continuous data.

• SaveNexProcessedCont - set to 1 to have ExportToNEX save the unsampled 
and filtered version of the continuous data, set to 0 to save the ‘raw’ continu-
ous data.

• SaveNexWaveforms - set to 1 to have ExportToNEX save waveforms, set to 
0 to ignore them and just save the timestamps.

• SaveNexUnsorted - set to 1 to have ExportToNEX save unsorted waveforms, 
set to 0 to ignore them.

• SaveNexUnitTemplates - set to 1 to have ExportToNEX save the unit tem-
plates to a waveform variable in the exported .nex file.

5.19.1.6 Process

The Process command processes all queued files. Resets the queued files list.

Syntax: Process

5.19.2 Example Batch Command File

Here are the contents of example batch file, ofsbatch.ofb:

ForEachChannel ValleySeek
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ForEachChannel SortSummaryToPP

ForEachChannel LogStats2d

//ForEachChannel LogStats3d

ForEachFile ExportToNex

Set FeatureX 0

Set FeatureY 1

Set ParzenRadiusMult 1.0

File C:\PlexonData\Plexon\plx\chan9threeunits3.plx

File C:\PlexonData\Plexon\plx\ev024.plx

Process

Set ParzenRadiusMult 2.0

File C:\PlexonData\Plexon\plx\chan9threeunits3.plx

File C:\PlexonData\Plexon\plx\ev024.plx

Process

The behavior of the example file is to:

• Set the feature space to be PC1 and PC2.

• Set the parzen radius multiplier to 1.0.

• Open chan9threeunits3.plx.

For each channel:

• Do 2D valley seeking sort, using PC1 and PC2.

• Send the sort summary to PowerPoint.

• Log the 2D sort quality stats to the log file.

• Save the timestamps to chan9threeunits3.nex.

• Open ev024.plx.

For each channel:

• Do 2D valley seeking sort, using PC1 and PC2.

• Send the sort summary to PowerPoint.

• Log the 2D sort quality stats to the log file.

• Save the timestamps to ev024.nex.

• Set the parzen radius multiplier to 2.0.
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• Do the same thing as described above to both files, but this time using a 
parzen multiplier of 2.0.

5.19.3 Notes

• Executing a Set command via a batch file will generally affect a parameter 
that can also be set via the Offline Sorter graphical user interface. However, if 
a Set command changes a parameter, the new value of that parameter will 
only be in effect for the duration of the batch file execution. The new value 
will not be in effect the next time Offline Sorter is started.

• Any values not explicitly set by the batch commands obtain their values via 
the settings that were in effect the last time that Offline Sorter was run. Note 
that some parameters that affect batch operations can ONLY be ‘inherited’ in 
this fashion, since the Set commands to change all possible parameters do not 
exist in the batch syntax. This can lead to non-reproducible results, so it is 
good policy to do explicit Sets of all parameters that can affect the results in 
the batch file, or use the Set OptionsFromFile batch command to get all 
parameters into a known state.

• All processing done by batch  commands is done in a certain order for each of 
the files being processed. Each of the following steps may or may not be 
specified in the batch commands, and some commands may not be relevant 
for a given channel. The order is:

1. Apply a channel map

2. Invalidate artifacts

3. Apply a .tpl file

4. Process each channel. The order of processing for each channel is:

     a. Apply upsampling to continuous channels

     b. Apply filtering to continuous channels

     c. Detect waveforms for continuous channels

     d. Invalidate waveforms (the KeepWf and InvalidateWf commands)

     e. Perform alignment

     f. Delete all units

     g. Perform sorting

     h Remove outliers

     i. Remove short ISI waveforms

     j. Assign unsorted waveforms to clusters

     k. Dump sort summary to PowerPoint

     l. Log stats

     m. Perform parameter scans
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5. Invalidate artifacts if the InvalidateArtifacesAfter command is used

6. All saving and export to file operations

• When importing a file from batch, Offline Sorter by default uses the loader 
implied by the file extension (e.g. the Cyberkinetics loader uses .nev files). If 
the file to be loaded does not have a recognized extension, Offline Sorter uses 
the loader corresponding to the currently selected default File Type. One can 
use the Set DefaultFileType command to set the default File Type.

• Numerical values to use in the Set FeatureXXX commands:

• 0 PC 1

• 1 PC 2

• 2 PC 3

• 3 Slice 1

• 4 Slice 2

• 5 Peak

• 6 Valley

• 7 Peak-Valley

• 8 Energy

• 9 Nonlinear Energy

• 10 Timestamp

• 11 PC 4

• 12 PC 5

• 13 PC 6

• 14 PC 7

• 15 PC 8

• 16 Peak FWHM

• 17 Valley FWHM

• 18 Peak Tick

• 19 Valley Tick

• 20 Area under Waveform

• 21 Slice 3

• 22 Slice 4

• 23 Peak to Valley Ticks

• 24 Valley to Peak Ticks
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• 25 Sqrt Energy

• 26 Previous ISI

• 27 Next ISI

5.20 Sample Batch Command Files

Offline Sorter ships with some sample batch command files, which are installed 
in the ‘SampleBatchFiles’ subdirectory of the main Offline Sorter installation 
directory.

The sample batch command files do not contain any File or Dir commands to 
specify the input data files. Thus, they all make use of the feature described above 
where they will operate on the currently loaded data file when they are executed 
from within Offline Sorter.

The general procedure for running the sample batch command files is as follows:

1. Load a data file using File | Open or File | Import. If there are not any data files 
available, sample data files can be downloaded from http://www.plexoninc.com/down-
loads/sampledatafiles/SampleDataFiles.zip.

2. Select File | Execute Batch Command File, navigate to the SampleBatchFiles 
directory (located at C:\Program Files\Plexon Inc\Offline Sorter 3\SampleBatchFiles 
for a default installation), and select the desired sample batch command file.

3. After the batch command file runs, inspect the results, for example by selecting File 
| View Log from Last Executed Batch Command File.

The sample files are:

5.20.1 SortAndSave.ofb

Performs Valley Seeking sorting using 2D feature space on all channels in a file, 
performs outlier removal, then saves the results. Note that this batch command 
file must be run on a data file that contains spikes, and it must be run on a type of 
data file that Offline Sorter can save natively (i.e. the File | Save and File | Save 
As menu items are available after loading the file). After the batch command files 
completes, the output should be in a file with the same name as the currently open 
file, with a number appended, e.g. if the current file is test.plx, the output file will 
be test-01.plx. There should also be a SortAndSave.ofb log file in the same direc-
tory as SortAndSave.ofb that records what happened during the batch command 
file execution.

5.20.2 RemArtifactsSortAndExport.ofb

Performs artifact invalidation, followed by T-Distribution E-M sorting using 3D 
feature space on all channels. The result is then exported to a new .PLX file such 
that the invalidated waveforms are not saved. Note that this batch command file 
must be run on a data file that contains spikes.
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5.20.3 ScanKMeans.ofb

Performs a 2D K-Means Scan on all channels, and saves the scan results to 
.SCAN files. The .SCAN files can be loaded back into Offline Sorter to make the 
results available for inspection. Note that this batch command file must be run on 
a data file that contains spikes.

5.20.4 ScanValleySeeking.ofb

Performs a 3D Valley Seeking Scan on all channels, and saves the scan results to 
.SCAN files. The .SCAN files can be loaded back into Offline Sorter to make the 
results available for inspection. Note that this batch command file must be run on 
a data file that contains spikes.

5.20.5 FiltDetect.ofb

Performs low-cut filtering and waveform detection on a continuous data file, and 
exports the extracted spikes to a .PLX file. Note that this batch command file 
must be run on a data file that contains continuous data (e.g. a .DDT file).

5.20.6 SaveToNex.ofb

Performs low-cut filtering and waveform detection on a continuous data file, sort-
ing, and artifact invalidation, then exports everything to a .NEX file. Note that the 
‘InvalidateArtifactsAfter’ command is used in order to perform the artifact inval-
idation after the waveform extraction has been completed. Note that this batch 
command file must be run on a data file that contains continuous data (e.g. a 
.DDT file).

5.21 Printing

Offline Sorter can print any view from the Multi-Display Window, and also the 
Waveform View. Select File | Print... or File | Print Preview... to print or pre-
view the currently active window in the Multi-Display Window.

The commands File - Print All Sort Summaries and File - Send All Sort Sum-
maries to PowerPoint iterate through all channels and print or export the Sort 
Summary for each channel to a single PowerPoint file or a single print job.

If the computer has Adobe PDF Distiller installed, the File - Print All Sort Sum-
maries offers a means to easily get the Sort Summaries for all channels in a file 
into a single PDF document. Simply select Adobe PDF as the printer in the Print 
dialog, and type the PDF file name.

The colors and the Clusters View point size for printing can be different from the 
values used for display. Select the values to use for printing in the Printing 
Options tab in the Tools | Options dialog box. By default, the printing colors are 
the same as the display colors, except that the background color is set to white. 
Some of the display colors do not print with high contrast on some printers.
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The 2D Clusters View has an option to dump the display to a Windows metafile, 
which can then be imported into most graphics programs. To do so, from the 
right-click menu on the 2D Clusters View, select Print to Windows Metafile.

To capture the 3D Clusters View, use the built-in Windows screen capture 
method. With the 3D Clusters View showing, press ALT-PRINT SCREEN. Bring up 
a program such as Microsoft Paint, and select Paste. The image may have to be 
cropped to eliminate everything but the 3D Clusters View. 

5.22 Large File Tips

The following are some settings and usage tips that can significantly speed up 
Offline Sorter when working with large PLX files.

5.22.1 Statistics Calculations

In general, Offline Sorter must recalculate sort quality statistics whenever any 
change is made to the sorting on a channel. This can take significant time, espe-
cially if unit pair-wise statistics are being calculated. The Stats tab of the 
Tools | Options panel contains checkboxes that enable or disable the calculation 
of the advanced sort-quality statistics, and also the unit pair-wise statistics. If the 
statistics are not of interest, uncheck these items to speed up sorting operations.

5.22.2 Buffer Sizes

On the General tab of the Data Import Options page, there are two Buffer Size 
settings to be aware of. In both cases, these buffer sizes are specified in mega-
bytes. These values should always be less than the amount of RAM in the com-
puter, or severe performance degradation can occur.

The Reading Buffer Size for data files is the size of the temporary cache Offline 
Sorter uses when reading data from files. Increasing this number generally speeds 
up reading larger files, but might slow down the reading of smaller files. How-
ever, if this value is too large, it can slow performance.

Buffer Size for Continuous Data specifies the size of the memory buffer that 
Offline Sorter uses for holding the data from continuous data channels. If it is not 
desired to work with continuous data channels, or if it is acceptable to wait for 
continuous data to be dynamically read in after a channel is initially loaded, set 
this to a small value. 

5.22.3 Ignoring Continuous Data Channels

Plexon PLX files often contain a large amount of continuous (slow channel) data 
that can be a significant fraction of the total file size. By default, Offline Sorter 
reads in this continuous data when the file is opened. 

If continuous channel data is not desired, instruct Offline Sorter to bypass reading 
the continuous data altogether by checking the Disable loading continuous data 
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channels checkbox under the Continuous Data section on the General tab of 
the Tools | Data Import Options dialog box.

When saving a NEX file, by default, Offline Sorter must read the continuous data 
channels in order to write them to the NEX file, which can be time-consuming. If 
the continuous data channels are not desired to be present in the NEX file, one 
can disable writing the continuous data channels by unchecking the Export con-
tinuous data channels checkbox in the Export to NEX Options dialog box.

5.22.4 Initial PCA Calculation

By default, Offline Sorter performs a PCA calculation on each channel after it is 
loaded into memory. However, this calculation is wasted if the sorting is to be 
done in a feature space that does not involve principal component projections 
(e.g. using peak heights to sort tetrode data). One can effectively turn off the PCA 
calculation by entering a value of 0 in the edit box under Maximum Number of 
Waveforms to Use in the PCA Calculation in the Feature Calc tab of the 
Options window.

5.22.5 Deferring Waveform Drawing

Sometimes, Offline Sorter’s redrawing of the Waveform view and the Timeline 
View can be time-consuming. If the Defer Waveform Drawing Until Clicked 
checkbox in the Display tab of the Options dialog box is checked, the displays 
are not redrawn until the mouse is left-clicked in them. When viewing animated 
sorting progress, the views are temporarily put into deferred drawing mode, oth-
erwise it slows down the animation too much.

5.22.6 Using .PLX0 Files

One can use an entirely differently approach to speed up Offline Sorter operations 
on large files. Any data file loaded into Offline Sorter can be exported as a special 
.PLX0 file using the File | Export to .PLX0 menu selection. Subsequently load-

CAUTION
Continuous Data Channels Quietly Ignored
When Disable loading continuous data channels setting is 
checked, continuous data channels are quietly ignored—Offline 
Sorter gives no indication that these continuous channels even exist 
in the data file, and they are not saved during a Export to New .PLX 
operation. Moreover, Offline Sorter retains this setting between 
startups. If this setting is checked, Offline Sorter ignores continuous 
channels without warning until the setting is unchecked.
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ing an exported .PLX0 file into Offline Sorter is generally many times faster than 
loading the original data file.

The .PLX0 file format is fast because it organizes the data by channel, with the 
data for each channel written to a separate file. The general information about a 
file and the digital events are stored in the .PLX0 file itself, with the data for each 
channel NNN being written to a file with extension .plxNNN (or .plxCNNN for 
continuous data). Do not attempt to open the per-channel .plxNNN or .plxCNNN 
files directly in Offline Sorter—open the .PLX0 instead. The .PLX0 file format 
should be considered solely as a tool to speed up Offline Sorter, not as a sup-
ported data file format. The .PLX0 file format is intentionally not documented 
and can change without notice in the future. Do not archive the data as .PLX0 
files—use .PLX files instead.

Because of how the .PLX0 file is organized, it is not possible to use the File | 
Save As menu item on .PLX0 files, although File | Save works (and very 
quickly). Use File | Export to .PLX0 instead of File | Save As.

Note: Formerly, the separate utility program PlxUtil was used to create .PLX0 files, 
but starting with Offline Sorter version 2.8.0, the ability to create .PLX0 files 
was built in to Offline Sorter itself. This allows any data file format that can be 
loaded into Offline Sorter to be converted into .PLX0 format. Older .PLX0 files 
created by PlxUtil will no longer work with Offline Sorter version 2.8.0 or later, 
and there is no guarantee that .PLX0 files written with one version of Offline 
Sorter will work with other versions. Again, do not archive the data .PLX0 
files—use .PLX files instead.

HINT
Plan the work before converting to PLX0 
Converting a file to .PLX0 format can take significant time, and can 
require significant space on the hard drive. It generally only makes 
sense to convert a data file to .PLX0 format if it is desired to be 
working with that file several times, so that the cost of creating the 
.PLX0 file is “amortized”. One can create a Batch Command file to 
do the .PLX0 conversion overnight in order to have the fast-loading 
.PLX0 files available in the morning.
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A.1 Plexon User Interface

The Plexon User Interface embodies a standard look-and-feel for Plexon soft-
ware products. To illustrate the underlying concepts behind the look-and-feel, this 
appendix uses screenshots from Plexon’s CinePlex Editor (formerly called 
CinePlex Markup) and CinePlex Studio (formerly called CinePlex Capture) 
applications. Although there will be differences in menus and toolbars between 
different applications, how you use, handle, and operate the user interface com-
ponents will be fundamentally the same across future generations of Plexon’s 
software products. Included are:

• CinePlex Studio

• CinePlex Editor

• MAP 2

• Offline Sorter

This appendix covers common functionality of the look-and-feel between differ-
ent Plexon software applications. The discussion includes the following sections:

• Screen Elements

• Standard Menu Items and Dialogs

• Customization
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A.2 Screen Elements

A.2.1 Menus

The menu bar of the application contains the names of all of the menus for the 
application. Each menu name has a letter underlined which indicates the hot-key 
combination for that menu. To activate a particular menu you may click the left 
mouse button on the name or press and hold the ALT key while pressing the 
underlined letter. The illustration below is the main menu of CinePlex Editor.

Each menu of the Plexon User Interface contain menu commands and may also 
contain Icons, Hot Keys and a Tear-off Menu Handle as shown by the illustration 
below of the Edit menu of CinePlex Editor.

While all Plexon applications are shipped with their available menu commands 
organized into a set of menus, the contents of the menus can be customized and 
new menus can be created.

• Icons - Icons may be located immediately to the left of the menu commands. 
These icons will be displayed on the toolbar associated with the menu. In the 

Icons

Tear-off Handle
Menu Commands

Hot Key
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example menu, there are icons associated with all but the last three of the 
menu commands. The presence of an icon next to a menu command means 
that the icon is also a label on a toolbar button and will execute the same com-
mand when clicked as the menu command on the menu.

• Hot Keys - Hot Keys are key combinations that will cause a menu command 
to execute without having to click the command on the menu. Typically, hot 
keys will contain two keys that must be pressed simultaneously for the com-
bination to execute. The area at the far right of the menu commands may dis-
play the hot key combinations for the menu commands. In the example menu, 
there is a hot key combination (CTRL + C) for the Copy command. Hot keys 
may be added or customized via the Tools-Customize dialog.

• Tear-off Menu Handle - The Tear-off Menu Handle is an area (the one 
containing the dots) at the top of the menu, present on many menus. The tear-
off feature allows the quick creation of a toolbar that contains all of the com-
mands in the menu that have command icons. You may hover the mouse over 
the tool to highlight it, drag the mouse to the toolbar area and place the menu 
as a toolbar there. The illustrations below show highlighting the Tear-off 
Menu Handle to begin dragging the toolbar, dragging the toolbar across the 
screen, and finally docking the toolbar in place.
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A.2.2 Toolbars

Each toolbar has a dropdown button at the right that will allow you to add or 
remove buttons from toolbars and will also allow you to access the Customize 
dialog box. When you click the dropdown button the Add or Remove Buttons 
dropdown menu will appear as shown below.

You will see that the dropdown menu also has a dropdown button. If you click 
that button you will see a menu list of the available toolbars and a menu com-
mand to allow access to the Customize dialog box.

Expanding one of the toolbar menus will display all of the available toolbar but-
tons for that particular toolbar and a checkbox beside each one that will indicate 
whether or not the button is visible on the toolbar. There is also an option to reset 
the toolbar back to its factory default setting.
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Clicking the Customize menu command will open the Customize dialog box. 
This dialog box is common to Plexon software applications but may have differ-
ent content on the tabs according to the software application.

For details on using the Customize dialog box, see “Customization” on 
page A-19

A.2.3 Windows

The illustration below shows a typical window title bar. It contains (from left to 
right) a Title, a Auto Hide button, a Maximize button, and a Close button.

• Auto Hide Button  - The Auto Hide button “pins” a window to the 
screen to keep it visible or “rolls up” a visible window into a tab. When the 
window is pinned, the Auto Hide button points in a vertical direction. If the 
window is rolled up, the Auto Hide button points in a horizontal direction.

• Maximize Button  - The Maximize button may not appear on all win-
dows. It is the standard Windows maximize button. Clicking the Maximize 
button on a window will maximize the original window and hide other win-
dows occupying the same horizontal or vertical space. Clicking the Maxi-
mize button again will restore the previous layout. When clicked the image 
on the button toggles between one window and overlapping windows.
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• Close Button  - The Close button closes the window.

Plexon software applications often display several windows simultaneously. 
These windows may be resized by using standard resizing methods, and you may 
also reposition windows by dragging and dropping and by using Docking Stick-
ers. The illustration below shows the repositioning of a window (denoted by the 
blue transparent rectangle) and various Docking Stickers (with red circles 
around them). These Docking Stickers allow you to dock the window being 
moved in one of several ways described below.

You may position a window by floating it, docking it at the desired docking 
sticker at a window edge or in a tab.

• Floating a Window - You may drag a window by the Caption Bar near the 
center of the screen and release it causing the window to float. Holding down 
the CTRL key while dragging will always float the window. Double-clicking 
on the Caption Bar will also float a window. Note that the size and position 
of the floating window is remembered.

— Rolled-up Windows -  Floating windows may be enabled for roll up by 
pressing the Auto Hide button. The window will roll up when the focus 
is changed to a different window. The first illustration below shows a 
floating window before rolling it up. The second illustration below 
shows the rolled-up window after the focus has changed.
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• Docking a Window at the Application Frame - When you begin to drag 
a window, a transparent blue rectangle appears to indicate the position of the 
window and the four Docking Stickers appear individually at each edge of 
the application frame to allow you to dock the window to the respective edge. 
To dock just move the mouse to the desired Docking Sticker and release the 
mouse button. The docked window will extend along the entire length of the 
edge to which it is docked. The illustration below shows all four screen Dock-
ing Stickers.

• Docking a Window at a Window Edge - When you move the window 
inside another window, the window Docking Stickers appear inside the win-
dow grouped together near the center of the window. Releasing the mouse 
button while it is over one of these stickers (except the center one) will dock 
the moving window to the respective edge of the window associated with the 
window Docking Stickers. The illustration below shows the window Dock-
ing Stickers. Note that the shading of these Docking Stickers is different that 
the shading of the Docking Stickers in the previous illustration.

• Placing Windows into Tabs - Releasing the mouse button over the center 
Docking Sticker will allow the moving window to occupy the same space as 
the window beneath and will create tabs along the bottom for switching the 
view between the two windows. The illustration below shows the Marker 
Occurrences window without sidebar tabs on the left. On the right, a Chan-
nels window has been placed into the same space by using the center docking 
sticker. Note that there are two sidebar tabs at the bottom of the window.
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— Hidden Windows - Docked windows that you do not need to access 
often can be hidden or “rolled up” by pressing the Auto Hide button. 
When hidden, the window is represented by a sidebar tab. Sidebar tabs 
may be located at the left, right, or bottom of the screen and indicate 
hidden windows. To show one of these windows, just hover the mouse 
over one of the tabs and the window will appear. The File Info window 
of CinePlex Editor opened by the sidebar tab is shown below on the 
left. If you click the Auto Hide control, the window will be pinned and 
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remain open after you move the mouse away from the sidebar tab as 
shown on the right. The Auto Hide button will also have changed 
direction and be pointed downward. Note also that the File Info sidebar 
tab is gone on the right illustration.
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A.3 Standard Menu Items and Dialogs

In Plexon software applications, some menu items may have the same functional-
ity across several applications. These items are standard menu items and consist 
of the Window menu, the Run menu, and the Help menu.

A.3.1 Window Menu

The Window menu contains three items: Theme, Layout, and Customize.

• Theme - Clicking on Theme displays a menu as shown below.  A theme is a 
color scheme that is part of the look-and-feel of the user interface.

— Theme Group - The top group of items are theme toggle items that 
may be selected to apply to the user interface look-and-feel. Only one 
of the themes may be selected at a time. 

— Text Below Toolbar Icons - This item is a toggle item to show or not 
show text below the toolbar icons.

— Hide Window Title Bars - This item is a toggle item to hide or show 
window title bars.

• Layout - Clicking on Layout displays a menu as shown below. A layout is 
the size and placement of the windows on the screen. It also remembers the 
number and placement of toolbars.
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— Reset to Default Layout - Clicking on this item resets the layout to the 
factory default.

— Load Layout Group - Clicking on Apply Layout 1 or Apply Layout 
2 applies one of the standard layouts to the user interface. Clicking on 
Load Layout From File will allow you to select a layout file to apply 
to the user interface.

— Save Layout Group - Clicking on Save As Layout 1 or Save As Lay-
out 2 saves the current screen layout as one of the two standard layouts. 
You may also click Save Layout to File to save the current screen lay-
out to a file that can be loaded by the Load Layout From File item.

• Customize - Clicking Customize displays the Customize dialog box as 
shown below

For details on using the Customize dialog box, see “Customization” on 
page A-19.
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A.3.2 Run Menu

The purpose of the Run menu is to launch other applications quickly. The Run 
menu will be populated by default with some common Plexon applications. If 
you wish to be able to launch other applications from within the current applica-
tion, you can add new entries to the Run menu. A sample Run menu is shown 
below. For additional information about customizing the Run menu, see “Run 
Menu Customization” on page A-22.

A.3.3 Help Menu

The Help menu contains four items: Help, Quick Reference, Web Update, and 
About XXXXX where XXXXX is the name of the application.

• Help - Clicking Help displays the User’s Guide for the application.

• Quick Reference - Quick Reference may be missing in some applications. 
When present, clicking Quick Reference displays a dialog box similar to the 
one shown below. The purpose of the Quick Reference dialog box is to show 
keys and mouse buttons that control some of the commonly used functions in 
various views. You may print it by clicking Print or close it by clicking OK.
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— Print – Click Print to print a copy of the Quick Reference. 

• Web Update - This item allows you to update your software via the internet. 
Clicking Web Update will first check to see if an update is available. If an 
update is available, it will be downloaded and installed.

• About - Clicking the About item displays the About dialog box. The text of 
the About item varies according to the application. The About dialog con-
tains the version number and build data of the application, links to the Plexon 
website and support e-mail, and buttons for Licensing, System Report, and 
Manage File Extensions.
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— Licensing - Clicking the Licensing button displays the Plexon License 
Management dialog box. The Plexon License Management window 
includes the complete licensing information for Plexon products. The 
window includes the following three areas: information, key testing, 
and code entry.

– The information area includes information on license keys and a list 
of all the Plexon products and their licensed status on this PC. 

– If you have moved or added a key, the Test the Key Again button 
provides a convenient tool to test license keys to ensure they func-
tion correctly.

– If you have more than one key installed, the Next Key>> and 
<<Prev Key buttons appear. You may use these buttons to cycle 
through and test all keys.

– The code entry area is used to enter the unlock codes for optional 
programs and features. If you have purchased optional items, 
instructions for entering codes and testing keys are included with 
Plexon installation programs.

— System Report - The purpose of the System Report button is to help 
Plexon Support diagnose problems by listing system information. 
Clicking the System Report button will first display a dialog box to 
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allow you to display the system report on the monitor or save the report 
to a file that can be sent via E-mail to Plexon Support. 

– After selecting a choice, clicking OK will launch the standard 
Microsoft System Information tool. The illustration below shows 
the System Information report displayed on the monitor.

— Manage File Extensions - Clicking the Manage File Extensions 
button opens the Manage File Associations dialog box. The Manage 
File Associations dialog box allows you to review and select which file 
types are associated with Plexon software applications. For example, 
when the .plx file type is associated with Offline Sorter, double-click-
ing on a .plx file will open Offline Sorter and load that .plx file. If you 
have not installed some of the applications, their file extension radio 
buttons will be disabled.
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Note: On Windows Vista, the Manage File Associations dialog will only be able to 
update file associations if Offline Sorter is run with administrator privileges.

A.3.4 Messages Window

The Messages window displays a log of timestamps and associated application 
events that Plexon Support can use for troubleshooting purposes.

Note: The Messages window is not available for all applications.

Right-clicking the mouse in the Messages window will display a right-click 
menu with the following items:

• Erase - This item clears the window of all messages

• Pause - This item stops the logging of messages

• Show Debug Messages - This item is a toggle to show or hide debug 
messages

• Select and Copy All - This item allows you to copy all of the messages to 
another application - such as a word processor

• Save Log to File - This item allows you to save the messages to a log file.

• Mail Log to Plexon - This item allows you to send the message log to 
Plexon for troubleshooting purposes
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A.3.5 Right-click Menus

Most windows have right-click menus that control their behavior and options. To 
open a right-click menu, place the cursor inside a window and click and release 
the right mouse button. The right-click menu appears where you click. To select a 
menu item, move the cursor over it and click the left mouse button.

A.3.6 Current Selections

In grid-based windows, the currently selected item always appears with a >> or 
> in the left column of the appropriate grid-based window.

A.3.7 . Undo

Plexon applications provide multiple undo levels. To undo an operation, on the 
Edit menu, click Undo or click the Undo button on the toolbar. You can undo 
operations that change the contents of the project file, but you cannot undo opera-
tions that change the user interface options or colors.
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A.4 Customization

Although the menus and toolbars offer a rich set of commands and functions that 
should meet the needs of most Plexon customers, the Customize dialog box also 
allows you to customize several areas of the interface should the need ever arise. 
This section describes the uses of the Customize dialog box.

To open the Customize dialog box, from the Tools menu, select Customize. The 
Customize dialog box contains several tabs. The illustrations below show the 
Customize dialog box from CinePlex Editor and displays five tabs - Toolbars, 
Commands, Keyboard, Run Menu, and Options. Although the content of the 
tabs will vary according to the application, the functional operation of each tab is 
respectively the same across all Plexon software applications.

A.4.1 Toolbars Customization

An illustration of the Toolbars tab follows:

• Toolbars - This box contains a list of the toolbars for the application. Click a 
toolbar checkbox to have it appear in the main application window. 

• New - This button opens the New Toolbar dialog box. You can use this fea-
ture to create a custom toolbar for commands you frequently use. Enter a tool-
bar name in the Toolbar name box.

• Rename - If you have selected a toolbar that you previously defined, click 
Rename to change the name of the toolbar. The Rename Toolbar dialog box 
displays.

• Delete - If you have defined a new toolbar and selected it, you can click 
Delete to remove that toolbar. There are no default values for new toolbars 
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you define. You cannot delete the standard toolbars. A confirmation dialog 
box displays.

• Reset - If you have selected a standard toolbar, click Reset to restore the 
toolbar to its default contents. If you have dragged new buttons to a toolbar, 
click Reset to restore the default version of the toolbar. A confirmation dialog 
box displays.

A.4.2 Commands Customization

The Commands tab is used to customize which commands are available in tool-
bars. An illustration of the Commands tab follows:

• Categories - This is a list of all the toolbar categories. Select a toolbar cate-
gory to see the buttons in the Commands area.

• Commands - This area shows all the buttons and the associated menu com-
mands that belong to the category you select. You can select the command 
you want and drag it to the toolbar.

A.4.3 Keyboard Customization

The Keyboard tab allows you to bind keystrokes to commands. An illustration of 
the Keyboard tab follows:
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• Category - This is a list of all the main menu headings. Select a menu head-
ing to category to see the associated commands in the Commands area.

• Commands - This is a list of all the commands associated with the selected 
main menu heading in the Category area.

• Key assignments - This displays the current key assignment for the com-
mand selected in the Commands area.

• Press new shortcut key - This allows you to enter a shortcut key combi-
nation for the command selected in the Commands area.

• Description - This area displays a description of the currently selected com-
mand in the Commands area.

• Assign - This button assigns the shortcut in the Press New Shortcut Key 
area to the selected command in the Commands area. If the shortcut key is 
already assigned to another command, a confirmation dialog box displays to 
allow or cancel the reassignment.

• Remove - This button removes the selected shortcut key in the Key Assign-
ments area from the selected command in the Commands area.

• Reset All - This button removes all custom key assignments. A confirmation 
dialog box displays to allow or cancel the operation.
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Procedure for Customizing Keystroke Shortcuts

1 From the Window menu, select Customize, and then click the Keyboard tab 
of the Customize dialog box.

2 Choose a category from the Category dropdown and from the Commands 
list, select the command that you want to bind to a keystroke shortcut.

3 If there is already a key assignment listed in the Key assignments area, you 
may remove it by clicking the Remove button if you wish. You may also just 
reassign a new key combination to the selected command. (See Step 5)

4 Click the mouse in the Press new shortcut key area.

5 Click the CTRL or ALT key and hold it down while clicking another key. The 
dual key combination will be displayed in the Press new shortcut key area. 
This combination will be the key assignment for the selected command.

6 Click the Assign button to assign the key combination to the selected 
command. If there already is a key assignment for the command, a 
confirmation box will display to allow you to confirm or cancel the 
reassignment.

Note: In CinePlex Editor do not bind menu operations to keystrokes that are 
associated with markers. Use only CTRL- or ALT- key combinations 
to bind to menu items, as these key combinations cannot be associ-
ated with markers.

A.4.4 Run Menu Customization

The Run Menu tab allows you to manage menu items on the Run Menu. An 
illustration of the Run Menu tab follows:

• Menu contents - This is a list of all the menu items in the Run Menu. 
Select an item to see its characteristics in the Command, Arguments, and 
Initial Directory areas.
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• Buttons - The toolbar buttons allow you to add a new menu item, delete a 
selected menu item, move the selected menu item upward in the list, and 
move the selected menu item downward in the list.

• Command - This area contains the name of the file that runs when the menu 
item is selected from the Run Menu. The browse button opens the standard 
Open dialog box filtered for executable files.

• Arguments - This is a list of all the arguments to be passed to the file in the 
Command area, if any. The browse button opens the standard Open dialog 
box filtered for all files. When applicable, the symbol “%1” can be used to 
denote the current document.

• Initial Directory - This contains the path of the file in the Command area. 
The path allows the system to find the file and execute it. The Browse button 
opens the standard Browse For Folder dialog box.

Procedure for Customizing the Run Menu

1 From the Window menu, select Customize, and click the Run Menu tab.

2 To add a menu item, click the New icon, enter the command in the Command 
text box, enter any arguments in the Arguments text box, and set the 
applications directory in the Initial Directory text box. In each case you may 
use the appropriate Browse button at the right of the text box. The Browse 
button for the command opens the standard File Open dialog box filtered for 
executable files. The Browse button for the arguments opens the standard 
File Open dialog box filtered for all files. Then Browse button for the initial 
directory opens the Browse for Folder dialog box.

3 To delete a menu item, select it and click the Delete button.

4 To reorder the menu items, select a menu item and use the Up and/or Down 
arrow buttons to reorder.

A.4.5 Options Customization

An illustration of the Options tab follows:
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• Personalized Menus and Toolbars - This area contains two check boxes 
and a button. The application will hide infrequently used menu items, but you 
may customize the display of menu items using these two checkboxes. If you 
check the Always show full menus checkbox, the application will always 
show full menus and the Show full menus after a short delay checkbox will 
be disabled. If you do not check the Always show full menus checkbox, you 
will have the option of checking or clearing the Show full menus after a 
short delay checkbox. The Reset menu and toolbar usage data button will 
allow you to delete the record of commands you have used in the application 
and restore the default set of visible commands to the menus and toolbars. A 
confirmation dialog displays.

• Other - This area contains three checkboxes and a dropdown list. If you 
check the Large icons checkbox, the application will use large icons on the 
toolbar. If you check the Show Screentips on toolbars checkbox you will 
also have the option of checking the Show shortcut keys in Screen Tips 
checkbox. The Menu animations dropdown list allows you to select the type 
of animation to be used on menus that have animation.



* Plexon and the Plexon logo are trademarks of Plexon Inc. Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, 
Windows 2000, Windows XP, Excel, and PowerPoint are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
Sentinel, SentinelPro, and SentinelSuperPro are trademarks of Rainbow Technologies. Adobe and 
PDF are trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. MATLAB is a trademark of The Math Works, Inc. NI 
and NI-DAQ are trademarks of National Instruments. NeuroExplorer is a trademark of Nex Tech-
nologies.
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